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Publisher’s Note

Aside from some minor editing for greater clarity, 
The God-M ind Connection: REVISED  E D ITIO N  con
tains essentially the same message as the original 
manuscript which was published in 1987. This revised 
edition constitutes its third printing.

Major changes and additions include:
•  Thought Stimulators emphasizing key concepts are 

at the end of each chapter. They were developed 
by Connie Givens, a TeamUp associate, who uses 
The G od-M ind Connection extensively in work
shops and seminars.

•  The typeface, which is slightly larger than the 
original, is easier to read.

•  Words of the Brotherhood are printed in regular 
type face; the writer’s comments and questions are 
in italics.

•  Postscripts have been added in which readers 
tell how they made their God-Mind connection 
and how it has changed their lives.

•  A Glossary of words and phrases, which provides a 
quick reference point for readers, is in the back of 
the book.

We believe The G od-M ind Connection is an important 
book for those individuals who are interested in learning 
how to tap into universal wisdom and apply it to their 
daily living.
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Foreword

When my wife first asked me to write the foreword 
to this book, I was pretty flip with my response. After 
all, how many husbands are invited to write the fore
word to books written by their wives?

Then I read the first chapter. And the second 
chapter. I had so many questions, my wife told me to 
skip the rest of the book and jump to Chapter 13. 
What I read there was even more startling, so I read the 
entire book. What I learned was that the mother of my 
children, a college graduate, professional teacher, and 
occasional writer of articles for a wide variety of church 
publications, believes that she is:

a) Communicating with people from another world,
b) Receiving instructions, via her typewriter, from 

"spirit counselors,"
c) Learning about reincarnation from the "Brother

hood," and
d) Receiving instructions on living from a plane above 

our earthly plane which will enable her to live a better 
life now.

She also told me that she isn’t the girl I married on 
the campus of Indiana University 37 years ago. I didn’t 
realize what she meant until I read about the "re-entry 
of souls" in Chapter 8.

I’ve never known my wife to lie, and she avoids 
controversy and/or confrontations (and this book will 
undoubtedly create both). In short, there is no doubt in 
my mind that she believes everything she has written in 
this book.

In retrospect, I also know that she has startled me on 
several occasions with "revelations" of her "conversa
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tions" with people who have died. Up to the time she 
started on this book, it was easier for me, her husband, 
to simply change the subject.

In discussions with Jean, I find her firm in her belief 
that her purpose in writing the book is to emphasize a 
Universal God who can help people in their daily lives.

From my viewpoint, the awesome part of the book is 
how she gathered the material.

There will be those skeptics who, if they even read 
the book in its entirety, will say that Jean wrote the 
book out of her own life experiences — plus a vivid 
imagination. But I also read the first draft of Chapter 
13, and then most of the other chapters, from her 
original notes. It is not her writing. She couldn’t have 
written that much on that subject in that length of time 
without outside help.

Once I came to the conclusion that she really did 
receive direction in her writing, it became easier for me 
to accept the fact that the entire book is the result of 
her communication with spirits who are on a different 
plane than mortals on earth.

Also, if I could accept the fact that the writing 
(inspiration) came to her through a thought transfer 
from outside sources, then it was relatively easy to 
accept the premise that there is another, second plane 
of life. Furthermore, there is a Brotherhood which can 
and does communicate with people on earth, and they 
are good spirits, dedicated to helping people on earth. 
If Jean, who is not clairvoyant can do it, then anyone — 
with a little practice — can do it.

It follows that it is also reasonable to accept the 
message of Jean’s book that there is a Universal God 
and that there are spiritual counselors who are readily 
available to help anyone attain a happy, successful life 
on earth.

Carl B. Foster
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Receiving Counsel 
From the Brotherhood o£ God

1

Spirit counselors, w ho ca ll them selves the  
"B rotherhood ," open up the lines o f  com m un ica tion  
w ith the writer.

If people will turn their attention to us, give us their 
open minds, their open hearts, then we will fill them 
with wisdom and with the gifts of spirit that will bring 
them into oneness with God. This is our task here -  to 
take the God-message to you on your plane that you 
will not waste your life there.

Thus began one o f m any morning sessions at m y 
typewriter. The hands on the keys o f m y typewriter were 
mine, but the impetus to strike certain letters came from  
an unseen source. Later I  was to leam  that the source is 
a God-created group o f spirit entities called the 
Brotherhood o f God, the Counselor that Jesus promised.

Autom atic writing -  as m any call it -  is not autom atic 
according to those in the Brotherhood.

It comes with practice on your part and with the 
power of God working in us both.

1



THE GOD-MIND CONNECTION

M y experiment to contact someone in the next plane o f 
life began with pencil and paper and a willingness to fin d  
out fo r  m yself i f  I  could do this kind o f writing. In  the 
next chapter I  explain m y step-by-step progression from  
swirls and figure eights to the typing I  do now. In  Chapter 
13 a messenger from  the Brotherhood explains in m uch 
detail how  the system works.

The message that came to m e day by day, I  soon 
learned, was not intended fo r  m e alone. This 
enlightenment was fo r  everyone. "You are to write a book, " 
m y com municator told me. I  protested ignorance o f the 
subject, no experience in religious books, no prestigious 
publishing history. B ut m y assignment grew into reality as 
a wealth o f inform ation and counsel appeared on m y 
typewritten page.

One o f the Brothers told me:
This book is to be about growth. Growth is the goal 

of your life. Be open to this thought. Be open to 
growth. No one can just ride along in life without 
something happening. Either a person grows or a 
person goes into decline. No one stays the same. 
There is no use in trying to hide from this truth. When 
you finish with your body, you come here to this second 
level of life, to this plane that looks so much like the 
earth plane. It is here you rest and contemplate your 
earth life and then go on with your true life.

If you decline in your earth life instead of growing, 
you must go through growth here on this plane. But it 
is much harder here because there is no hardship to go 
through or overcome. There is no lesson to learn 
through living. The Brotherhood of God is here to 
help, to counsel, but not to direct. We transfer spiritual 
gifts to you, but we do not act in your place. You must 
act. We must help. That is our relationship.

The Bible has references to the Counselor that Jesus 
promised. Two o f these are in the book o f John, the 14th
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RECEIVING COUNSEL

chapter. The first reference from  m y Revised Standard 
Version, the 16th verse, gives Jesus’ words: "A nd  I  will 
pray the Father, and He will give you another Counselor,
to be with you fo rever.... " A nd  in the 26th verse Jesus
says, "But the Counselor, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father 
will send in m y name, he will teach you all things, and  
bring to your remembrance all that I  have said to you ."

My com m unicator then said:
By having the Brotherhood span both planes, it can 

work effectively with you.
I  asked what they m eant by "their plane."
This plane is with yours -  on the entering level of the 

next part of life. We are not far. This plane is so near 
you that your breath is felt here. This plane is the 
image of yours except that it is more perfect. This 
plane has the hopes and dreams of man expressed in 
many ways. The ecology is perfect.

Those advanced spirits insisted that we are to call upon 
their help in all things affecting our growth. They define 
growth as that which gives us the power to be one with 
God. The message continued.

The energy of the God of the Universe is open to 
people on both planes. It comes through the 
Brotherhood of God to help you to become the person 
you want to be.

Two questions came to mind. First, what is m eant by 
"the energy o f the God o f the Universe?" A n d  second, is 
the person we want to be the same as being one with God?

Energy is the power of God on the move throughout 
the universe. This energy gives you the power to turn 
thoughts into things. This energy, remember, is of God, 
not the Brotherhood. We only open your mind to its 
presence here. We give you the open channel — the 
means to open your mind to receive this energy.

It is the spiritual law that we want to become one 
with God. This desire is written into our eternal plan.

3



THE GOD-MIND CONNECTION

This is the plan of the spirit since before the earth 
began.

Now back to that part about energy, or "the power o f 
God on the move." What did m y com m unicator m ean by 
energy that turns thought into things?

Energy will be your price of things. Like money is 
the price of things on your plane, energy is the price of 
things here, but not only here, on your plane too.

Could these Brothers be talking literally here? Can we 
turn thoughts into things by use o f this special energy?

You become the proper channel on the use of this 
power and you manifest what you desire.

Surely there m ust be a misunderstanding! Things are 
material. Surely this message means that we m anifest 
qualities like goodness or peacefulness.

L ike any good and patient teacher, the messenger from  
the Brotherhood continued.

You can manifest qualities, of course, but you can 
also manifest things.

Again I  protested, shaking m y head in contradiction. 
B ut this Brother persisted.

You can manifest what you desire by using this power 
or energy that is available to you now. Be open. Be 
ready.

Astonished by the idea o f demonstrating this power in a 
material way, I  asked how I  might receive this energy. 
Thereupon I  received a spiritual blueprint that anyone can 
use to m anifest the good in life.

This is the method: Be open to us here. Keep your 
mind turned toward your good, your spiritual good. 
Then if your desire is in line with that spiritual good, it 
will manifest.

A n d  who decides about our spiritual good?
Spiritual good to one is not spiritual good to another. 

Turn your thoughts to us here to have this matter 
enlightened.

4



RECEIVING COUNSEL

Still, I  resisted the idea o f manifesting things. "Why, " /  
asked, "do I  resist this idea?"

Because you have been taught differently. Because 
you keep believing that there is a difference between 
spiritual life and the one in which you manifest material 
things. It is all the same. It is not separate. Be open. 
Say good-by to your negative thoughts. This is not the 
time for weakness. It is a time for strength. You have 
a goal in mind, don’t you? Then manifest success by 
the use of the energy that is here for you, this power.

Today is the day. Be open in this matter. You seek 
success. You want to demonstrate this success in 
money. You want satisfaction. You want confidence in 
yourself. You desire these last two above all material 
things. Then put this on the map of your imagination. 
See it happening. Be open to success. Plan your use of 
success. Be on this matter in prayer. Imprint it on your 
inner eye. The power comes in to you to make it 
manifest. We in the Brotherhood are open toward this 
accomplishment. It is certainly in line with your 
spiritual good. It is a right desire. It is God at work 
within you to help you carry out your plan of becoming 
the person you want to be.

A t this po in t I  took one o f m y favorite articles from  m y 
rejected manuscripts, worked it over again, and sent it out. 
It seemed a tim e fo r  action, fo r  a step o f fa ith  in the 
Brotherhood’s words. "How can we know," I  asked, "what 
our spiritual good is?"

The Brotherhood is always here on this plane, open 
to your plane. Your thought sent to us will bring you 
the help you seek. Prayer is to God — that which gives 
you the oneness with Him. But when you think that 
you want us in your life helping, counseling, giving good 
gifts, we will turn ourselves toward you in the open 
channel to contact your mind. Be open. Go to the 
God you already know, and think of the help you need.
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THE GOD-MIND CONNECTION

I  asked fo r  enlightenment on the kind o f help we m ight 
ask for.

The Brotherhood will help people think more clearly 
about what life is for, what purpose each one has. We 
care that you become the best that you can be. People 
can overcome depression and loneliness because they 
know there are friends here as well as there, and no 
person goes his way alone.

God is the reality one hopes for when you turn to the 
Brotherhood for help. But "help" is perhaps not the 
word we need here. "Help" concentrates us on need, 
and many people would rather do things on their own. 
A better word might be "growth," for most want to be 
spirits that grow, right?

It’s a more positive picture. This group of advanced 
spirits exists that growth may progress on the earth 
plane in great strides. The work we do is to point the 
way to God-life in each person. God is the God of us 
all.

I  interrupted with, "And you always come when thought 
is turned toward you?"

The Brotherhood is open on this side all the time. 
We want to help. We want to bring you the gifts of 
spirit that God has in your name. Each person has the 
gifts here, and we help to transfer these to the willing 
open individual.

"Can everyone m ake contact with you?" I  asked.
I tell you the truth, that everyone who wishes to be 

open to the Brotherhood of God can be so. This is not 
difficult to do. It is only a matter of will and of desire 
on the part of anyone. You only think it’s difficult 
because it isn’t common yet, but communication is the 
part that is best between you and us. We can become 
helpful to you in your growth there because we can 
unite with you. Think on this matter carefully: People 
may be one with the Brotherhood of God by opening
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RECEIVING COUNSEL

their minds to the open channel that brings 
communication between us. Be of good cheer on this.

It was hard fo r  m e to conceive o f such a selfless group 
o f spirits as this Brotherhood. M entally I  endowed them  
with m y characteristics -  impatience, weariness over 
repetition, despair and disappointment over other people’s 
actions. Yes, a stubborn doubt persevered about their 
willingness to do what they claimed — help m e fu lfill m y 
God-potential. These thoughts o f mine, fo r  I  never uttered 
them  aloud or typed them on paper, brought a vigorous 
response from  these advanced spirits.

The Brotherhood of God always has the person’s best 
interests in mind. There is no puny motive on our part 
to get something for ourselves. There is no grumbling 
when we are asked to help. No one says, "There you go 
again, asking for help!" When you ask, we come. This 
is our joy, our great wonderful pleasure. No time of 
night or day matters to us here, for we do not observe 
time as you observe it. We have no greater motive than 
to be one with God. We give you this prayer of growth 
— may God give you His great gifts with our help.

The Brotherhood is real. We have lived on the earth 
plane many times. The spiritual law says that we on this 
plane must live again and again in order to understand 
the lessons life has to teach us. In one lifetime this is 
not possible.

(There will be more on G od’s plan -  reincarnation -
throughout this book.) The message continued.

I know that people have need of us. I hear their 
cries on this plane. The Brotherhood takes each cry 
into the mind of the Universal God. The cry may be to 
no purpose, but it is a cry. We go to that person to try 
to help. But no help is possible until the person 
requests our help. The reason for our inability to help 
some people is that we all have free will. That way 
when we choose the godly way, our perfection is true,

7



THE GOD-MIND CONNECTION

not a facade.
I  asked the messenger from  the Brotherhood what sort 

o f things people want help with, and their reply came 
immediately.

Why, they want help to grow into the wonderful 
people they know they should be. Not "should" in an 
outer way, but "should" in the inner way. The "should" 
means that we grow to the extent of our concepts. If 
we conceive of ourselves as wonderful human beings, 
then we become wonderful human beings. But if we 
give ourselves the picture of the poor little creature, the 
one who is undeserving, the one who is hopeless about 
life, then we become that person. We want to become 
the person we "should" be -  the one we conceive of.

"Can you help m e develop a better picture o f myself?"
Yes, we build into your mind impressions of your best 

qualities. We build the concept into a beautiful 
creature so that you can indeed become that which you 
visualize. The mind is the key. The mind is the truth 
of our beings. The mind gives us entry to the soul.

Again I  interrupted. "B ut what about brain-damaged 
people? You can’t reach them, I  suppose." I  received an 
illum inating reply to this question.

The truth here is that these people will develop 
within, for they have no truth of their own disability to 
impede them. We connect easily with those who open 
their minds, no matter the condition of the brain. The 
mind is not the brain. The mind is that which gives you 
the truth of your being, that which is the eternal part of 
you, the real. The mind gives you the spark of life, the 
God-spark, that which we call the soul.

Stirred by this reply, I  asked, "Then parents who have 
brain-damaged children should understand that growth o f  
the spirit still continues?"

These children who come into this world with brains 
that do not serve them well may grow even more than

8



RECEIVING COUNSEL

those who have a great intellect. The brain is the bodily 
function, but mind is the spirit function. The spirit is 
eternal. The body is temporary. That is the truth.

The Brotherhood reaches out to all. Those who wait 
until their deathbeds may open their minds to us to help 
them and we do. No Brother says to a person, "You 
have waited too long, old man. You’re out of luck." 
The person is always helped. We do not see you with 
the eyes of judgment, but with the eyes of the good that 
we might do to help you connect with the God of your 
being.

There is no circumstance that thought of our help 
cannot put right. We on this plane — the Brotherhood - 
— team up with you to give the good news to you. Tell 
your readers that no belief or disbelief hampers our 
work. One can be without faith in any of the truths he 
has heard to date, but when he turns to us, we will help 
him find his own truth. The only truth to trust is that 
which grows inside you anyway. To reject other truths 
is merely the expression of your inner being to find your 
own truth. The growth of the spirit is the main idea. 
Keep this in mind.

I  queried about help from  these advanced spirits in the 
m atter o f personal safety, and here is the reply.

Help may be possible if the person believes in that 
help instantaneously. The protection may happen, but 
not always, because people panic when the crisis comes 
and turn their minds to the overwhelming tragedy.

Then I  asked i f  the Brotherhood will come when we ask  
fo r  healing fo r  someone else.

The one asked for is open to us, of course, but your 
pleading has nothing to do with i t  God’s help is for all, 
no matter the circumstances. The truth is that God is 
the God of the Universe, all-powerful, all-knowing. He 
opens us to all the good gifts if we open our minds to 
these gifts. Properly used, the energy of the universe

9



THE GOD-MIND CONNECTION

can heal. We can help the ill person. The growing 
person can help too. Healing is another subject, and it 
would take a long time to explain the working of it.

What an intriguing answer -  one I  want to fo llow  up on 
someday soon. Those advanced souls -  the Brotherhood - 
- stand at the ready to teach us and help us grow. 
Whether we accept any religious theology or not, all o f us 
can relate to the concept o f help from  those who 
understand what life is all about.

THOUGHT STIMULATORS

1. Growth is our goal in this life. The Brotherhood is 
here to assist us with this growth. What is your 
understanding o f growth, and how can you m ake practical 
use o f this understanding?

2. Energy, which is the power o f God, turns thoughts into  
things. H ow can we access this energy?

Inner Work: Talk with the Brotherhood. Open your m ind  
to success. What picture o f yourself do you want the 
Brotherhood to help you develop?

10



Forming a Partnership

2

W e can fo rm  a partnership  w ith  the B rotherhood  
o f  G o d  a n d  receive the help they have fo r  each o f  
us. The B rotherhood gives only good  gifts to  those  
w ho team  up w ith them .

Forming a partnership with the Counselor/Brotherhood 
o f G od is not a complicated business. There is no  
mysterious or occult session needed. The prerequisite, as 
I  understand it, is to m ake a request. In  this way we give 
perm ission to those advanced spirits to enter our m inds 
and give us their counsel.

"Many need to have partners — the more tangible p roo f 
o f God," said m y communicator, and to m e in particular, 
"This tangible p roo f is in our written com munication, o f 
course." A n d  again to us all,

The proof is also in the open channel between us and 
the person who invites our help. We will manifest in 
one way or another if a person’s mind is turned toward 
us in the promise that we make. This is the truth.

11



THE GOD-MIND CONNECTION

You m ay wonder, as I  did, why this group o f souls wants 
to do this obviously difficult work o f com m unicating with 
us and helping us through our problem s and onward to  
our spiritual growth. Who are they? They told m e that 
they came into being in the beginning o f G od’s establish
m ent o f the earth. However, they do not th ink the truth o f 
how they came into being is im portant at this point.

We enter to help. This is our entire thought. Why 
concern yourself with who we were on the earth plane? 
The point is who we are now. That is what matters. 
We entered life even as you have entered life, but our 
reality is NOW, not the past.

However, they did give som e insight into the past, as we 
on earth figure time.

The Brotherhood began on earth, and it continued on 
this plane to help others still on the earth plane. But it 
was hard to get in touch and to maintain contact. 
Therefore, Jesus went back to earth to be the God-self 
who entered into flesh and made contact with these 
helpers. He gave a pattern of prayer, of healing and of 
direction. He gave fully of himself there, but he made 
use of the advanced spirits here. He grew in that 
lifetime into his full potential because he used help from 
this plane, not because he was perfect to begin with, not 
because he was God to start with. Now he wants to 
open this channel wider than ever. He encourages 
others to use this channel to enrich their lives to the 
perfection which is easily within their grasp if they use 
the help that we can give.

I  com e from  a traditional Protestant Christian back
ground, and these words seemed sacrilegious. M y thoughts 
were enough to trigger this answer:

There is no sacrilege when we know God is the source 
of all energy that is given. God is the source of this 
wonderful open channel that can tenderly take this 
concept to your consciousness. People so often feel

12



FORMING A PARTNERSHIP

lonely that there is no friend, no one to care. But in 
the Brotherhood there is caring. Entities will come to 
fill you if you seek to be filled.

Later the messenger added to this concept o f who and 
what the Brotherhood is and why it exists.

If you want to help others, if you want to be God’s 
emissary, then this is work that you may want to do here 
on this plane when you come. Remember, we do not 
enter the earth plane to become one with you. The 
truth is that we enter to help you unite with God-mind 
even as Jesus did.

These Counselors insist that each o f us m ust set our 
own goals in life. Then they will help us go to G od-m ind  
to reach these goals.

If a partnership is to be formed between you and the 
Brotherhood of God, there must be communication. 
Here we come to the heart of the matter of making the 
partnership a working practical one. Half the partner
ship is ethereal and half is earthly. (Apparently those in 
the next plane can hear us easily enough, but how  do we 
hear them?)

L e t’s consider the process o f autom atic writing which is 
what I  attem pted to use. A  well-known writer o f psychic 
books wrote that anyone can do autom atic writing. N ot 
being particularly psychic m yself -  certainly no more so  
than the average person -  I  knew I  did not possess any 
special powers.

I  simply sat down at a table with several sheets o f 8 1/2 
by 11-inch paper and som e well-sharpened pencils. I  had 
nothing in particular in m ind — certainly not the Brother
hood o f God. H ad I  sought a teacher or counselor 
immediately, I  could have progressed m uch faster. The 
thing was, I  d idn’t know  exactly what I  wanted. I  sat fo r  
ten or fifteen m inutes with very little happening. M y pencil 
seemed pushed now and then to m ake sweeps across the 
page, and tha t’s all. Disappointed, I  nevertheless deter
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m ined to try it fo r  several days at the sam e hour fo r  15 to 
20 minutes.

By the third or fourth  day m y pencil was practicing large 
"o’s" large "I’s" and som e figure "8’s" across the page. The 
"8’s" were sideways as i f  to indicate infinity. Yes, it grew 
boring and yes, I  wanted to give it up because it seemed 
so silly. Then I  began to get messages -  m any o f them  
frantic. One that persisted over a period o f several days 
was, "Mother is alive. M other is alive." M y pencil pushed  
heavily and quickly across the page. "Mother frees you  
from  her promise. She m ust be on her way now to the 
prom ised land." This message never got delivered, fo r  I  
have no idea who M other is or whom she wants to free. 
B ut there was no doubt in m y m ind that som e soul needed 
to impart these words to someone still on the earth plane.

Two letters, written together like initials, began to appear 
each day. Finally the writer revealed h im self as a person 
I  had known well when he lived on this earth. H e had  
problem s because he was very attached to som eone still on 
earth, a som eone he wanted to m ake changes that affected 
his growth. I  wasn't sure at this po in t that I  wanted to get 
this kind o f message. I  had stepped into someone else’s 
personal life, and I  fe lt uncomfortable.

M y early experience in autom atic writing brought m e 
into contact with m any spirit entities, including m y father. 
One day m y fa ther "took m y pencil' and told m e what he 
is doing with his life now. H is greatest concern is fo r  m y 
brother and his fam ily even as it was while he lived on 
earth. H e had hated me, he said, during the last few  years 
o f his life because he was in a nursing home, and he 
nam ed the home. I  asked him  how he fe lt toward m e 
now. H e said he no longer hates m e because he isn ’t in 
the nursing hom e now. "Love," he said, "is the m ost 
im portant thing to m e now."

It was not until I  asked specifically fo r  a teacher -  
someone who could help m e with m y life, som eone who
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could filter out the m any frantic messages that I  could do 
nothing about, did I  m eet the Brotherhood o f God. A n  
entity called Love signed in each day. Our com m unica
tion was poor due to m y inadequate reception. Love 
would begin som e fascinating statement, and then I  could 
not get the ending. Crucial words were not expressed, and 
there was m uch frustration on m y part. B ut having gone 
this far, I  stayed with it, however grimly.

I  dated each day’s writing. A n d  as Love helped m e 
along I  began to type each day’s written work no matter 
how fu ll o f omissions. Day by day I  could see more and 
more complete statements, and I  grew encouraged. A nd  
the writing was not without humor. I  like to read mystery 
stories, and one day in the m idst o f trying to get the words 
down on paper, came this statement:

I think the mystery stories you read cloud your mind.
One day I  received instructions to go to m y typewriter 

and place m y fingers on the keys. Typing m ade com m uni
cation m uch easier. Always, before I  wrote or typed the 
com munication, I  tried to still m y mind, empty it o f 
thought, and then I  prayed fo r  protection and guidance.

Love no longer signed in. Som eone else from  the 
Brotherhood took over. This entity taught m e how to  
concentrate in a way that would enable the messenger and 
m e to be on the same wave length. I  received directions to 
hold a picture in m y mind, a picture o f the soft earth, 
which is m y mind, and a plow, which is the Brotherhood. 
The plow  turned the soft and willing earth, and as it did  
so, I  finally began to type with som e speed as m y fingers 
reached fo r  the keys. I  am not sure even now ju st how  
this works. I  seem to have impressions o f the words ju st 
before I  type them, but there are som e times when I  go 
very slowly awaiting the impulse that moves m y fingers.

According to m y communicator, not everyone is given 
the same picture to use in m aking contact. The picture 
suits m e and reaches m y particular understanding. I  have
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never read in any other psychic literature o f this m ethod o f  
contact.

M any churches, ministers and religious people warn 
against doing autom atic writing as i f  it, in itself, is evil I  
m ade this statem ent to these Brothers who dism issed the 
idea o f evil with a tongue-in-cheek comment:

On the earth plane there is much fear.
I  was told that the immediate need here is to be assured 

that G od is real and that the earth life is our temporary 
home.

You on earth do not live there permanently. You 
bring your soul there for growth, not permanent habita
tion.

I  asked i f  someone might give suggestions on autom atic 
writing as a m eans o f contacting them.

The Brotherhood will receive any person who wishes 
to make an open contact with us. If the person wants 
to be in communication by investing time on your plane, 
then writing may be the best means of communication.

B ut they do not rule out other means o f contact.
If you open your mind, and open your heart, too, 

then we come to you to help. But if you want on the 
open channel, you must give time on your plane to get 
this. It is the payment, so to speak. But the time need 
not be overly long. It can be only a short concentrated 
time, a time of going to God the Father in prayer and 
a time of important growing.

"Important growing" refers to a person's attention to the 
open channel that makes com m unication possible. I  
asked how  a person can open his m ind and heart.

If a person wants to contact the Brotherhood, the 
sincere desire is enough to make the contact.

"But there is no p roo f o f this contact!" I  protested, and 
the Brotherhood again replied.

This kind of contact is not visible to you. You must 
make the point that you cannot see us, but nevertheless
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the communication is there. You feel the keys of your 
typewriter depress beneath your fingers, but others may 
use a pencil and let their hand become the hand of the 
Brotherhood. Others may be good listeners, better than 
you are, and they may hear our voice. There is one 
other way too. By taking your inner growth tone, the 
wave length of the energy that courses through you, you 
may get on this wave length where you may be in the 
growth pattern that we are. Both the wave lengths must 
be synchronized with one another. But only those who 
understand physics may understand this. These helpers 
go into the world to be there on your plane. But so 
many do not take heed. There the Brotherhood goes, 
going to your support and aid, but so few heed them. 
People do things the hard way — alone.

Another day m y com m unicator had this to say about 
how people can m ake use o f the open channel.

This is the way: To you who would use the typewrit
er, this is a good way. To others who do not type or 
who won’t consider this method, there is another way. 
Our plane and your plane coming together is to be 
understood. A person may listen to his inner voice. 
This is fine. It is good, but obviously not many know 
how to listen to the inner voice. The thrust of this 
message is that there is a way for all. And it can be as 
certain as writing letters. We write letters, don’t we? 
We expect answers, right? Then this way is most sure. 
The inner voice may be mystical to many, you see. And 
it is subject to the subconscious, but so is the writing.

This is the way to communicate -  to meditate, to 
listen, to write us and let us answer through your 
fingers. The Brotherhood does not care which method. 
Use whatsoever you will, but open your mind to this 
open channel that you may not waste your earth life. 
Be assured that this earth life is the temporary life and 
your next life is the real one. On this plane you have
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the identity that is permanent. In earth life you have an 
impermanent identity.

Jesus came here to show people how to take their 
growth seriously and to live according to God’s best 
plan for uniting the two planes. The Brotherhood 
became the Counselor that Jesus promised. Use it. 
This group of advanced spirits is not mystical nor is it 
open to evil. It is incorruptible.

THOUGHT STIMULATORS

1. Forming a partnership with the Brotherhood o f G od is 
not complicated. M aking a request opens the way. This 
request is necessary each time. Why?

2. Why does the Brotherhood want to com m unicate with 
us, and how can this benefit our life?

3. The Brotherhood says that there is more than one way 
to work with us. Direct communication, m ind to mind, 
expressed as writing is only one way. Som e other ways 
are: hearing imaging sensing and creating. These m ay be 
expressed as writing speaking inspiration, the arts, healing 
building composing or designing. In  which ways do you  
com m unicate best?

Inner Work: Request the Brotherhood o f G od to help you  
open your channel o f com m unication with them. Practice 
daily to establish a clear channel by setting goals, talking 
with your spirit helpers and by acknowledging the G od o f  
the Universe as your Partner.
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The Person You Want To Be

3

A ll o f  us can becom e exactly w ha t we w an t to  
be — w ith the  help o f  the B rotherhood a n d  by way 
o f  the p la n  o f  reincarnation. O ne lifetim e is never 
enough to  grow  in to  the person  we w an t to  be.

Reincarnation is God’s plan for our growth. We 
need to understand this plan in order to make the most 
of our opportunity. Be open on this matter. Reincar
nation is just a fact of your life and of mine and of 
others’ lives. No immediate doubt will erase this fact. 
Just like the earth is round -  doubt will not change it.

M ost o f us have been taught that this one lifetim e is IT. 
There is no more. The idea o f living lifetime after lifetime 
in order to grow spiritually presents a challenge to m any o f 
us. Questions leap to mind. I f  reincarnation is true, who 
was I  in a previous lifetime? Where did I  live? Those in 
the Brotherhood insist that the only im portant question is, 
W hat did I  leam?

You create the person you want to be by the growth
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you make in your earth lives. You choose the person 
you want to be.

References to reincarnation appeared again and again 
in m y writing. I  asked why we need a belief in reincarna
tion, and here is the response.

This belief is needed just as a belief in God is needed. 
The plan of lifetime after lifetime helps us to gain a new 
perspective of ourselves and our progress. The lifetime 
you lived earlier enters into this lifetime as lessons 
learned. This truth from previous lifetimes opens us to 
greater and greater use of God-energy. Truth goes into 
our beings and it stays there. Then the next lifetime is 
the one in which you can use the truth you have learned 
before. Then you progress to another goal, and so it 
goes on and on.

Since reincarnation affords us m any opportunities to 
grow into the person we want to be, I  asked i f  som eone 
keeps a record o f our progress.

No! The one who keeps count is you. You evaluate 
your own progress. That is why we enter into earth 
lives so often. We do not get the wide picture of our 
good except by lifetime after lifetime.

Soul growth — not an easy concept fo r m e to under
stand. My com m unicator knew  m y mind-struggle.

The growth of the soul is the part that you must get 
straight. Growth is of God. Growth is God. Growth 
is happiness, satisfaction, the best that you can conceive 
and even better. You cannot imagine this perfect 
growth, for you still strive toward it. But soul growth is 
not misery, not hardship. Growth is goodness and 
brotherhood and honor on earth and in heaven.

Though growth is not easy to accomplish, these ad
vanced spirits urge us to keep the fa ith  that God is in 
charge and we will be one with Him. They prom ise to  
keep us on track in our thinking and in our open minds.

The Brotherhood of God, which is Christ, is your way
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to become the person you want to be. "Choose today 
whom ye will serve . . .  as for me and my house, we will 
serve the Lord." (Joshua 24:15) I know you remember 
this. The Bible is full of these admonitions to keep the 
faith. Not always did the writers understand why, but 
they knew it was important.

M y traditional religious background was difficult to p u t 
aside in order to open m y m ind to truth. When anyone in 
the Brotherhood reminded m e o f those Biblical adm oni
tions, right away I  reverted to old ways o f thinking. 
Therefore, I  asked, "So m any o f us want to ’succeed. ’ By 
this we mean financially with symbols o f success — like 
lovely possessions, social recognition, and even power. 
D oesn’t this goal work against a goal o f soul growth?"

There was an immediate response.
No matter what road you take, growth is possible in 

earth life when people turn to God in the matter of 
learning their lessons thoroughly and becoming open to 
the Brotherhood of God.

This is the law: No matter your riches, the growth of 
spirit is possible when you turn to this open channel to 
receive your guidance. Then you are open to spirit, 
open to the Brotherhood, open to God’s plan.

In  the New Testament, among the m any stories o f Jesus, 
is one that has always given m e pause fo r  thought. It is 
the story o f a rich ruler who asked Jesus what he should  
do to have eternal life. Jesus asked him  i f  he had kept the 
com mandm ents, and the ruler said he had. Then Jesus 
asked him  to sell all that he had and to distribute it to the 
poor, but the ruler went away sorrowfully, fo r  he was very 
rich. (Luke: 18:18-23) Then came Jesus’ remark that is 
quoted again and again. "How hard it is fo r  those who 
have riches to enter the kingdom o f God." (Luke: 18-24) 
Others who heard this exchange wondered aloud how  
anyone could hope fo r  eternal life, but Jesus assured them  
that with G od all things are possible.
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I  asked the Brotherhood about this story.
It means that the rich ruler did not open his mind to 

counsel, nor did he open his mind to the Brotherhood 
of God. He wanted to direct things himself, to be the 
author of the plan and not let God author the plan. 
We do not grow until we let God author the plan.

I  reminded m y correspondent that the ruler had kept all 
the commandments.

That is so. He gave law his attention. People do this 
today. They give the law their attention, both temporal 
and church law. This is the point of this whole inter
change. God wants the ruler to put Him first, to grow, 
to become one with the God-self. This God-self has the 
pure thought of God in it. To put God first is to give 
no thought to the church’s wonderful rules. These rules 
do not give growth. They give stagnation. The church
es hold the church laws intact, but they do not free the 
individual to put God first. The law tells him how to 
behave. Jesus told the ruler to sell what he had to get 
the ruler’s attention, to get him off the center point of 
the law. The law gave the ruler his assurance. He went 
away unable to get his center changed.

The person I  want to be -  who is she? Yes, WHO A M  
I? This is the eternal question we strive to answer. Books, 
pamphlets,articles and poem s use this theme o f "Who am  
I?" over and over again. In  our m ost secret places, we 
paint a picture o f ourselves, a picture that answers that 
question, a picture o f the person we want to be. Those in 
the Brotherhood call this picture "God's plan within you." 
A n d  they tell m e that when we stray from  that which is 
creating the person we want to be, we become dissatisfied 
with our lives and feel within us that we are going amiss.

This is the point of reincarnation -  that you have the 
chance to go forth in the midst of temptation and enact 
your mission. The choice of your various lives is part of 
your growth. You go with some purpose in mind. The
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life experience is your chance to enact that purpose.
The thought m ust come that i f  we return again and 

again, why isn ’t this world by now filled  with good and 
great souls? Why is there still greed, inhum an cruelty, 
hatred? A n  answer came.

This is the reason. Today people on your plane come 
from this plane in great numbers, and on this plane we 
do not always grow enough to be advanced souls on the 
earth plane. But many do come that are advanced. 
They try to lead the world into peace and growth in 
common concerns. But there is a need of more ad
vanced souls. The word on this is that people return to 
accomplish growth, but some do not understand this 
goal. They return just to return. They do not develop 
there or here.

"Who we were before," I  as Iced, "apparently does not 
m atter so m uch as what we were, right?"

This is right. Who you are is the puzzle that you put 
together in your lives. You are making that person in 
your lives. You want your personal spirit to become 
more Godlike. You want to work in the enlightenment 
of Spirit, to live in that Spirit, to energize your soul to 
be more Godlike. Jesus spoke of this.

I f  I  could ask Jesus right now what is the greatest 
com mandm ent, would he still say, "You shall love the 
Lord your G od with all your heart, and with all your soul, 
and with all your mind?" A n d  would he still say, "A 
second is like it; you shall love your neighbor as yourself ?" 
(M atthew 22:37-39).

This is what Jesus says: Love is the greatest manifes
tation of God. Growth in spirit is evidenced by the love 
you bear for one another.

"Is this like doing good deeds?” I  asked.
Good deeds are part of it, of course. But love is 

greater than good deeds. Love opens your heart to one 
another. Love makes your growth complete. Love
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brings you close to God. Be open to God in love and 
He will guide you in good deeds that need doing. You 
cannot make love happen by doing good deeds. You 
cannot make God come into your heart. You cannot 
force the spiritual growth. You get only hard knocks in 
your trying. You get a briny taste because you put salt 
into the work instead of love. This is the open chan
nel’s truth. This is Jesus’ truth.

I  com m ented that the idea o f "Let go and let God ’ m ust 
be a good truth to keep in mind.

That is right. The open channel’s work is to let God 
work through you. You need to focus on the open 
channel to get your emptying in eventual control. 
Empty yourself before you fill to become your best self.

I  asked i f  "emptying" is the same as "meditation, " and 
the Brotherhood agreed that they are the same.

Empty yourself and then let God work in you.
Love, as m y com m unicator describes it and as Jesus 

describes it, has not been easy to practice. I  explained that 
I  fin d  it hard to love som e people in this open, really 
selfless way. I  expected an unsympathetic answer, but this 
is what I  received.

This is the way to handle this: Be open to others in 
their needs. Be open to them in their growth. Be open 
to them in their search for truth. But open yourself 
only on these matters -  not personal matters. Do 
empty yourself of anger and bitterness. These block the 
open channel, keeping the Brotherhood from going to 
you to give you help.

Later writing clarifies further what is m eant by dem on
strating and manifesting love fo r  one another.

This kind of love is agape love — the love that helps 
one another, not a love that encompasses a being with 
affection. This agape love is one of caring that unites 
us into brothers. It is not the love between man and 
woman or parent to child. It is the love that God
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presents us with in this world — the entering of His 
loving warm spirit into your spirit. That is the truth. 
The only reason you go to us is to be open to receive 
gifts such as "love" from God.

I  looked up "agape" in m y dictionary. The definition 
reads, "divine love, G od’s love fo r  man."

Tragedies within our community, even our own fam ily, 
hurt us and present m any "why" type questions. Why did  
this innocent person have to die? Why did this young  
person com m it suicide? I  m entioned my grief over a 
tragedy in our sm all com m unity to m y counselor.

These events open us to truth. These open us to seek 
the answers that God has. You open yourselves to this 
seeking immediately, and the problems will be answered 
and met. But if you persist with the questions, the 
problem stays and stays and stays.

The advanced spirits in the Brotherhood o f G od insist 
that growth o f our souls is the answer to life’s questions. 
The more we grow, the wider our view. The wider our 
view, the less we agonize over life’s injustice.

"If a person does not give credence to Jesus Christ or the 
Christian religion, would he fin d  you believable?"

It depends on that person’s wonderful growth in 
spirit. People grow in spirit in various ways, not just 
Christian methods. Not just Moslem or any other 
religion. They grow because this is their intention when 
they come to this life. They may forget about God, but 
in their growth breathes that spirit which is God. They 
may call it humanism or they may call it personality, but 
whatever they call it, that spirit is of God.

Growing into the person you want to be may be an 
attractive goal, but the accomplishment o f it definitely 
takes tim e and thought. My source puts it this way.

Be open on the subject of the good power that is 
available to you from this plane. The power is here and 
it is open to you. Enter into the wonderful Brother
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hood of God that has so much to give you. Open your 
mind to the wonder, to the great open channel that 
feeds you all this power on growth.

THOUGHT STIMULATORS

1. Reincarnation is G od’s plan fo r  our growth. What is 
our purpose in living lifetime after lifetime?

2. Be open to G od in love and He will guide you. While 
growing into the person we want to be, how can we apply 
the agape love principle into our life today?

Inner Work: We attain greater use o f God-energy from  the 
truth we acquire in each lifetime. Learning our truth from  
this lifetim e’s experience is our growth plan in operation. 
A sk  the Brotherhood to help you discern, refine and utilize 
your plan.
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Considering the God 
of the Universe

4

H ow  to  w iden our concept o f  G o d  by taking  aw ay 
a ll the  lim ita tions we now  practice — even those  
given by churches, those given by B ib le interpreters, 
a n d  those presen ted  by evangelists.

When I  was a child and said the word "God," I  visual
ized a large m an with white hair and beard, a m an with 
kind eyes, a m an with arms that reached out to embrace 
me. A s I  m atured that picture faded, but it never com 
pletely went away.

One sub-zero day in February, ice and snow keeping m e 
homebound, a messenger from  the Brotherhood began to  
instruct m e about God. Thereupon m y childish image o f  
a saintly old m an was blown away like dust!

Nobody knows the God Who is at the center of the 
universe. He is the God Who brings us order. He is 
the God Who brings us knowledge. But He is not 
known. The God Who loves you is known. They are 
one and the same, yes. But there is a matter of under
standing. We must be able to understand this God of
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order and knowledge to know Him. God is much more 
than even Jesus explained to us, for Jesus was sent for 
one purpose only -  to show people God’s gifts of love 
and guidance, His mercy and the Brotherhood of 
Believers. Jesus was not sent to discuss and teach on 
the universe. People were not ready for the message of 
the universal God. They were only ready for the 
message of their one God as they understood him.

I  asked i f  we are ready now  — in this latter part o f the 
20th century -  to understand the universal God.

This is the time, for God is the planner and the 
operator of the universal organization. Grow in your 
understanding of these two planes working together, 
and you will understand God as the God of the Uni
verse.

To understand the meaning of the God of the Uni
verse, people must widen their concepts of God. The 
God Who loves them is one concept. The God of 
power is another concept. The truth that comes with 
trying to understand this more advanced concept is 
worth going after.

This concept of a God of power is what people want 
in their lives. The power is to be used for God’s good 
purpose -  not on the personal level. To manifest the 
pure energy of God one must know the purpose — to 
give good gifts to reinforce the worth of our beings, to 
reinforce our growth, to reinforce the pure intelligent 
truth of God-self.

To use the power of God in this way is to use it 
rightly. The power will never run out, it will never give 
way to emptiness. But the principle must always be 
applied. This power is the greatest source to create the 
outer things that our bodies need to live in peace, as 
well as to create the inner things that we need to grow 
to our full potential. This power comes from God Who 
is Principle Himself. There is that aspect of God -  the
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power principle or the God of the Universe. This God 
has many concepts to give us, many things to present to 
our minds. Those who open their minds to this God- 
concept of the universal presence will get into the truth 
of the God-self faster than the ones who deny God as 
the universal presence.

Understanding the G od o f the Universe is not easy. 
Nevertheless, those in the Brotherhood believe it im portant 
fo r  people on this plane to open their m inds to the ulti
m ate growth — oneness with the G od o f the Universe. 
Here is another discourse on the subject:

God is at the center of this universe. God is the 
power, the glue that holds it all together. God is the 
good that men do. God is the good that you do. But 
He is also the One whose words come through this 
open channel, the God Who belongs to all, He Who 
becomes your mentor. God is all that is good, pure and 
great. He has His helpers in the best of these advanced 
spirits. We try to be one with Him in our work here. 
We become His in spirit and power so that we can carry 
His work to your plane. God is power. God is good. 
God is spirit. God is real. Reality is spirit.

Be one with God in your heart. The Father, God, is 
one with you. You, like Jesus, are called to be the 
Christ on your plane. You are the Christ in action. 
Think on this.

M y correspondent then spoke fo r  the Brotherhood itself.
God is our Father too. He holds our good in His 

thought. He holds our purity in His heart. We belong 
to Him because we on this plane find Him irresistible. 
We want to belong to this good power because we find 
in it great joy and great growth.

Trying to compare this concept to som ething else I  
already understand, I  compared God, Jesus and the 
Brotherhood to a corporate structure which I  called a 
"hierarchy o f heaven."
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This hierarchy is not right. The idea of a corporate 
organization will not do at all. The God of the Uni
verse is not the head of a company. We are not work
ers in a growth machine. We on this plane do not work 
on the idea of profit. Be clear on this. We on this 
plane open ourselves to God, growing into His good 
persons, not his good people who get material rewards 
on their work. Growth is not profit here. Growth is 
the spirit of God, of Good, of Perfection, bringing us 
more good in our lives that we can ever visualize.

This response came with vigorous and rapid energy. I  
had taken a wrong turn in m y thinking; quickly this 
Brother straightened out m y misconceptions. L ike a good 
teacher, m y correspondent kept at the task o f teaching m e 
what G od Is.

We in the Brotherhood understand that God is the 
supreme spiritual law. He is the One who introduces us 
to the good that we try to do. Jesus works with us as 
the open channel through which we see God Himself.

My concept o f G od will continue to change as will yours 
i f  you go to the advanced spirits fo r  counsel, fo r  this is 
their promise:

The Brotherhood is helping you to accept the concept 
of God that we seek to teach you. Understand that 
God is much that we cannot explain to you because you 
do not place your being in His hands wholly. You hold 
back a part of yourself, yes? You go to God often, but 
you hold back on many things. Holding back keeps you 
from understanding God in the way you ask to under
stand.

/  asked about prayer to G od through Jesus and through 
saints.

These people need pictures to help them visualize 
God. They do, in fact, open their minds to the idea 
that God IS, but they seldom go far in their spiritual 
growth because they believe in a limited concept of God
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that in turn limits them. Believe in the omnipresent and 
omnipotent God and open your mind to this plane to 
help you grow. The Brotherhood of God will be there 
for you. We have no statue, no picture, no tangible 
presence on the earth plane, but we in this plane open 
ourselves to God through Jesus Christ and can help you 
do the same.

On another day, m y source further enlarged m y under
standing o f God.

Give yourself to God wholly by telling Him that you 
do this. Telling Him has the effect of putting you into 
our hands to hold you to the promise you made to be 
one with Him. Make God your center and He will keep 
you on the track. That way you become whole. You 
become the walking persona of God’s peace.

"Instead o f asking fo r  things," I  inquired, "should I  p u t 
m y energy into letting go o f my own ego and trust G od to  
give m e what is good?" Enthusiastically, the reply stated:

That is on the mark!
I  asked i f  the evangelists are right, that we m ust let go 

completely o f our own selfish desires and let G od take 
over.

That message is all right up to the point of what you 
believe about God. If God is the reflection of your own 
thoughts, then you are giving yourself to a limited 
concept of God. But if you give yourself totally to God, 
whoever He is, and depend on the Brotherhood to help 
you, then you’ll progress beyond the limiting thoughts 
you hold of God.

I  have been taught that the Bible is divinely inspired. 
However, I  fin d  parts that seem inconsistent with the view 
o f G od as all GOOD. I  told my teacher ¡counselor that I  
cannot worship a G od Who is all GOOD but who at the 
sam e tim e is sending pestilence, fam ine or other ills upon 
people as a punishm ent fo r  their sins.

This part of the Bible that you find inconsistent is the
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written word of the people, not of God. People go into 
life believing that God must be on their level of being. 
Therefore God is good in the same way they on earth 
are good, and He is given to temper outbursts as they 
are given to temper outbursts. They wrote of a God 
they could understand in line with what they wanted 
Him to be. This is why you read of a God who punish
es in such terrible ways. In those days pestilence was 
real. It had to be explained. But they did not have the 
enlightenment to understand God.

Nor do people today understand God. They blame 
Him for the terrible things that happen to them. They 
do not see that they use God to explain their feelings 
and the happenings in life. God neither brings sickness 
nor gives us anything else that brings us misery. He is 
all GOOD. But on your plane there is the fact of 
disease and the fact of evil. The people blame these 
negative things on God in order to explain them to 
themselves. Deep down they know that God is their 
reality, but they have lost the meaning of God.

"Is the Bible m y best guide fo r  living?" I  asked.
This Bible is a guide for living. It is divinely inspired. 

Those who wrote it believed wholeheartedly in God as 
the ultimate reality. But your own life is not the point 
of the Bible. The Bible gives you the progression of 
thought about God. There is no way to present it 
except by way of people’s lives. Therefore, you read of 
Noah and Moses and others as they opened themselves 
to God’s direction in their lives. They were great 
people, but they are not you.

I  asked what is the best way I  can use the Bible to 
enrich m y own life, and m y teacher said I  am to read it 
with the understanding that they have given me. I  asked 
fo r  com m ent on the New Testament.

These stories show you again the gigantic leap 
forward people took when Jesus’ message came. It
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shows too that while there were great leaps forward, 
there was reluctance to let go of old concepts. That is 
why the people had to name Jesus "God," or refer to 
him as the only Son of God. They could not conceive 
of themselves being the perfection that Jesus is. They 
could not look at the window (Jesus) and see God 
beyond. They painted the window in their own colors 
so they could not see through it. And they said, "Lo, 
yonder window is really God."

The Brotherhood’s com m unicator m akes it clear that 
though the Bible is inspirational, I  m ust fin d  m y own path  
to oneness with God. I  asked them to discuss this 
thought.

God has a path for you indeed. But this path is not 
the only possible choice for you, and you become your 
own guide. But you need help along the way due to 
life’s problems and your needs. We are that help, that 
opening that leads you to God. We are here to be your 
counselor, your help, your strength when needed. Be 
open to the Brotherhood and we will be open to you. 
But we cannot act unless there is an awareness within 
you that we on this plane have help for you. Awareness 
is the key to unlocking the partition between us.

The awareness that those in the Brotherhood speak o f  
is the not-so-secret way o f opening ourselves to all that the 
G od o f the Universe has to offer.

If you think of good that you need, like love or 
understanding, or getting great power, then these will go 
to you by transfer to you from us. These gifts of God 
are stored here to take as you need them. The principle 
or law of God is that you receive that which you can 
bring to your mind. The God of power, the God of the 
Universe -  these concepts produce gifts in your life.

* *
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THOUGHT STIMULATORS

1. We know  the G od o f the Universe by widening our 
concepts and understandings. Your concepts have already 
broadened. What fresh knowledge have you gained about 
God?

2. The Brotherhood helped Jesus with his life, and Jesus 
sent the Brotherhood to assist us also. In  what ways have 
you opened to their guidance in finding your own path  to  
oneness with God?

Irma- Work: The principle or law o f G od is that we
receive the good which we can bring into our mind. The 
G od o f power, the G od o f the Universe — these concepts 
produce this good in our life. With the tool o f your 
imagination, "see" a certain good you want in your life. 
Open to the Brotherhood’s help in receiving this good from  
God.
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Walking into the 
Bright Sun of God

5

The a u th o r’s persona l grow th experience th a t 
cam e fro m  the counseling by the B rotherhood is 
deta iled  here. H er concept o f  Jesus changed; her 
b e lie f in  reincarnation was strengthened, a n d  
revelations a b o u t "d ea d" friends were given.

"It is now important to be prepared to walk into the 
bright sun o f God," wrote m y teacher from  the next plane  
o f life. I  took m y fingers from  the typewriter keys and 
reread the message. What a beautiful metaphor and how  
m uch to the point o f m y conversations with the Brother
hood o f God.

When I  began to experiment with what I  initially called 
autom atic writing — the writing that comes through m e but 
not from  m e -  I  had no idea what would happen, i f  
anything. However, after reading books in the psychic field  
by several reputable authors, I  knew I  had to try this 
activity myself. In  Chapter 2, I  explained the details o f
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how  /  began and what happened in this experiment.
M eeting the Counselor, the one prom ised by Jesus, in 

such a concrete way changed m y life irrevocably. The 
Jesus I  knew before I  m et the Counselor I Brotherhood was 
m ystical and perfect beyond imitation. The Jesus I  used to  
know  came to the earth plane with powers that ordinary 
people cannot be expected to have. The Jesus I  know  now  
is a practical advanced soul who became on earth what 
we're all expected to be one day — one with God.

I  see Jesus now as the one who threw back the doors to 
heaven, so to speak, so we can accomplish our goals here 
on earth. H e invited us to m ake use o f the prom ised  
Counselor, the Brotherhood o f God, who acts as an open 
channel between us and G od and between God and us. 
The com m unication goes both ways.

I  wrote this chapter once and when I  finished, I  asked 
som eone from  the Brotherhood to com m ent on it.

You need to have more on the wonderful goodness of 
God. Growth is the good truth. Growth is the God- 
plan that God wants emphasized. Take more time on 
this. The Brotherhood gives people help in the godly 
way of life. In your own story you get away from this 
help. Be into this work now.

I  reread the chapter. The critical commentary was right. 
Carried away with journalistic fervor, I  wrote pages on m y 
conversations with m y communicator. I  form ed a person
ality o f the teacher. B ut I  m issed the entire po in t o f the 
chapter — to explain how the Brotherhood o f God, who 
acts as the counselor, is helping m e to grow spiritually.

When this body took its first breath, the soul that entered 
it had already lived m any lifetimes. Reincarnation m akes 
sense to m e because I  now see the divine plan in it. When 
I  m eet a child who has brain damage or a physical 
disability or who is abandoned or abused, I  know  this one 
lifetime is not all that child will have. What the child  
learns from  his experience, however, is the point. It is the
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poin t o f m y life, too. Reincarnation assures that all our 
development, all our happiness and joy is not dependent 
on this one lifetime. We com e again and again until we 
grow into mature souls that need never com e this way 
again to learn life’s lessons.

M y com m unicator puts it this way:
God plans this good method (reincarnation) that souls 

may try again and again to grow into that which they 
are intended to become — their full potential. To 
understand reincarnation, one needs to give the growth 
idea the consideration it deserves. Growth is the 
purpose of life. Only growth. Growth is the spirit that 
comes into relationship with God who empties that soul 
of all ego and fills it with the God-life. Reincarnation 
is the way; growth is the purpose. Reincarnation takes 
the soul the long way to attain truth, but it is the plan 
that works. Growth comes with lifetime after lifetime.

The time between lives is spent here on this plane 
where each soul contemplates his last lifetime and plans 
what he must do to continue growth. Then as the soul 
goes out again, there is a plan to carry out. That’s the 
way it works.

Those who do not grow, they go on lifetime after 
lifetime, the ones who know not who they are or why 
they come to earth in the first place. Many of them 
give up in life, become the total grumblers or the total 
criminals, or the suicides. They intend to accomplish 
nothing in life because they came without a plan. They 
wander in the earth plane lost in their own emptiness.

My teacher assures m e that my true hom e is in the next 
plane, that I  have fam ily there who care about me. 
Though I  do not remember anything about such a life, I  
am assured again and again that when I  leave this earth 
plane (die), that I  will be joyous in m y reunion with those 
who await m e there. This lifetime is temporary; m y true 
life is on the next plane. I  believe this about myself, fo r
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m y life m akes more sense in this perspective than it did  
when I  believed that m y earthly relationships were all I  had  
in the way o f loving fam ily and true friends.

N ot only does reincarnation give m e a better perspective 
o f m y own life, it helps m e to accept the tragedies o f life 
with a belief in divine justice and divine good. When a 
person dies in an accident, by murder or by his own hand, 
I  know  that the soul still lives. I  know  that soul is wel
com ed hom e by those whose love is eternal. I  know  G od’s 
plan will let that soul try life again. The same is true o f  
those I  love -  friends and fam ily. When they die I  grieve, 
oh yes! B ut grief passes and acceptance o f G od’s plan  
takes its place.

I  received a gift from  the Brotherhood one day.
Today is the only one of this kind. You may question 

the ones who have gone before. Today you may go to 
them. Today you may be the questioner.

I  was delighted but unprepared. Later I  wished m y list 
o f nam es had been longer. I  asked first about a m an from  
m y com m unity who lived a fu ll life and died when he was 
in his seventies.

He is the best one whom we have on the matter of 
growth. He chose one plan to demonstrate in his last 
life, and he has done it. He is the one who goes forth 
from here to help others, and he helps his wife with his 
presence (on the earth plane). It is the truth of his 
growth that he was born to be open to others on both 
planes.

I  asked i f  this m an chose to be black in his recent 
lifetime.

This is true. He chose this. He is now the open 
channel to many black people there. On this plane 
there is no black or white or Chinese or other differenc
es. We are spirit here.

I  asked about a young m an who died som e years ago 
when he was only twenty years old. I  learned that though
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he died young, he had accomplished m uch growth o f his 
spirit during his lifetime.

He is not the same person you knew on the earth 
plane. He is now more mature.

O f course I  asked about members o f our fam ily. 
Imagine m y surprise to learn that m y father-in-law  re
entered earth life ten years ago. M y mother-in-law, I  was 
told, is very busy helping other people, helping them to be 
aware o f the Brotherhood’s help. She is with our daughter, 
who is in Italy, helping her granddaughter to grow and 
accomplishing her own growth, too.

I  asked about a m an m y husband and I  knew fo r many 
years, a m an who worked in Washington, D.C.

This is very interesting. Don (fictitious nam e) has 
much to offer. He is the open channel on the govern
ment here. He energizes the open channel so that 
those officials go to this channel instead of entering only 
into their own understanding. I told you this was 
interesting. He is an excellent illustration of how to use 
growth to become the person he wants to be — helpful 
to his fellows. This is the word: He is the open chan
nel on the government. He cares about his wife, Ann 
(fictitious name). Her interests are his concern, and he 
is with her daily to help her turn to the open channel.

The open channel, remember, is the Christ within us all. 
The Brotherhood explained how this works.

Don is the open channel by letting his Christ self 
merge with the Christ self of others. Then the channel 
forms.

Yes, growth o f the spirit is what life — here and on the 
next plane — is all about. When we get this part straight 
in our minds, these advanced spirits tell me, our lives fa ll 
into the pattern that leads us to our own fu ll potential -  
our oneness with God.

I  hope it does not seem frivolous to m ention m y concern 
over our dog friends. My husband and I  have always had
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one or two dogs in our home. I  asked i f  there is a survival 
o f that energy that was our dog.

This is the law on animals. They put the growth of 
their spirits into the hands of God. They open their 
eyes to good or they open their eyes to bad. Then they 
must become new creatures that work out their develop
ment, even as people do. But they will always be 
animals. They are not people, but they have the gift of 
God’s creative spirit in them.

G od’s plan fo r  growth is perfect. L ife does indeed give 
us m any challenges to help us grow, and none greater than 
the conflicts between people. One relationship in m y life 
has defied m y fervent efforts to m ake it a good one. I  
asked fo r  insight into this situation.

This other person and you become the golden truth 
of the law that people cannot become close unless they 
put the relationship in God’s hands. Only God can 
make it good. You wanted to do it all yourself, to put 
the relationship together, to make it good. The law is 
that only God can do this.

A t first I  could not accept this assertion that I  tried to  
m ake this relation good all on m y own. H adn’t I  prayed 
about it? H adn’t I  tried to do m y Christian duty to this 
other person? B ut truth has a way o f opening our inner 
eyes. I  had indeed enacted the role o f the noble and self- 
sacrificing person in the relationship. Why had I  tied 
m yself so close to this person when we do not get along 
well? I  d idn’t wait fo r  guidance from  God. I  trudged 
ahead doing what society, m y church and m y ego dictated.

I  am learning to stop pushing in the m atter o f m y 
relationships -  fam ily and friends, too. I  will let m y plan  
fo r  living unfold knowing that m y one purpose here is 
growth. M y life fa lls into place — love, prosperity, satisfac
tion -  when I  rely on G od’s plan and the Brotherhood’s 
help.

A long this same line, I  was cautioned about getting
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involved in other people’s personal heartaches.
"You are responsible fo r yourself, " m y teacher ¡counselor 

told m e again and again.
Be a good friend, but do not get personally involved 

with their problems. Help them turn to the Brother
hood for help.

I  asked about an elderly friend who has cancer.
This is not your problem. This is her time of passing 

and there is much love surrounding her. Go to her with 
a cheerful demeanor.

Concerned about another friend, I  asked how her health 
was.

This is not your business. This is hers. Be not 
concerned with the personal. Be there as a friend 
through all things, but do not let her concerns be yours.

Another tim e I  asked about prayer fo r  others -  especial
ly those who are ill. I  was told that first I  had to be open 
to the God force that heals me, then I  can include others 
in that healing force.

Healing others is the work of advanced souls. The 
best idea is to call upon us to work with the person who 
is ill.

This brings m e to the subject o f our prayers fo r  other 
people. I  learned in churches I  attended that prayer fo r  
others was m y duty and m y responsibility. Som etim es 
people were helped, and sometim es people were not helped. 
I  was to believe that G od answered m y prayer with a "yes" 
or with a "no," but He always answered. I  gave lip service 
to this explanation fo r m any years, but it never did satisfy 
me. Jesus healed anyone who asked him  to do so. He 
always succeeded i f  the person seeking help believed 
healing was possible. I  asked m y friends in the Brother
hood fo r more explanation.

The healing by Jesus has no parallel in the earth 
plane today. Jesus was an advanced soul. He tried to 
teach his disciples to do this same healing, and they
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wondered why they could not always succeed as Jesus 
did. They thought one only asked God to heal and that 
was the only thing to do, but there is more, indeed. 
The truth is that Jesus gave out the God-force that 
entered his own body. The God-force that Jesus had 
came to him because he could think it, create it, become 
it. But though the disciples wondered how it came 
about, they did not get the thought, the energy, to 
express in them to the extent that Jesus did. Yet they 
enacted the wonder again and again even as people do 
today. God-force can become a reality within you, too, 
if a thought is understood to be a thing. But if you 
cannot think with that degree of truth, then you cannot 
heal or overcome any obstacle on the earth plane.

The truth on healing begins with you. Heal yourself 
first. Then heal the other person. Be one with God 
yourself, then help the other person become one with 
God. This is the law on growth.

Now I  understand why I ’ve been disappointed so often 
in m y prayers fo r  others. Putting m y relationship with God 
first in m y life is not a selfish act. It is a necessary act to  
grow into the God-person who can help others.

The purpose of prayer on your plane is to bring you 
into this one-to-one relationship with God. The pur
pose of emptying yourself is so God can fill you. Trust 
in God’s plan on this. Prayer on your plane is not one 
of bringing others to God.

Still and all, I  cannot let m y concerns about others go 
by without som e attention on m y part. M y deep-down 
feeling is that I  should storm  the gates o f heaven on behalf 
o f those I  love. I  have this passionate desire to help them  
through their problems, to heal them, to bring them success 
and happiness. What do I  do with this heartfelt desire to  
m ake things right in their lives?

Fortunately, there is a way. I  had an earnest concern 
fo r  a friend’s daughter. My friend was in m ental torment.
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The Brotherhood will respond to any concern you 
express. You want help with Anita (fictitious nam e); we 
will go there to help her. Her growth pattern will take 
time to work, but we will be there with her. That is 
how it works.

Another concern was m y friend who seem ed close to  
death.

The truth on her is that she is passing over today. 
The open channel is there working with her now. This 
is her time; her growth on the earth plane is over.

What more could I  ask fo r  than fo r  the Brotherhood o f 
God, nurtured and inspired by Jesus Christ, to be with 
those fo r  whom I  am concerned?

"Reincarnation is the way; growth is the purpose." 
Those words ring through m y m ind again and again. "You 
are not ju st Jean Foster, fo r  you have lived m any lifetimes." 
Since those in the Brotherhood state that people need a 
clear understanding o f reincarnation, I  asked fo r  some 
inform ation on m y past lives. M y past lives, as told m e by 
m y counselor, are interesting but they are also somewhat 
disheartening. Only when I  keep the m atter o f growth in 
mind, can I  even accept them.

This open channel will give you a brief synopsis of 
this. The past lives you have lived all point toward the 
need to put your ego aside to be the open channel you 
need to be to let God enter your growth. The God-self 
that you programmed in advance is the one you try to 
work out. This lifetime truth has penetrated into your 
human self to give you the plan of emptying yourself of 
ego.

I  asked fo r  som e specific facts o f m y past lives.
In one lifetime you thought you had the power to 

judge others. This was your ego. In another you 
judged the work of your own husband and emptied his 
good into a prison cell. The next life you put your 
growth on the matter of helping others give themselves
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to God, but still you held to dogmatic beliefs. You 
were not kind. You were not gentle.

These facts sum  up the few  lifetimes the Brotherhood 
told m e about. M y sense o f privacy cannot perm it m e to 
reveal other aspects o f m y lives. A n d  after reading these 
illum inating but fa r from  flattering life stories, I  have not 
asked fo r  more. I  am glad that the God o f the Universe 
has this plan that has allowed m e to try again and again.

M ust I  return again? This question remains to be 
answered, o f course. Som e advanced souls re-enter life 
because they want to be here to help others advance in 
their understanding o f the purpose o f life. I  asked i f  the 
people we honor on earth, like Eleanor Roosevelt, Abra
ham  Lincoln, M artin Luther K ing Thomas Jefferson, are 
also honored on the next plane. Here is the answer:

Each of these you mention there on your paper have 
been the re-entries that will help people during the 
upcoming turmoil. These souls will be the ones who 
will give stability to chaotic times. They and many 
more. Eleanor Roosevelt has returned. This time she 
picked the black race to be born into. This time she 
will not be political, but she will be spiritual. This is her 
plan. The others you mention will give their talents to 
the widening truth of the open channel. They will help 
point the way to the Brotherhood who is here for all. 
They will work to show this truth in wonderful ways. 
They have their new lives in good order now, and they 
know how to use thought to manifest good.

The great souls of this plane often return to the earth 
plane to help others. They empty themselves of ego to 
let God fill them. The hope of mankind is in the work 
of these advanced ones who come now to the earth 
plane in inconceivable numbers.

The messenger added a word o f prophecy, both puzzling  
and reassuring.

Tell others that there will be even more of these
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advanced souls returning to life. This is the hope for 
your plane as it enters the new age, the new condition 
which earth will have.

N o m atter what changes will come in the "new age, " my 
responsibility is fo r  myself. I  want to get m y ego out o f the 
way to enable the Brotherhood to p u t m e on the path that 
leads into the "bright sun o f God. "

THOUGHT STIMULATORS

1. "Reincarnation is the way; growth is the purpose." 
What does this statem ent mean to you personally? What 
questions are raised by this statement?

2. A nim als have God's creative spirit within. W hat is the 
G od plan fo r  animals? What is your personal response to  
this concept?

3. What new perceptions have you learned regarding 
personal prayer and/or prayer fo r  others that can help you  
with your concerns in life?

Inner Work: The chapter spoke o f emptying ourself o f ego 
and allowing G od to fill us. Invite your spirit helpers to  
assist you in recognizing when your ego is in charge. 
Through trust allow G od to guide you.
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ADDITIONAL THOUGHT STIMULATORS

•  The Brotherhood assists us, helps us grasp 
clarity and counsels us. Be open to the Brother
hood fo r  they are open to us.

•  Awareness o f the Brotherhood and the spiritual 
plane unlocks the partition that separates us.

•  The Brotherhood prepares a way fo r  each 
person who wants to com municate with God- 
mind.

•  Reincarnation perm its us to experience different 
aspects o f living that will broaden our individual 
growth plans.

•  The G od concept "thoughts are things" operates 
continuously in our daily lives. We can direct and 
m ake a conscious use o f this concept to m anifest 
a life we desire.

•  The principle o f G od says that we receive the 
GOOD which we can bring to our minds.

•  The pure energy o f G od power will m anifest 
when it is used to reinforce the worth o f our 
beings, to reinforce our growth, to reinforce the 
pure intelligent truth o f our inner God-self.

•  Putting our relationship with God first in our 
life brings us into oneness with God. This is no t 
selfish.
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Finding the Way to Truth

6

There is a way to  discover truth, b u t churches 
m ay n o t be the answer. Truth com es directly to  
individuals, n o t through institutions.

Truth is that which unites us with God. Truth must 
be inside ourselves; it is not external. Truth must be of 
God, or it is not truth. Jesus brings the good news that 
truth is a living truth, and the way to truth is through 
the Brotherhood of God, the Counselor that Jesus 
promised us.

M ost o f m y life I  searched fo r  truth in inspirational 
books, the inspired Word o f G od — the Bible — and in 
churches. Surely, I  said to m y friend from  the Brother
hood, there is som e church which has the truth.

There is truth in all churches. But no church has it 
all. Only the individual can open his mind to truth. 
Your truth is not exactly the same as the truth of 
another. Be open to all truths. Be true to your own. 
This is the secret of power. The churches hold worship
ers together, but they often limit their understanding.
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People need to seek their own truth as individuals. This 
is the real truth.

A n d  what o f the Bible? Those in the Brotherhood call 
the Bible "one source o f truth." I  asked fo r  commentary 
about parts o f the scripture that puzzled m e in som e way. 
Never have I  had a more enlightening and inspiring Bible 
teacher. In  the book o f John (20:30), Revised Standard 
Version, I  read, "Now Jesus did m any other signs in the 
presence o f the disciples, which are not written in this 
book; but these are written that you may believe that Jesus 
is the Christ, the Son o f God, and that believing you may 
have life in his name."

I  asked m y source what all this means.
John wrote these miracles he saw because they 

convinced him that Jesus was of God. Therefore, he 
thought the miracles might convince others too.

I  asked i f  John m eant that Jesus was the son o f God in 
the sense that G od gave his seed to M ary's womb.

This is the way he believed. But God entered Jesus 
AFTER he was born. Into Jesus He put His own spirit 
which gave Jesus his power. Understand that John 
opened his eyes to the tradition more than the truth. 
He took the traditional expectation of the Messiah and 
put it into the story of Jesus. Therefore, he believed 
that Jesus was the son of God in a literal sense.

This is the truth that you seek, and the Brotherhood 
is here to help you find it. Jesus is our brother. Jesus 
is our open channel to God because he can open 
himself completely to God and yet be open to us. It is 
hard to accomplish this, but Jesus did this on earth. He 
opened himself to God and to men and women. He 
opened the eyes of those who could see, and he opened 
the understanding of those who could understand.

In  general, is the Bible account o f Jesus correct — his 
life, his ministry, his death and resurrection, follow ed by 
his ascension?
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That story is the one that you can understand. But 
there is far more, of course. Jesus did much more than 
what is recorded in the Bible. He lived a full life on 
earth. His ministry is the Bible’s concern. But Jesus 
developed into the soul he was during his ministry 
through much meditation, prayer, life’s lessons learned. 
Jesus knew he had a purpose that God had sent him 
for. But he grew into this understanding slowly. He 
was a child, a boy, a young man who wanted what all 
young men want — the good things of life. But his 
purpose kept bringing his attention to God and away 
from earthly goals. He entered into the Brotherhood of 
God when he was yet a very young man. He turned his 
face toward God alone, and he lived his life as the Son 
of God.

M any people besides m yself are "put off'  by the words 
attributed to Jesus when he supposedly said that it’s better 
to p luck out your eye than to lust, or cut o ff your hand i f  
it does som ething offensive. A  Bible scholar told m e that 
such words are typical o f the M iddle Eastern exaggeration 
that is used to get the listener's attention. My teacher said 
it is true that these words are indeed exaggeration.

Jesus never wanted people cutting off an arm or 
removing an eye in actual practice. He was trying to get 
people’s attention on the matter of their thoughts being 
the substance of which they build their personalities. If 
they lust, they build an awareness of the women or men 
that they desire, and this awareness builds unhappiness 
over what they have. If they envy others and entertain 
such thoughts, then they build an awareness of unhappi
ness over their own circumstances. The exaggerated 
language was merely a way to get attention fastened on 
what he was telling them about their minds in action 
and how their thoughts affect their lives.

Who is the devil who tempted Jesus?
The devil is that within each of us which invites us to
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partake of all that life can offer in the way of material 
gain. If we heed that voice, we turn away from spiritual 
energy, and we open ourselves to the ultimate unhappi
ness of a life wasted because it does not develop growth.

Then Satan is not a fallen angel?
Wonderful that you put these two together, but they 

are not the same -  Satan and the devil. Satan is the 
Old Testament personality that gives the personification 
of evil in many fictional stories. But Satan was not an 
entity who tempted people. He was the one who kept 
people on the track, so to speak. He gave them pause 
for thought. He only put to them the questions that 
they needed to find answers for.

Now the devil is quite another matter. He is the 
representation of that within people that brings them to 
think and talk of the base and ungodly things in life. 
The devil brings into focus the being which hides within 
us and is not of God. No devil makes us act. But the 
devil of baseness and inverted beliefs in God tries to be 
our mentor in matters of the living our lives.

If we give the devil attention, he will build into our 
lives such a large opening for the bad qualities that we 
will interact in this life on a low level, a level of cruelty 
and evil. The result is that we will have wasted a 
lifetime, and we will later have to overcome it on the 
next plane — a very difficult thing to do.

Questions flooded m y mind. I  typed question after 
question, and those from  the Brotherhood explained and  
illum inated all that I  asked for. A fter days o f pow erful 
Bible study, I  decided that this business o f life is m eant to 
be a straightforward m atter o f working with God in our 
individual ways. It isn ’t m eant to be complicated.

This advanced spirit agreed.
No, life is not meant to be complicated. Jesus 

showed us the way. He is the pattern. Open your 
minds and hearts to the Brotherhood of God, and they
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will help you understand your purpose. There is help 
for you. There is no handicap that cannot be overcome, 
nor any problem that cannot be solved.

The eternal plan of life is to live again and again until 
we grow sufficiently never to return to earth. That is 
the goal of all souls. Never to have to return. This is 
truth. This is from the Brotherhood of God.

The last sentence is the frequent closing these teachers 
use -- the signature that attests that what has been said 
was o f this group o f advanced spirits, and I  can count on 
their integrity.

I  have often identified m yself with Thomas, the disciple 
who doubted that Jesus had left the tomb. When he 
actually saw Jesus, Thomas ran to him  saying "My lord 
and m y God!" I  asked i f  the Bible is saying here that 
Jesus and G od are ONE.

Thomas was not speaking for anyone but himself. He 
said that when he saw Jesus, he believed because he saw 
the nail holes in Jesus’s hands and his pierced side. But 
Thomas never did understand that Jesus came to reveal 
the nature of God, not to be God. Thomas was too 
Jewish to give up the idea of the Messiah that he hoped 
would come to free Jews and be their leader on earth.

The Bible says, in the book o f John (20:23), that Jesus 
told his disciples, "If you forgive the sins o f any, they are 
forgiven; i f  you retain the sins o f any, they are retained." 
I  told m y friend from  the Brotherhood that I  did not 
understand these words, nor did I  understand why Jesus 
would give unique power to his disciples. M y fingers 
leaped rapidly from  key to key as the answer came.

Many people want to be forgiven their sins. But they 
do not give them up to forgiveness. They retain them. 
They hold them in mind. This scripture says that sins 
which you forgive will be forgiven. But those you do 
not forgive, you will retain. Jesus never gave unique 
powers to anyone. His truth was for all. The power to
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forgive is within all. The power to retain is within all.
The Brotherhood sensed a lack o f clarity in m y thinking.

It probably is not clear. The power to forgive works 
two ways: from you to you and from you to others. Be 
open to forgiveness of your own sins, and be open to 
forgiveness to the sins of others. This is the truth of 
Jesus’s words here.

Finally, after m any Bible explanations:
Protestant people give their attention to the Bible to 

the exclusion of other sources. But the Bible is just one 
source of truth. If you must go through the Bible step 
by step for explanations, then you have a full life’s work! 
The easier way is to use the Bible in classes, and to 
open your mind to the Brotherhood of God who is 
trying to teach you.

What role do churches have in helping us fin d  truth?
People who call themselves Christians give their open 

minds to the church to give them understanding. They 
think and discuss the church’s wonderful contribution to 
Christianity. Then they tune out the true wonder — the 
God of their being who is there to fill them with power. 
They turn to the church to find answers, not to the God 
of the Universe. They think that the church opens their 
minds, not God. They think the church will bring them 
peace, thoughts of enlightenment, but they do not turn 
within. The truth is that churches tune out God to the 
people. The God of our good is the same God of the 
Universe, but we do not understand the power that we 
can have over our lives. The God of the Universe is the 
One who gives us true enlightenment, not the church.

This assessment o f the role o f churches seem ed quite 
harsh to m e because I ’m  a confirmed "church goer." I  
asked again about churches, and i f  someone would like to  
qualify these statements somewhat.

The God of the Universe, the wonderful Goodness, is 
shut out when people turn to earthly truths such as the
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church’s belief that God punishes us that we may 
become good. People turn to earthly good such as the 
fellowship to give them sustenance. But they go to the 
truth of the earth, not the truth of the universe. There 
is a powerful difference. Church people want goodness, 
but they define that goodness. They take the truth and 
twist it to make themselves feel they understand. But to 
really understand, they must go to the God of their 
being, to the God whose interest is to help them grow. 
The Brotherhood is the Counselor that Jesus promised 
to help this happen.

I  asked about the new thought movement that has 
spawned many churches in this 20th century.

This new thought movement began strongly, but now 
it too has the beginnings of the dogmatic. The dogmat
ic is that which insists on ONE WAY to meet God — no 
other. Therefore, I tell you that there is no church free 
from erroneous thinking. God is here for all. No belief 
in a given church will get you in touch with the God of 
your being; only you can do this.

When the typing s t o p p e d I  asked i f  there was anything 
more on this subject.

This is the truth we tell here, the truth that gives God 
great power in our lives. God will give you growth, 
great power, joy -  not the churches.

There m ust be value in churches, and I  asked someone 
in the Brotherhood to state what this value is.

The value of our churches is that they give us pro
gram. They give us the opportunity to express our 
thoughts of the spirit to one another. They give minis
ters the chance to think the thoughts of the God-self 
and to promote those thoughts. Churches give people 
the opportunity to gain spiritual enlightenment of the 
history of the Christian faith.

Churches trouble us with dogma, of course. They lay 
guilt on us; they give us unrest. But they have certain
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value. If we can attend church without taking seriously 
the overt attempts to bring us to a dogmatic viewpoint, 
then we can get something from church. Then we can 
exercise our own judgment without thinking ourselves 
hypocrites. The trouble with the churches is that the 
people who belong either think of themselves as hypo
crites or as faithful servants. That way nobody comes 
out ahead. Dogma limits us, points us to our greater 
betterment but does not help us attain it. Church truth 
is the one people think up about God, but it is not God 
opening to our own beings. The God of Truth will 
come to all, but churches try to limit our understanding 
of this by giving us a picture of the ONLY WAY to get 
to God.

To have a better church we must have no overt truth 
given. The way is to search the God-self by turning to 
the God of the Universe. That way the truth will come 
to us individually, not collectively. There is the individ
ual truth on the matter of God to consider. There is no 
collective truth.

Astonishment at these words prompted m e to ask i f  it 
wasn’t fine to have a statement -  affirmation -  like "God 
is all-good; God is all-powerful"

These truths only grow into realities when they touch 
us individually. They can be repeated, but they mean 
nothing until they intrude themselves into our personal 
selves.

I  insisted that surely the churches can say these things as 
absolute truths.

They can and do, but there is no truth that reaches 
individuals until they go after that truth.

I  tried to visualize a church service on Sunday morning 
with the minister or priest saying nothing to the people 
except to go find  the God o f  their own being. What could 
those who lead the services say to people?

They can tell people that God is real. They can tell
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them that God gives them their truth, that God brings 
them to understanding. Then the minister or whoever 
may tell the people to go to the God of their own inner 
being to learn the rest.

I  asked about collective readings and affirmations to 
help establish a mind-set.

The mind-set comes from God. The mind-set is the 
being’s own work. Point to the growth -  the plan of 
God in lifetime after lifetime. Then let people work out 
their true plan with God. The minister’s job is to 
explain that people will not be alone in this work.

"Each Sunday the minister would say the same thing?" 
I  asked. Here my communicator gave specific suggestions.

The minister’s method may vary — meditation, music, 
the message of God-self discovered by others, the work 
of the advanced spirits in them, their opportunities to 
make the most of each lifetime. The minister can tell 
people the best truth is the truth that comes from 
within, and he can tell them that his truth is not theirs 
exactly, though theirs may be similar. He can tell them 
how to contact the Brotherhood/Counselor.

Why, I  wondered, is one person’s truth different from  
another person’s truth. Isn ’t TRU TH  unchanging?

The truth that is unchanging is that God exists. The 
truth that varies from individual to individual is that 
which affects growth. The truth of my soul is not the 
truth of your soul. This is the true way to ascertain 
truth — that it is only for your own growth, not someone 
else’s.

What about people who take strong stands on certain 
social issues and problems that stand as G od’s own belief?

This concept is indeed false. Those who feel strongly 
may ask if there are others who agree with their stand. 
Then they may proceed together to influence the 
opinions of others. But to enter their belief or their 
truth into the book as God’s truth on the subject
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forever and for all is not the truth at all. That way they 
condemn all who differ from them. Theirs is the 
dogmatic way again with one person judging another.

I  inquired about the value o f  inspirational books in our 
search fo r  truth.

These open our eyes to the possibility that there is 
more than one truth abroad. The thing to do is to read, 
but try to find your own truth. This matter of taking 
the truth of someone else and trying to fit it into your 
unique life plan is NOT the thing to do. Books about 
religion that try to inspire us to connect our lives with 
God bring us much to contemplate. However, they 
must cause us to go to our own source of truth — God.

Many books on religion give the truth as the writer 
finds it, and they try to put you all into the same wave 
length. That is not the thing to do. Try to resist such 
things as the revealing of One Way to God. Take each 
suggestion, each method, each truth that the writer 
gives, and then put it into perspective. That perspective 
is your own viewpoint that is joined with the truth God 
has to give you. Take the truth to your inner temple to 
be remolded into your practical life. There in your 
inner temple will the truth be opened to you and to you 
alone.

What advice, I  wondered, would those in the Brother
hood have fo r parents bringing up their children?

Hopefully the child has come to the earth plane with 
a growth plan within the God-self, but the revealing of 
this plan is not always wonderfully clear. Therefore, 
people wander this way and that way, entering into 
various experiences to find the ones that will express 
their plan. But if they will go to us for help, we can 
help them understand their true growth plan.

Not everyone, however, comes with a clear plan, but 
it is the parent’s duty to help the child understand that 
though it is God’s ideal to come with the plan intact,
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each person can still learn of this plan through prayer. 
When a person turns around in his thinking and in his 
actions, that probably means the plan has been received. 
Then that person turns away from emptiness to the light 
of God shining on a path. This is part of the parents’ 
work, but no parent can guarantee success. The individ
ual is responsible to the plan, to the lifetime, and to 
God.

When does the parents’ responsibility to their children 
end?

Parents have the main responsibility of bringing the 
child forth to life, then to care for it and to love it. 
Then there is education, both truth and historical 
education. When the responsibility is over, the parent 
tells the child, now grown, that he or she is the one to 
express his growth spiritually by way of truth messages 
that God has for each person. These messages will 
come to him or her from God through the Counsel- 
or/Brotherhood of God. "This is the time," the parent 
will say, "that you must take responsibility for this life 
you have come here to live. This life is your plan made 
with the help of God before you were born. This is the 
truth that will give you the point to the living of your 
life. Be happy. Take your God-self to the Brotherhood 
to get the help you need. Then your lifetime will not be 
wasted. It will be fruitful and great."

I  wondered i f  truth is hard to pu t into action. Deep 
inside m e I  supposed there m ust be suffering and misery 
on my part.

This is the Brotherhood of God. This truth we speak 
of here is the truth that opens our eyes to the possibili
ties that God has to give us. This truth is not hard, nor 
is it that which causes suffering. Truth opens our hearts 
and minds to the joyous way of life, to the beautiful, 
perfect way.

Truth -  the truth of God. Truth -  the one that
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comes to you with the help of our Brotherhood. Truth 
— that which wells up within us. Truth — that which is 
irresistible. Truth — the best that we know. Truth — 
that which brings us in touch with the God of our being. 
God the Truth, the Principle, the Wonderful Growth, 
the Good that is with us, the Good that works through 
us, the Being that encompasses the thought energy of 
the universe into that which is, that which exists, that 
which teaches us truth. Truth — that is the goal of your 
being on this earth.

THOUGHT STIMULATORS

1. A ll churches have some truth. The Bible, according to 
the Brotherhood, is one source o f  truth. How can we 
access an open flow  o f  living truth from  inside ourselves?

2. What happens when we listen to the voice within which 
we name the devil? What is the role o f  the Satan concept?

3. We have the power to forgive or to retain sins. What 
is your understanding o f  the ways this power works in your 
life?

Inner Work: Truth opens our hearts and minds uniting us 
with God to enjoy life in a beautiful and perfect way. 
Center yourself with the thought o f  receiving all your truth 
through your God channel. Request the Brotherhood’s 
assistance in opening your God channel. In this way you  
form  a conscious awareness o f  your partnership with God.
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Learning More About 
the Next Plane of Life

7

L earn  to  express our thoughts in to  things, 
n o t only on the next p la n e  o f  life, bu t in this earth 
p la n e  too. The quality o f  life on  the next p la n e  
depends on our ability to  use thought effectively to  
produce  w ha t is good.

Those in the Brotherhood believe that we on this earth 
plane need to give consideration to the next plane o f  life 
before we go there. The better we understand the next 
plane, the quicker we will adjust. Those who go to the 
next plane with false expectations or with no expectations 
at all m ust go through a long period o f  re-education.

The God-self that you develop on the earth plane will 
give you good truth, but if you have not given thought 
to this plane, you will be in shock for awhile.

It is to lessen this shock or to prevent it altogether that 
this chapter is written.

Here on this plane our thoughts are expressed into 
things. Yes, in order to express the good things of life,
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we only need think of them.
Startled, I  stopped the reception momentarily. Then the 

message continued.
This is too confusing to understand, perhaps. But we 

would not get the things we need here unless we 
manifest them through thought. This way we think 
carefully, not wildly. We get our thoughts under control 
so that we can be on the mark to manifest what we 
need. If we miss the mark, we might manifest our fears, 
our goblins or our other horrors, and then we have a 
hell of our own making.

My conception o f  heaven was one o f  beauty and peace. 
I  waited fo r someone to speak to this thought.

The "heaven" that you speak of is created from your 
mind. It isn’t a permanent place in this plane where 
your spirit is sent.

Then Jesus isn’t "preparing a place for me, that where he 
goes, I  may go also?" How many times I  have heard the 
Biblical Jesus quoted in this way! My teacher quickly 
responded.

Never think that God takes charge of your spirit 
either here or there on earth. You enter free on this 
plane that you may choose to be one with God or not. 
This is the immutable law which God is. Do not enter 
into the idea that Jesus has the responsibility for where 
your spirit-self will go in the next plane. Neither Jesus 
nor any of the Brotherhood herds spirits into heaven 
like sheep who must go where the shepherd makes them 
go. However, teaming up with Jesus or with other 
advanced spirits will give you more assurance that each 
person has a helper.

If you will begin now to use your thought very 
carefully, you will be ready to direct your life when you 
come here. In this way you can learn to use your 
thought process for good, not bad. That you may 
understand this better, we might compare your present
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thought with any trouble you have. Trouble gives you 
pain, and you can either pray it away, or you can give it 
power so that you put the matter into concrete.

The way to give yourself the good life is to concen
trate on that which is good. To give power to evil is to 
give power to the concrete that weights you down. 
Think instead of the opposite -  the other side of the 
coin. If you first think, "my illness is terrible," change it 
about quickly to "Health is my true state." Instead of 
thinking entirely of poverty, think of plenty, and be 
specific. What do you really need and want? Give 
these things your clear thought.

I  asked i f  it is true that we can change our troubles into 
good experiences and our lacks into plenty?

That you should experience lack when you have the 
substance that never runs out is a matter of wonderment 
to us on this plane. Of course you can use this sub
stance!

I  countered by asking just how this is accomplished.
The HOW is the matter of concentrating on the 

substance that is present, that is everlasting, that which 
gives energy to any creative thought. God gives us this 
substance to use, not to wonder at.

The first thing to do is to get your thoughts under 
control. Then focus on the great supply of God that is 
open to you. There is no lack, no limit to this supply. 
There is so much that it is impossible to deplete it. 
Therefore, reach forth to claim that which you desire. 
Your desire tells the substance that you are thinking the 
thought that will open the supply to you. Then you 
energize this thought by giving it to the God of your 
being, the One who has your best interests in mind. 
This God will never fail you. He is the plentiful good 
Father who tries always to lead you in the path you 
have chosen to accomplish your soul growth.

The second thing to do is to hold the idea of what
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you want in your mind. Think it in detail, think it in its 
every aspect, think it to the point that you know you see 
it clearly. Then feel the joy you have because of this 
tremendous true worth that is given you. Be open with 
the truth that God gave the gift. Use it with the 
abandon of the rich who know there is more where this 
gift comes from. Understand? The Father is that which 
expresses in many ways, but He is the rich Father. This 
concept is the belief that God is what He claims He is 
— the Giver of all Good, the True Wonder that in this 
world manifests what is needed by the ones who accept 
His promise.

I f  we are to manifest our good thoughts, those in the 
Brotherhood say we m ust choose to go along with truth. 
Otherwise, we will cling to the old ideas that keep us 
buried in the wayward thinking o f  belief in a God Who 
empties His wrath upon us. "It is time," my communicator 
says, "for new thoughts."

The thought process is the main thing here in this 
plane. If people do not accept it, they begin to believe 
they are cra:zy or weird. The idea of thought manifest
ing is the thing to accept.

I  suggested that earth-bound souls who have passed on 
to the next plane o f  life m ust not understand this principle.

Earth-bound ones want to live again on the earth. 
They still have earth problems with them. They cannot 
let go. They manifest their agitated thoughts into the 
belief that they will be doomed to hell. They feel 
unworthy and their thoughts create unworthy conditions.

I  asked fo r  an example.
The spirit of one person came here without instruc

tion as to the thought process. The thoughts of this 
person were of the guilt of sins thought unforgiven. 
These guilt feelings brought the person into sad circum
stances -  the poor house to hide in, the poor truth to 
give him comfort, the great fear of judgment that hung
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over him to be his greatest heartache. This person 
believed God had a poor opinion of him and therefore 
the person created poverty around him because he 
thought he deserved it.

Then we began to instruct this person that God holds 
the truth for each individual, that he must find the truth 
by searching his own inner being. But it is so hard here. 
There is no life expressed except what that person has 
made. The entity has no material world to come up 
against. And there is no worthy person in his environ
ment to demonstrate a different truth. All a person has 
is the environment he creates. That is the entire 
circumstance, and there he stays, fixed in concrete.

You mean that people who think o f  themselves as "a 
poor miserable sinner" create their own misery?

This is our truth, that you will create here on this 
plane whatever picture you have of your being. There
fore, it is important to become a lover of your own soul, 
to be a person who tells yourself worthy thoughts. Tell 
yourself that you are lovable, that you will attract good. 
Then with this mind-set you will come here ready to 
create the beautiful and the good and to point your way 
to the best that growth can produce.

I  asked i f  this same truth could be applied to our lives 
in this earth plane.

This same truth is true on the earth plane. So you 
may understand that you create your own world even on 
earth, look around you. That you have created your 
own true growth in your surroundings is quite evident.

They noted specifics in my life such as my husband 
whom they called my "perfect mate," my home, its furnish
ings. Then they added:

These things are purely material. There is no spiritu
al value that will make them the wonderful and entirely 
good thought-things that you will take here. They will 
vanish from your life. That is all right, for you do not
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care much for material things. But for those who think 
they must "take it with them" in some way, they need to 
clothe their valuables, their precious things in this 
thought-energy that will be the spiritual reality.

Now there was a brand new concept — that we can 
"take it with us" when we leave this plane. They were right 
when they said I  do not care m uch fo r material things, but 
there are always those special items that I, too, would like 
to take with m e — at least until I  outgrow the need o f  
them. I  asked again about producing our desires from  this 
substance that is unlimited and versatile.

If you need food, you can produce food. You may 
need other things, and you may produce them too. 
When you wish for things you cannot afford with earth 
currency, turn to the substance.

I  had the feeling o f  offhandedness here as i f  the matter 
o f turning substance into whatever we desired was a simple 
matter. Also, I  received the definite impression that these 
advanced Brothers wonder at my own denseness that I  
m ust spend so m uch time discussing the concept. In some 
exasperation, I  thought, one wrote:

Accept this as we give it to you. That is all you can 
do because there is nothing in the material that can 
possibly tell you how this works. This is the truth we 
give you. Try to enjoy this truth without taking it apart. 
That is the way to enter new truths into your mind. Do 
not take them apart; accept them.

I  believe various Brothers answer my questions. For 
when I  returned to the subject o f  the substance yet again, 
I  received a more patient answer. I  mentioned that many 
materially rich people on this earth plane have created 
beautiful homes and furnished them lavishly. D o these 
people have these things because o f  their own self-worth?

That you may understand this concept, let us teach 
you the principle with more detail. The pure substance 
that you have available is that which you attain without
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sweat. That which you sweat to earn is that which is 
created the material way without the substance of God 
entering into it. There are two kinds of manifestation, 
you see. One is by the sweat of the brow, and the other 
is from the substance of God. But on this second plane 
of life there is only the substance, not the material. 
That is the big difference. So what one thinks of 
himself may affect his life there on the earth plane as 
far as material possessions are concerned, but this is not 
the entire point. The substance makes material things 
glow with the reality of spirit, and it contains the 
promise that God is the giver. The open channel that 
gives you this truth trusts you to understand this con
cept. The entire point here is that you endow the things 
you own by giving them the reality that God has to give 
you. That which is the truth will not perish, but that 
which is material substance will perish.

When those from  the Brotherhood speak o f  reality, they 
speak o f  spirit. When we speak o f  reality, we are most 
likely to point to material things. Bringing these two 
realities together on this earth plane is our task i f  we want 
to m ake our individual worlds beautiful and eternal.

The entire point of what we say is to give you the 
understanding that God is the true giver, not man. 
That material things think is not unreasonable. That 
the thought gives them reality is to clothe them with the 
great power that is of God. That is the way that you 
can "take it with you," you see. Clothe your things with 
the spiritual substance of God which is the reality we 
deal with on this plane of life.

I  suggested that it is not easy fo r me to accept this 
concept o f  the spiritual substance, fo r  I  live in a world that 
uses money as the means o f  attaining things. Everything 
was manufactured or made by hand. They have a solid 
appearance. They are real to me as they are.

These solid matters give the impression of eternal
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truth, but they perish and decay because they are 
subject to the earth opinion. The earth opinion, or 
thought, is that matter decays. The opinion of this next 
plane of life is that there need not be decay. We make 
the things we need and give them their solidity, but if 
we no longer want or need them, they fade away. The 
things you have there open themselves to your thought 
energy that there is decay, so they decay. They give 
themselves to God’s pure substance again. That is what 
decay is -  going back to the pure substance from which 
they came. That is the truth.

Wood is supposedly solid and is made into furniture. 
But it is not the solid that it appears. The solid is only 
the appearance. The only solid aspect is the wonderful 
truth that we can alter its shape, its exterior. But the 
part that holds it together is the joining of complex 
elements that hold fast. But even they are not stable 
enough for eternity. These elements require petrifying, 
that we do with our thoughts, to make this substance 
permanent. We call forth the true God-substance to be 
energy that zeros in on the needed reality -  that which 
is incorruptible, that which is inoperable, that which is 
inviolate, that which will not decay or pass away. The 
petrifying is possible when you think of the wonderful 
power of God to clothe these things in His great energy. 
Then the things will be as if petrified. They become 
lasting and they can be taken with you to the next plane 
because they are already thought-forms.

Frankly I  was overwhelmed by these truths. There is no  
way I  will ever look at m y world in quite the same way as 
I  have looked at it before. I  remember m y first chemistry 
class in college when the subject o f  the elements o f  the 
universe was first presented to me. I  learned the formulas 
o f many substances I  used daily — water, air, and many 
others. The truth that came from  the professor o f  chemis
try was that there is no such thing as solid matter. I
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always felt m uch wiser about my world because o f  the 
chemistry course, but until I  received these truth lessons 
from  the Brotherhood, I  had never given these facts the 
serious attention they deserve.

I  asked about the other aspects o f  life on the next plane. 
People always wonder i f  they will see those they love on the 
other side. Some wonder i f  their lives will continue in 
m uch the same way with appreciation fo r  the arts or 
nature, or creative endeavors. People are so different from  
one another. Lifestyles differ. Will there be a feeling o f  
being at home in the next plane?

I have the law of the next plane of life ready to give 
you. Be open to the idea that though the principle 
described is the wonderful truth that is here, the picture 
is not entered into your understanding. Therefore, it is 
not possible on your plane to understand the picture 
that I give you. But we will try together anyway. This 
is the Brotherhood of God reporting this to you.

This plane is pure thought form here. The environ
ment is thought. Outside of our spirit bodies, we give 
the rest of the environment that which we have inside 
ourselves. We express here according to our growth. 
That means that we enter into one another’s good truth 
if we on this plane find it compatible with ourselves.

The ones who join together here have much in 
common, you see. There must be this common thought 
to maintain the loveliness we wish to live in. Then 
there is the matter of getting along together. We abhor 
friction. Therefore, we gather around us those who 
believe in the same pattern of thought as we do. Then 
we on this plane become one in our thought process. 
That way we build what appears to be solid matter — 
the trees, the homes, the waterways. But it is all 
thought manifested according to our mutual growth 
patterns. This way we have no time spent on bickering. 
We trust one another completely. There is no time
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spent on the on-stage opportunities to make ourselves 
powerful because there is nothing here that power can 
mold or can manage. Only the mutual thought waves 
bring the power that provides our good.

This is not worrisome. Don’t think we live in an 
unstable environment. Entities who know and under
stand how to express God truth team up to bring their 
own good to one another. That way they create a stable 
environment. An unstable environment is possible, 
however, if entities of unstable thoughts gather together. 
They give their mutual instability to one another and 
thus create what they think.

On your plane there are those today who will bring 
their weaknesses to this side to re-enact the picture that 
they keep insisting is their truth -  the weakness of the 
body, the weakness of the mind, the emotions, the 
constant peculiar growth patterns that they have. Then 
they group with others of like mind who believe that 
their home is made up of bad, of evil, of ghastly fears, 
of problems that beset them. When they fix their minds 
on these negatives, they think their own environment 
into existence — troubled weather, power-seeking 
brothers who tell them what to do and what to think. 
They hide themselves in this environment hoping they 
will emerge from it when they become worthy.

The truth of their place of habitation is that they 
believe their way is the only way, the right way, the best 
way to God. They take themselves to the truth of their 
own making. They take themselves away from open 
minds. They close themselves in this cloister of unhap
piness just as they did on earth. Oh, they do not know 
they have done this. They think they must be in heav
en, and the fact of survival is enough for them to call it 
heaven. To reach them with the story of inner truth is 
like going to the bottom of the ocean to tell the deep 
sea fish the truth of the God-self. They would keep on
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opening their mouths, never listening, never heeding 
your words. They have closed minds, closed hearts.

I  asked i f  any o f these people with closed minds and 
closed hearts are religious people.

They think they have religion, for they think they 
have the seal of God upon their beings. They peek out 
now and then and believe that we in the beautiful 
atmosphere must be on the road to hell. Their idea of 
heaven is that it is hard, that it is God’s wish that they 
be as they are. They believe in the God of judgment, 
not the God of the Universe.

So some o f  our earthly friends may elect to cling to one 
group and some to another?

That is right, of course, but those on this plane who 
love one another will be together. It is God’s law that 
love brings us together. The law or principle here is 
that the only bond worth growing is true love.

You described two kinds o f  environments there on your 
plane. People have various kinds o f  belief systems, so there 
m ust be many more environments.

The belief systems you speak of become the growth 
patterns here. Then together people use thought to 
belong to their own growth pattern. That way the 
various atmospheres become "home base." People can 
travel to see other places, but they may not interfere. 
They may observe, but there is no missionary work here. 
There is no thought going out to change anyone, for on 
this plane it is difficult to grow for the reasons you can 
plainly see.

I  came back to the subject o f  our souls grouping 
themselves into various patterns.

There is no problem. The growth patterns just group 
together into clusters, like the chemistry you study on 
the earth plane explains the grouping of atoms and 
molecules to form matter. We touch the ones we open 
our minds to. That way we find true homes here. That
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way there is no trauma over the judgment and so forth. 
Even the criminals, the hideous minds that touch one 
another on your plane can touch one another here and 
believe they have found heaven -  for awhile at least. 
The "at least" refers to their possible growth. They will 
grow dissatisfied with their lot and begin to let their 
minds open up to truth. They may drift away from this 
first group to cluster with another group. This way no 
one is teaching, but all here learn as they can. This is 
why it is so important on the earth plane not to waste 
the lifetime, to learn the lessons, to be the open channel 
-  the Christ that communicates to us to learn the truth 
and to re-connect with God.

The Bible pictures God as our judge, and I  asked 
someone to comment about this.

The God of judgment is the one that everyone knows 
for sure. This God is known because we all subscribe to 
the need of judgment to bring the justice we think is 
deserved. This God of judgment is that which gives us 
our inner conviction on the way we live our lives. This 
God of judgment tells the truth in the matters that 
contribute to the growth of our being. But we do not 
grow into God’s good persons by knowing ONLY this 
God of judgment. This judgment is only the primary, 
the first step into self-knowledge. This God of judg
ment gives us the power to tell that we enter the wrong 
path, to open our eyes to truth, to be there to warn us. 
To go on from there, we must be open to the other 
truths that God has to give us.

I  read in the newspaper yesterday that 42 children died 
in a bus accident in South Africa. I  have been thinking 
about the shock, the fear, the trauma o f  these children as 
they died. What happened to them?

These children awoke on the other plane without 
remembering anything of their death. Death is a brief 
thing. It seems to be a long thing, but it is not in
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actuality. Death is not an awesome thing, and the 
circumstances are even forgotten here. These children 
here with us give their attention now to their real 
identities, their true selves. They touch the growth 
pattern they feel most comfortable in, and they go home 
-  home being that place where they are most comfort
able.

I  asked i f  any o f  the children were waiting around to see 
their earth families.

They may, but few do this. Only those who have no 
truth to sustain them in the matter of the touching of 
the growth pattern. They fear it all, these earth-bound 
ones. They withdraw into themselves.

Returning to the subject o f  the clusters o f  souls who 
think alike, I  asked again about their social life.

Social life is one thing to you, but this social life you 
speak of is not the same here. This plane is thought. 
In this plane there is an openness that you on the earth 
plane cannot comprehend. Therefore, getting together 
for conversation is not needed. Our thought travels out 
to those we wish to speak to and others pick it up too. 
To wish for companionship is to have it. To want music 
is to have it as there are many involved in music. To 
want to see art displayed, well -  that is everywhere 
because artists beautify our entire environment. They 
touch all of us with their beautiful thought-designs — 
paintings, sculpture and other pure beauty.

There is theater, of course. This, too, touches the 
lives of those who love to wander in the time of the past 
or the growth truths or the God-self manifesting. The 
theater gives us much to interest us in the forward 
movement of our lives here. There is no pornography 
here because there is no audience for it. There may be 
such an audience among some clusters. There are poor 
souls that cling to all their lusts even though they 
cannot satisfy them. This is the saddest group of all.
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I  asked i f  there was anything else those from  the Broth
erhood wanted to explain about the next plane o f  life.

The next plane of life is your true home, of course. 
This plane gives us the best that our minds can think of. 
This plane is the wonderful place you make it, or it is 
the terrible place you make it according to your own 
thoughts of yourself. Be the one to create good by 
thinking good. Think good of yourself and of those you 
come into contact with. Think the best in them to 
manifest that best. Give your heart to God, to the God 
of your being who is the all-good principle.

THOUGHT STIMULATORS

1. On the next plane o f  life things are manifested by 
thought. The Brotherhood explains that this spiritual 
principle works the same way on the earth plane. What 
have you noted as important about thoughts?

2. When the Brotherhood speaks o f  reality, they speak o f  
spirit. When we speak o f  reality, we speak o f  material 
things. Describe how you can blend these realities thus 
making them practical in your life.

3. Souls cluster together by like thought form s on the next 
plane o f  life. In this way we each have a home. Think  
what your ideal home would be in the next plane. What 
would your thought create?

Inner Work: Awareness o f  our thought patterns was 
stressed in this chapter. We carry this same process into 
the next plane. Invite the Brotherhood to assist you in 
opening to your own thought patterns and in transforming 
your own thinking.
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M anifesting our dreams, working w ith our ow n  
truth in m aking  decisions, em ptying our ego so  G od  
m a y fill  us, giving up our bodies to  advanced  souls, 
opening our eyes to  universal truth.

God is real. God is practical. The idea that God is 
an impractical concept like pie in the sky is ridiculous. 
The reality is God, for that which is of God does not 
perish, rot or fade away. What in your earth plane can 
take that challenge? What else can that be said of?

This chapter contains m uch that staggers our minds, 
that causes us to blink in disbelief, but which gives us hope 
that our best thoughts about God are really true.

Give attention to your hopes and dreams, and give 
your ego to God, to His substance, to His true being 
which is the growth. Then speak the word that you 
receive. God is filling you with truth that is specifically 
for your own being, truth that will bring you under
standing. When you believe you have been filled with 
this truth, you will be one with God in your purposes.
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Give God each picture that comes to mind that He 
may purify it. Then take the picture He has refined to 
your inner being for safekeeping. This picture will 
spring forth into the manifestation of what you have 
pictured with God’s help. This way you and God 
together will be working out your destiny. Take the 
pictures -  the plans, the hopes, the expectations of the 
life you want to live — and present them to God.

A s I  reread the above material, I  followed the instruc
tions. I  pictured my deepest dreams and ambitions, my 
hopes and expectations. They seemed illuminated with a 
very bright white light. One o f  the Brothers then told me:

This bright light is illumination that comes to you 
from God. Let these pictures bask there in this light 
without haste in their development. Know that God is 
working to refine the pictures even now. Those pictures 
you wrote down earlier, those you think you want in 
your life, those are the ones He takes to His truth.

The best part of the process is that it always works. 
Take no thought for the outcome until God refines 
these pictures. Then be the open mind to receive them 
back refined to their perfection. They will delight you. 
They will satisfy you. They will be the heart’s desire 
you do not express for fear of being too thankless or too 
unworthy. There is this "plenty" in the universe with 
which we can deal. This "plenty" has nothing to do with 
the outer things you see, but is of the invisible, the 
invisible that will bring forth the many dreams we have 
when we give our pictures to God for development.

N o doubt the matter o f  our thoughts becoming material 
by our use o f  the belief factor and the universal substance 
gives all o f  us m uch pause fo r concern. Even i f  we could, 
should we be doing this? Is it witchcraft? Is it a selfish 
evil impulse? Is this dangerous or self-deluding?

That we could be your teachers of evil is unthinkable. 
There is no opportunity that has come to mankind that
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he has not resisted if the idea was new. The opportuni
ty is now given to these readers to try for themselves 
those truths that have their basis in the truth of God of 
the Universe. This truth is not just pointing toward our 
own plane, but it points to your earth plane too. Truth 
gives ways to solve many of the world’s problems. That 
we would give untruth is laughable. The Brotherhood 
is incorruptible, for it is created by the spirit of God.

The truth is that which God wishes to impart. It is 
not hidden, it is tuned to your wave length, it is the 
thought-energy that opens the mind to all that God has 
to give. Not many understood this when Jesus was on 
earth. Not many understand it today. God wants to 
give good gifts. This God of the Universe wants to 
bring everyone into His understanding to bring them 
close to Him in the way of using the truths. This is our 
mission here — to bring the truths. Then you and God 
together bring the truths into manifestation.

Then there is the matter of thought becoming materi
al by using the God-principle involved. Manifestation 
of thought always seems to those in earth life rather 
ridiculous, but it too works in a practical way if people 
will follow the principle involved. This principle has the 
elements of God, the universal God, plus the elements 
of your growth. Take the highest concept of God that 
you have, polish it brightly in your mind so that it shines 
forth. Nothing will hide it and nothing prevents the 
manifestation when there is the element of truth 
involved. You, plus the polished visualization of the 
highest concept of God, plus the truth that there is this 
universal substance to use, make the manifestation 
complete. Try it.

Present your dreams, your hopes, your financial 
needs, and veteran thoughts that have long been with 
you for the betterment of your life.

I  had to admit that these "veteran thoughts’ were hidden
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so deeply within m e that I  no longer knew them. Where
upon a Brother listed those deep-seated hopes and dreams 
o f mine, m uch to m y surprise and delight. I  suppose I  had  
consigned them to the impossible-to-attain file.

These wants are not selfish nor are they unattainable. 
Think not to test God, but to test yourself. You won’t 
receive what you think you don’t deserve. Therefore, 
open your mind and open your heart to God’s wonder
ful goodness. On this side of the open channel we see 
you enjoying all that you desire in your heart. Be true 
to these thoughts. Open your mind to them to become 
real in your life. The point of all this (discussion) is that 
people try to work through to their goals without taking 
God into the partnership. It is possible to bulldoze your 
way through (using earth-mind truth), but the way to 
enjoy the whole thing and to make it meaningful is to 
put your goals into God’s care and into His great power 
to manifest them.

I  wondered i f  I  should ask God to refine these rediscov
ered dreams.

Refining has been done, and you know this because 
the pictures remain as they have always been. God has 
clarified them and held them out to you to bring your 
hopes into concrete. Now is the time to polish them 
brightly because they are already God’s highest thought 
in your life expression. Take these pictures to your 
inner being knowing that God has them taking form in 
the outer.

This business of truth turning our minds to practical 
work is the important concept to understand. Our own 
inner truth frees us from the worry of taking many 
truths out and continually sorting through them. Your 
truth is yours only. This is our point here. Do not 
worry over other people’s truth, no matter how they try 
to change or convert you. You and God work out the 
truth of your being. Then you will always walk in the
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light of God’s sun.
I  asked i f  the word was "Son" -- meaning Jesus -

instead o f  "sun." But there was no mistake.
No. The sun of which we speak is the illumination 

that God gives us all. The Son of which you speak is 
the relationship between God who loves us and our 
Christ selves. The sun of which we speak is not the 
relationship, but it is the pure light of God that shines 
on us when we turn our spirits to Him on matters of 
our soul growth.

Is religion simply turning to God fo r  our truth? I  
checked out my definition with my communicator.

The definition of religion is that men and women will 
trust the God of their being to guide them into the life- 
path they will follow. Growth is of God, not of man’s 
dogma. God is the One, the Power, the Pure Growth 
that we long for. Religion is a matter of receiving God 
truth and becoming a turnabout* who is free to be 
himself, not a cog within a church’s machinery.

Life offers us many challenges, many decisions, many 
paths. How can we use truth to help us with these day by 
day choices and crises?

To become one with God we must first be one with 
our own growth pattern -- the plan that God and we 
together build for each lifetime. Then we meet chal
lenges with inner truth bearing on all decisions, on all 
matters that pertain to our daily lives.

Over and over those in the Brotherhood speak o f  
becoming one with our growth-pattern. I  asked fo r  a 
concise explanation o f  how we become one with that plan.

Here is the plan in three parts. Take the true self, or 
God-self image you understand. Team up with God. 
Then be one with Him.

Like all concise explanations, there is a need fo r  further

*  See Glossary
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explanation, and here it is.
To be God’s true person, we must get in touch with 

His good plan that will help our lives to progress. In 
that way we arrive at the understanding of how to use 
the energy that pours to earth on command. This 
command is the law that is enacted when we become 
one with our God-plan or growth-plan. To enact our 
plan we must be one with it. To make use of the 
energy that will bring the plan into manifestation, we 
must be the true persons of God who empty ourselves 
of ego that God may fill us.

Obviously there is what we might call a natural law 
concerning our ability to live our lives according to our 
divine plan and the powerful energy that pours in fo r  us to 
m ake use o f  I  asked why this energy comes only under 
these special circumstances.

The reason is that the energy is the open channel’s 
truth pouring through. Only those who tune into it, 
those who realize that they are on the right path will 
take this energy to use. The others rely on their own 
egos, their own promises to themselves. They do not 
look outside their egos to find this energy.

I  asked fo r  examples.
One example may be found in the creative arts where 

people speak of their illuminations or their inspiration. 
By their own admission they have received energy from 
the open channel into their hopes and dreams (and 
thus) enacted their growth pattern. They draw from this 
source as naturally as the water goes downhill on the 
earth plane. They turn to God’s sun — illumination, 
substance — to be filled.

I  asked about business matters — making a living 
providing financial security fo r  ourselves and our families.

As with all goals, you must give thought to the open 
channel. In other words, the picture, the goal or course 
of action you want, must be refined by God. If it
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returns to you, then draw on this substance. This 
process takes place rapidly — like thought. We have 
explained it step by step so you may understand how it 
works.

Six months into this project between the Brotherhood 
and me, I  was asked to pu t my mind in neutral and to try 
not to force anything at all.

Try to be in tune with our tone. To do this try to 
hear the right sound, the tone we give you. Try to put 
your mind into this neutral place and focus on the 
sound. The sound, the sound, the sound.

The reason fo r  this unusual beginning was to prepare 
m e to receive information that I  would find  hard to 
believe.

What we say now sounds fantastic to those on earth 
because you have no way to relate to us in these mat
ters. Try to believe without understanding so that you 
can grasp the concept.

In this way I  entered into the day’s reception and into a 
concept that I  finally, with mental and emotional struggle, 
have come to accept.

The growth that is made lifetime by lifetime is the 
way to tell how a person progresses. To progress is to 
grow. To grow means living many lifetimes. To live 
these lifetimes, people must enter life through the 
woman’s womb. But there may be some who enter the 
life plan by another route. ITiese may come through 
the means of using a body that someone is done with 
for one reason or another.

Giving up a person’s body to another is the right of 
the one giving it up, the right of the person who no 
longer wishes to live on the earth plane. Therefore, he 
or she gives up the body to become spirit. Another 
spirit who wants this body takes it over and continues 
the life experience. The one who comes into this body 
has a new plan, new energy, and a great consuming
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desire to accomplish the plan. At this point that 
particular human life begins to change for the better.

This (new) person holds the same memories and the 
good ties with friends and loved ones. Therefore, the 
new person gives us the true personality that was 
expressed before but with refinements. The refinements 
on the new personality are the soul’s truths interposed 
there. In that way the person who is coming in may go 
ahead with the life.

These persons who re-enter in this manner try not to 
disturb anyone. They become the beings that try to 
mold others into new creatures free of dogmas, free of 
fears, free of super-imposed beliefs that obscure their 
own spiritual values. They touch the life of this earth in 
better ways than the first owner of the body, and this 
new owner has more impact upon the general growth.

This (transfer o f  souls) is practical because sometimes 
people want out -  really want out of this lifetime. They 
either commit suicide or they give themselves up to the 
great reluctance they have over living. In other words, 
they either kill themselves or they kill their growth-plan. 
Either way is not good, of course. It is much better to 
step aside and give your body up to another soul who 
will use it for good. This (changeover) is easy to do. 
First, just decide you want to allow another soul to take 
over your body. Then await our help. There will be a 
time set for the change, and usually there is a dream to 
indicate the exchange. Then there is a mere shuffling 
of spirits to make the exchange perfect. Certainly this 
exchange is much better than killing oneself or trying to 
live miserably -  enduring, but not growing. Giving up 
your body to another is like giving a brother human 
being a transplant.

These new personalities or souls will be the ones who 
advance quickly to the execution of their plan. They 
will be helpers to the rest of the people. This is an
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opportunity to put your body to great use in its entirety, 
not piece by piece after death. Think on this plan. 
Then instead of great despair taking you out of the 
earth picture, let another spirit take over. Your body- 
personality will continue and prosper and become the 
worthy thing you would wish it to be. Never worry over 
children nor over other concerns, for the new soul is as 
committed as you to all these responsibilities. There
fore, you can let go of your body without fear.

This concept is the best plan we have here to use 
advanced souls who can bring more peace to the earth 
plane. These persons can be the ones to bring new 
knowledge and wisdom to bear upon earth affairs. They 
will be the ones to lead people through difficult times.

I  had read Ruth Montgomery's book, "Strangers A m ong  
Us,"* in which she outlines this same plan with many 
examples and details. Little did I  know at the time I  read 
her book that I  would ever be receiving a similar descrip
tion o f  a process in which one soul gives up a body to a 
second soul

I  asked how the second personality is chosen. The 
explanation this advanced spirit gave m e is that the second 
and first persons are basically o f  the same growth-pattern 
(belief system). That same attraction that clusters us 
together in the next plane o f life brings the replacement for  
the first soul. Therefore, there is compatibility.

Certainly I  agreed with the Brotherhood that giving up 
the body to another soul is preferable to suicide or a 
failure o f  the God-plan which could bring misery not only 
to the personality, but also to friends and family. Though 
the concept is hard to believe, I  m ust accept it fo r  I  am  
one o f  those who came to this body in its mature years. 
When those in the Brotherhood informed m e o f  this 
change, this re-entry to life through this body, I  did indeed

* Fawcett Crest Book, Published by Ballantine Books, 1979
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resist it. Though I  knew I  had changed in recent years, I  
tried valiantly to fin d  plausible reasons fo r  these changes.

Since a second soul enters the body and retains that 
body’s memory, I  am not aware o f  any specific time when 
this happened. However, I  do know I  hit a low period in 
my life. I  felt terrible most o f  the time, and life hardly 
seemed worth living. I  suffered from  depression, and I  
longed fo r  the past instead o f  finding joy in the present. 
One day I  became aware o f  a new optimism and a keen 
interest in my life. I  "knew" sugar was bad fo r  me, and I  
began to cut down on my intake. Later I  discovered I  
have diabetes, and I  researched the disease, determined to 
control m y blood sugar with diet only. I  developed a 
sudden interest in playing a small musical instrument and 
was drawn to the recorder, a 14th and 15th century 
instrument. Many people have asked m e how I  knew o f  
it, why I  wanted to play it. I  have no answer that satisfies 
m e or anyone else. I  simply "knew" the recorder was an 
instrument I  wanted. A nd  o f  course there is this new  
writing. One close friend pointed out certain changes in 
me, and my husband wondered aloud i f  I  am the same 
person he married.

Various Brothers explained the re-entry this way.
The truth is that the one to occupy the body, your 

body, is not the original person who came in the day of 
birth, but a new soul, the new one who wonders if she 
can fulfill her mission here to write this book. This is 
why you came. This is why you wanted to be on earth. 
The one I speak to now is that person, that new person. 
This is truth.

Stunned, I  let the writing continue, hardly knowing what 
was written.

You bring your best self into this body-personality to 
enlarge its scope to better use. To become the best that 
you can be, you came into this body to try to work out 
new growth and to be open to our help. This you have
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done. This you have been.
I  asked when this transfer took place.
It happened one day while you were napping. That 

day you were discouraged, blue, depressed. Then you 
rose a new person. You were inhabited by a new soul - 
- we talk to the body here. That day you knew to bring 
forth new hope, new growth, new God-life.

I  had many questions, o f  course, like where is the other 
soul that inhabited this Jean Foster body.

That is the powerful thought that comes to your mind 
now and then to become the best wife to Carl that you 
can. That spirit is here, watching, cheering you on. 
This person is happy over the matter. This person gives 
you greetings on your life there. This person has no 
thought of jealousy. She goes forth to be her own 
person, you see.

I  asked the inevitable earth question, "Which o f  us will 
be Carl’s wife on the next plane?" The Brotherhood 
probably smiled in concert as the answer came.

That is not the great problem that you see it to be 
because here there is no love and marriage in the way 
of sexual love between man and woman. There is only 
the matter of the true self.

A  Brother explained the difference between the way I  
love my husband and the way the first soul loved him.

She loved to the point of self-sacrifice, and you love 
to the point of trusting your own God-self more than 
you trust your husband.

Apparently I  lay down one day despondent and misera
ble, and I  got up glad to be alive and fu ll o f  hope. I  do 
know there has been a change. I  know I  am less depen
dent on my husband for my happiness. He m ust be 
relieved that this is so. I  have new interests, and I  am well 
m ost o f  the time. I  feel a deep contentment about m y life.

Changes in my life came about gradually. Many times 
I  fe lt that I  — my mind — was training my body to become
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more mental and less emotional. My source said ad
vanced spirits reached into my being with the understand
ing that the first soul need not suffer in the way she was 
doing so I  — the body — became available.

Then you -  the soul -  entered. The situation that 
caused despair straightened itself out. You brought 
peace to that body, to that marriage, to the entire 
household.

Later I  asked about the life readings they gave m e  
earlier, and I  wondered whose they were.

The life readings that you refer to are your own 
readings. The body has nothing to do with life readings. 
This is not a physical matter but a spiritual matter.

The number o f  questions that arose in my m ind seemed 
unlimited. Would I, could I, ever accept all this re-entry 
information as truth? I  learned that since m y brain has 
recorded m y earth life, I  have memories that seem real to 
me. I  am still the loving mother, the eager grandmother. 
I  appreciate my husband’s goodness, and I  marvel at his 
unusual stability and good humor. I  love him.

I  asked i f  anyone in the Brotherhood had anything more 
to say on this subject.

True growth takes place by living many lifetimes. But 
there is more than one way to enter a life plan. One is 
by birth, the other is by re-entry when the first soul is 
tired of life, suicidal, without hope in solving problems. 
Then it is time to relinquish the body to another who 
will take on the problems and solve them. This new 
person will take the thought of this plane with him or 
her and put the process of getting our help into prac
tice. The second one will fulfill the first one’s responsi
bilities and troubles will melt away. Then the new soul 
will perform the task for which he or she came to earth. 
The business of the open channel being the contact is 
fresh in the God-mind of the second soul, and that soul 
will move faster toward the truth. Then will come the
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true purpose and the pure untroubled substance that 
God has for those who wish to manifest.

It has not been easy fo r  me to share the personal part o f  
this concept because it’s difficult to let go o f  personal ego 
and pride. "What will people say?" I  ask m yself "Will my 
friends think I  am strange?" A nd  finally, "What will my 
fam ily think o f  me?" My teacher¡counselor says that I  am  
an honest woman, and I  have a responsibility to those who 
read this book to tell this personal story. Now it is told.

The Brotherhood’s messenger sum m ed up the subject o f  
re-entry.

The truth of our being is that we come to earth to 
enact a particular purpose. Then we give up our bodies 
either to death or to another soul who comes to enact 
a separate purpose. Either way — birth or re-entry — it 
is better that we have the opportunity to try again and 
again. This engendered growth (which means growth 
that is brought into being) is the best that is possible.

To understand re-entry, one must begin to accept the 
pure love of God that gives us these many chances to 
become one with Him. To fully accept the truth of this 
re-entry, be into the thought of God that unifies the 
truth of our souls. He gives us more of Himself in each 
growth advance. He wants us to be one with Him even 
as Jesus was and is one with Him. This oneness is 
possible, not improbable.

This oneness, the optimum potential expressing fully, 
gives us the pure understanding that empties us of 
personal ego and gives us pure truth by which we live. 
Then we open our eyes to all the universal truth, the 
great openness of God which gives us unlimited free
dom of expression. There is nothing else that we can 
call this pure oneness with God except pure freedom to 
express the wondrous things that are within. **

* *
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THOUGHT STIMULATORS

1. God will help us purify our earthly plans. List your 
hopes, dreams and ambitions, asking God fo r help in 
refining each. What new insight do you receive?

2. Enacting your goals with God as your Partner brings 
you into oneness with God. How can this benefit you?

Inner Work: The Brotherhood o f  God is ready to assist 
you and awaits your call. Together work with God to 
receive your own inner truth that frees you from  sorting 
through the truth o f  others.
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Standing On the 
Promises of God

9

Twenty-three prom ises o f  God. W hat they are 
a n d  how  to  collect on  them.

Those in the Brotherhood assure us that God's promises 
in regard to our earth lives and our eternal lives are true 
and reliable. But like any promise, nothing happens unless 
those who receive the promise step forward to collect it. 
We have a choice. We can go directly to God or we can 
ask fo r  help from  the Brotherhood who will show us the 
way to collect on the promises.

God is the open door when we touch Him directly. 
But many have problems going directly to God, you see. 
They want to be one with God, but they fear Him too. 
And fear keeps them parted from the One who wants to 
be united with them.

Take the matter of becoming more open-minded, for 
example. The God of the Universe has a message of 
hope within Him, but many who profess to know Him
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will not approach Him to get the message. They stand 
afar and throw their glances this way and that. They 
tear the teaching of God into shreds on the matter of 
being one with Him. They tell themselves that God 
thinks they are unworthy or they are too evil. They 
have no confidence in their immortality. They believe 
in the body. They believe in the material. They believe 
that God is too far away and disinterested, too great to 
give them their needs. Therefore, they turn away sadly. 
For that reason Jesus said there is a Counselor, the 
Holy Spirit, who will teach you and comfort you and 
free you from the misunderstandings between you and 
God.

The Brotherhood has listed many promises that we can 
collect on i f  we open our minds to the potential that each 
o f us has to be one with God. A s  these advanced spirits 
said, we can go directly to God to have these promises 
fulfilled, or we can ask their help.

The first promise is that teaming up with the Brother
hood of God unites you with God’s good energy. Yes, 
God will give you all the energy you can use to demon
strate your needs and your desires, and the Brotherhood 
will provide you the help to make all this happen. We 
give only what God Himself has for you.

The second promise is that the alliance between you 
and the Brotherhood will produce an open channel that 
connects you to God. This communication with God 
provides the inspiration, the help, the hope for the 
living of your days and nights. The teamwork we will 
have will bring new ideas, new thoughts, new ways of 
getting what you need to enact your God-plan. Faith is 
needed in this relationship, for the counselors will work 
with each person who asks and who joins with us in the 
faith that we exist and will help.

The third promise that God makes is to teach those 
who want instruction that He is the powerful being He
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has told us He is. This powerful God, this everlasting 
God of the Universe, tells you that His power brings 
you into control of your world, your lives, your inner 
selves. This powerful God takes you where you are and 
gives you the power to move your lives forward in great 
leaps and bounds. He will inspire you with thought- 
patterns that will forever give you the true strength that 
overcomes worldly problems, whatever they are. This is 
all possible when you band together with the Brother
hood which has only the best interests of each person at 
heart.

The fourth promise concerns our hope for the things 
that will make life pleasant. This God of the Universe 
promises you that you will have all that you need. 
There should be no hunger, no illness, no traumas over 
lacks of any kind. God promises to provide for those 
who merge with the Brotherhood to manifest their 
needs. Each person may request the energy that will 
provide the substance to fulfill all needs. This substance 
is not an illusion, nor is the energy. This is a promise 
that works.

The Brothers indicate that erroneous thoughts produce 
lack, so the way to collect on this promise is to use thought 
correctly. In response to my questions, the answer came 
that we m ust get in tune with the God o f  the Universe i f  
we are to receive the substance that produces the manifes
tation. I  got in tune, I  am told, by going to God with my 
spirit which is called my God-self.

However, getting in tune with God does not seem easy 
to me, so I  turned to the counselors fo r  help. Here is their 
follow  up to the fourth promise:

There should never be famine or even lack of proper 
nourishment if people will team up with us to learn the 
unlimited thought energy that God has for all His 
people. There is no lack. There is only the illusion of 
lack on the earth plane. Only erroneous thoughts
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produce lack. People misunderstand God’s great gifts 
to the ridiculous point of blaming God for lack. God 
has the substance. Why not use it? Why not apply the 
law, the principle of manifestation?

The fifth promise concerns the development of your 
own God-self. The promise says that you can develop 
your personality so that it reflects goodness, power, and 
the enlightenment of a creative spirit. Believe us, there 
is no way to count all our truths that will help each 
person accomplish his objectives. There is only happi
ness and good energy for those who work with the 
Brotherhood to be the persons they want to be.

The sixth promise assures you that you may learn 
your permanent goals in life -  the goals of your soul, 
not the goals of your flesh. New ideas may then emerge 
because you will understand where you have been in 
development, and you will know where you are headed. 
These new ideas that come from within will reflect these 
spirit goals, you see, and you are assured that you are 
on the right track in your growth pattern.

The seventh promise tells you that you will not miss 
the mark in this lifetime if you team up with the Broth
erhood. This promise opens your eyes, opens your 
heart, gives you your good. People who unite with us 
will judge their own lives and be satisfied with what they 
have learned and the growth they have made. This is 
the promise.

The eighth promise that God has made is that you 
can choose your own parents. You enter earth life from 
this side by means of uniting your God-self with the 
body of the baby just before it is born. The soul 
chooses the parents and the new condition. There must 
be a reason why you chose these people, and there must 
be a reason why you chose this particular body. The 
Brotherhood is the means to understand why your soul 
made these particular choices for this lifetime, and they
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will help you interpret this action.
The ninth promise from God touches your inner self, 

your soul, with the power to develop your special 
talents. The Brotherhood will help you to make the 
connection to God so that He can give you the energy 
that will combine with your talent. Therefore, turn to 
those who stand ready to enter into the expression of 
your hidden talents.

The tenth promise assures us that we can become 
contributors to the earth’s good. There is much that we 
all can do in our lifetimes to make this earth a better 
place. But many merely talk about the needs. Not 
many act to improve conditions. Therefore, this prom
ise says that God has the means that people can use to 
create a better life on earth so that all people will 
prosper and benefit. This energy that God has will be 
loosed upon these projects if people learn how to direct 
that energy toward them. The Brotherhood will be the 
open channel to give you this means, to give you this 
truth.

The eleventh promise compels your God-self to 
energize your own gifts, truth, and thoughts into the 
things that people desire and need -  things that bring 
forth the great good in their lives. This promise is from 
God to everyone who will team up with the Brother
hood of God to learn how this promise is carried out. 
No person brings his good into manifestation without 
the energy that God has, that substance or product from 
which everything is made. Teaming up with these 
helpers makes this energy, this substance, work into the 
form that is the new expectation of the person’s mind. 
This is God’s true promise.

I  asked at this point what the difference is between the 
fourth promise and the eleventh. The fourth one promises 
all that we need and the eleventh one promises all that we 
need plus all that we desire. They seemed m uch alike.
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The fourth gives the promise that people will not be 
in need, that they will have what their bodies require. 
The eleventh promise says that people can manifest 
whatever they wish to manifest. The fourth promise is 
the promise that more people will accept. The eleventh 
promise is the one that is a step beyond, the step into 
the infinite God of the Universe who can do all things. 
When we embrace this concept, this truth, and enact it 
in our lives, we, with God, manifest our heart’s desire.

The twelfth promise pushes you toward the truth of 
your being -- that you become one with God eventually 
when you proceed to make your truth God-centered. 
The open channel -  the Brotherhood’s good thought 
opening to each person -  will bring the perfect union 
between God and the individual. This union assures 
you that your God-self will express in perfect freedom 
which surpasses the natural laws, and turns you to the 
thoughts-are-things understanding. This union brings 
you the deepest joy that souls can know and is the 
ultimate in what people want. There is no other 
experience that may compare, no other condition that 
is the quality of this one. There is no possible compari
son. To be one with God is to be the epitome of the 
truth in expression.

The thirteenth promise is that God will love you to 
the limit of your conception. This promise calls for you 
to enlarge your conception of God, to give your own 
thought of God the great magnitude it deserves. The 
promise means that this wonderful love will enfold you 
inasmuch as the soul can get that picture in mind. The 
love of God is everlasting, but the person’s ability to 
receive it becomes the problem. With the help of the 
Brotherhood, you may enlarge your own understanding 
and receive the benefits of that love in your life.

The fourteenth promise belongs to certain special 
people whom God wants to reach with the story of the
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open channel’s value. This promise gives the ones who 
have disabilities the special understanding that God will 
make their life experience worth living, worth enduring, 
worth growing. Teaming up with the Brotherhood will 
give these special people their understanding, their 
inner realization of what they will accomplish by this 
particular lifetime. When they team up with those who 
will help them, they will be rewarded by this under
standing and enlightenment that will come into their 
minds.

The fifteenth promise assures you that you will have 
the empathy that you seek to give your lives meaning. 
This empathy is the understanding that God is indeed 
with you in spirit, with you in understanding your trials, 
and with you to comfort you. The Brotherhood will 
open the minds of those who wish it that this promise 
will be fulfilled.

The sixteenth promise is that God gives His best to 
each of you, not to one or two here or there. Many 
who call on God think He gives only to a few, but His 
promise is that He is with all. To believe, to have faith 
in this promise, you must team up with the Counsel- 
or/Brotherhood to receive God into your hearts.

The seventeenth promise assures you of an under
standing God to whom you take your troubles. People 
often think this God they honor is too good to give 
their problems to, but He promises that He will take 
them into His breast to give persons ease from their 
burdens. The Jesus Christ message said to come to 
him, all who were heavy laden, but the truth is that 
Jesus meant that you must give those troubles to God 
whose power will dissolve them, and re-create them into 
positive happenings. Unburdening your problems is the 
first step in trusting God. This promise of God is the 
one you need to understand in order to walk upright, 
not burdened down with care.
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The eighteenth promise belongs to those who try to 
do all things by the sweat of their brows. The promise 
God makes is that He will make the path easy if people 
will let Him. God intends to alleviate the hardships, the 
difficult trials, thoughts that empty your minds of hope. 
God will make the hopeless happy and the burdened 
think their life is beautiful. The Brotherhood stands 
ready to help attain this promise for each of you, that 
your life will be one of beauty and of happiness.

The nineteenth promise opens the mind to opportuni
ties such as the particular kind of writing that this writer 
is doing. This is God’s promise: to give you guidance, 
hope, and good thoughts. The Brotherhood can open 
the mind of any person who comes seeking. If you 
wish, you can turn to this same kind of writing that this 
writer is doing. God promises to be here for each of 
you in a personal way. We who team up with God will 
help you to find that personal way most suitable for you.

The twentieth promise is the one that gives the 
greatest comfort to everyone. God promises each of 
you the gift of eternal life. This life is not earned; it is 
promised. To have the assurance of eternity is to 
believe God is in charge, that He says what He means, 
that what He means is the truth. Eternity is certain and 
forever. Your soul lives on and on. Judgment has 
nothing to do with the survival of your soul. Your soul 
survives! This is truth, and the Brotherhood will help 
you with this assurance.

The twenty-first promise reveals the role of the 
Brotherhood as your teachers and helpers. The promise 
of God is that there is a Counselor, the one who recalls 
the teaching of Jesus and gives you even more. This 
promise is enacted today through our communication 
here in this book. This promise is evidenced here. But 
each person may claim this promise individually. There 
will be no ignorance, no great gap of understanding for
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you who open your minds to us that we may fill them.
The twenty-second promise says that God gives each 

of you who can understand it the means to clothe your 
body and your possessions with the incorruptible spirit 
which gives them their enduring reality. In this way you 
may take your own body and your possessions into the 
next plane. This promise takes much to understand, 
and most on the earth plane take no notice of its power. 
But with the help of the Brotherhood, this energy is put 
to your use to accomplish indestructibility.

The twenty-third promise is that which the world 
awaits. This promise begins where the others leave off, 
for it takes you into the next plane to belong to the 
God-self that you have brought into being. The Bible 
promises that God will be with you always, even unto 
the end of the age. But we say, God will be with you 
always, even beyond the end of the age. This promise 
from God is the FOREVER kind, the kind that you will 
not escape from even if you wanted to. God, the Great 
Giver, the Father, the Innovator, the Creator, the True 
Energy Principle, The Best Thought Known -  this God 
is with you on and on. This God is the One to whom 
you turn to be the true God-self that is the person you 
want to be.

We end the chapter on promises. That God is 
forever is the word that means what it says. That God 
IS comes to most as no surprise. That God and you 
make the most of every life is where the Brotherhood 
enters the picture. We help to bring you the energy, the 
truth, the understanding, that you on the earth plane 
will live well.

I  asked i f  these twenty-three promises are all that exist. 
I  was told there are more. *

*Publisher’s Note: Ten more of God’s promises are included in a 
later book by Jean Foster, D ivine Partnership (Chapter 17), pub
lished by TeamUp, 1991.
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THOUGHT STIMULATORS

1. You can go direclty to God or ask the Brotherhood to 
show you how to collect on G od’s promises. Which 
promise stands out as one you will collect on now?

2. Knowing that all o f  G od’s promises are reliable and  
true, what does promise sixteen hold fo r  you?

3. The sixth promise assures you that you will know the 
goals o f  your soul. What is your understanding o f  this 
promise?

Inner work: With the help o f  your spirit counselors,
examine one o f  the promises that you would like to know  
more about. Go into your partnership and ask to receive 
further explanation.
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10

A  history o f  the spirit-entities w ho separated fro m  
G od. The freedom  to  choose G o d  or to  reject H im .

God is GOOD. A ll that God creates is GOOD. 
Furthermore, God is incapable o f  creating anything except 
good. These basic concepts the Brotherhood puts forth  
through God-mind form  the basis o f  all understanding 
about God as explained in this book.

According to these advanced spirits, it is the touch o f  
God-mind that wakes us to the truth that God has to give 
us. They say that touching this God-mind gives us m uch  
that we could not possibly know in and o f  ourselves. 
"(Even) this Brotherhood cannot get this truth except by 
God-mind," they insist. In this chapter these teachers 
explain why the spirit entities departed from  God-mind and 
went instead into earthly bodies to seek their truth.

God, wondrous God, thought to make the universe a 
truly good place. Bright spirits moved freely in the 
vastness of the galaxies. These spirits had the power 
that was true, the power that gave them mastery of 
themselves. But many did not recognize this self
mastery as the epitome of truth.
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They believed that energy was withheld from them, so 
they decided to give themselves further mastery by 
experimenting with the beasts that they created on this 
earth. Therefore, they entered into these beasts, indulg
ing themselves in mating, in eating, in the outrageous 
idea that they were indeed the masters of all. As a 
result, they became trapped within these creatures. The 
nothingness that they became was absolute. They 
submerged themselves into animal form and lost their 
ability to use the energy of the universe. They were 
encased in these bodies, and they could not withdraw.

What kept them from  withdrawing, I  wondered. Was 
God punishing them because they were disloyal?

The truth of the matter is that God became the 
gentle one who tried to free these spirits, but they 
pouted and entered completely into the body truth. 
They wanted God to give them plenty of energy, 
forgetting that all energy enters a spirit when that spirit 
reaches out for it. The mind is the key, not the gener
osity of God.

There was such an outcry! Such terrible confusion on 
earth! The animals destroyed themselves in order to 
become free spirit-entities again. When they were free, 
they thought the whole experience not so bad after all. 
They laughed, and they united with other like-thinking 
spirit entities. They re-entered earth life in the same 
revolting way. They threw away their divinity to become 
animals. At this point, they teamed up to become the 
first earth-mind.

Into this collective earth-mind they put their own 
truth. They believed that the God of whom they were 
a part was not the real God. They gave themselves 
more and more to the energy of their own making, to 
the mind of their own making. The spirit entities thus 
became encased in animal form, and their only freedom 
came at their death. That is the way they lived, losing
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more and more of their God-energy until they no longer 
even considered the God of the Universe.

The cries from earth were many. The outrage they 
felt at their predicament was terrible. The thrust of 
their thoughts was that they were not responsible. The 
God they thought up, the "God of whatever," taught 
them nothing. The "God of whatever" did not touch 
their lives. The God of their own creation gave them 
no comfort, no thought to encourage them. They 
believed they were abandoned, and gave themselves up 
to hopelessness.

Because they gave themselves up to hopelessness, 
even their deaths no longer freed them. They thought 
they were trapped, no matter where they were. In this 
next plane of life their poor concept continued. They 
clustered together according to the growth patterns they 
had developed, and they filled themselves with more 
untruth.

Therefore, when they returned to earth, they went 
without plan, without hope. They returned simply to 
return — because there was nothing else to do. These 
persons encased within animals were the most miserable 
of the thought-forms on earth. They touched them
selves with the idea that there was no other way. 
Therefore, they found no other way. Their thoughts on 
this second plane of life brought forth whatever they 
believed, you see. Therefore, they could learn nothing 
of the true predicament they were in.

The God of the Universe touched their lives, howev
er. This God, whose principle is goodness, urged the 
other spirit-entities to go to those on earth to reclaim 
them. Then came the creation of man, the wonderful 
creature with the brain that could use the God-mind 
available to all. This creature was beautiful beyond 
compare. The spirit entities took these forms in delight. 
They worked to perfect them, to become the worthy
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thought-forms in expression. These true spirits brought 
order to the earth. They corralled the beasts that were 
inhabited by spirit-entities, those who had entered 
themselves in that debased fashion. The true spirits 
spoke to them and told them who they were in reality. 
The beasts listened, saddened by the truth, but never
theless given hope for better times.

They began to think differently. They began to 
understand the truth that they were really offshoots of 
the wonderful God of the Universe. They tried to 
improve their lot. They -  man and beast -  took 
concern over the creation problems. They took the 
truths they knew, established them upon the earth, and 
they began to separate man from beast. The God-selves 
that had inhabited the beasts began to leave — some by 
death, some by using the principle of truth.

A t this point in the story, I  fervently hoped that m ankind  
began a positive chapter. However, those spirits that 
originally inhabited and then were trapped in animal 
bodies had not learned much. A s  those in the Brother
hood might say, they had developed no growth. They re
entered life again — this time as women and men.

When they returned, they frolicked even more, having 
taught themselves very little, it seems. They even took 
themselves into the beasts to interlock with them and 
began a terrible turn of events -  the mixing of the 
human form with the animal. This turn of events 
brought further entrapment. But those who entered 
into the offspring suffered beyond measure. The men 
and women brought them into subjugation, into slavery, 
into the position of not being able to reproduce. They 
had to make some of these creatures into men or 
women by taking the tails away or the tusk or the hoof, 
whatever it was that made the man less than man. But 
the principle was finally established that no person 
could mate with an animal. Then this species of half
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human and half-animal died out.
At this time the truth entered into the mind of 

mankind that the man/woman creatures were the truth 
of God implanted within the beautiful bodies. That 
recognition began the period of worship, but not the 
end of division — the division between people and God.

The truth of all this story is that the spirit-entities that 
were one with God chose to leave this bliss to become 
creatures, and later to become the women and men of 
earth. These spirit-entities were the ones that taught 
the rest of the spirits that earth is theirs and the fullness 
thereof. "This earth," they said, "is ours, not God’s. 
This earth gives us our truth, our bounty, our suste
nance. This earth belongs to us and gives us the 
abundance." They appointed leaders. The leaders 
formed tribes. These tribes disbursed over the world. 
This time the poor truth — that the earth gave them 
everything -- opened them to the earth collective mind 
and turned them away from the light that would have 
come through the God-mind.

It is at this point in the development o f  man, according 
to the Brotherhood, that recorded history begins. However, 
the history o f  mankind's progress back to truth, back to the 
oneness with God, is recorded fo r the reader by the 
Brotherhood through God-mind.

The improved concept of "God the Thought" finally 
turned the tribes toward the light. This "God the 
Thought" gave them hope of eternal truth to help them 
team up with what was good, what was productive, what 
was true. They began to develop concepts of God that 
grew into the various religions that cover the earth. 
They took some light, they took some of their traditions, 
and they took something from enlightened leaders. 
They put together their religion — a belief system that 
encompassed what they felt and what they thought.

Their religion led them to express the God they knew
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in gentle ways or harsh ways, depending on the tradition 
they had. Each tribe wanted its religion to be domi
nant. That way their truth was based on strength -  the 
one who could outfight the others became the most 
powerful. The powerful truth was demonstrated by the 
powerful tribe.

Women received poor reception into these tribes 
because they were not wonderful warriors. Therefore, 
to enter into life as a woman was the least desirable 
position possible. The men and the boys were the ones 
who got tender attention. Strength was so important 
that old age and loss of power meant it was time for 
death by natural means or by killing the old and the 
weak. These customs and others gave people order, but 
it taught them nothing that would bring them into 
oneness with God.

Then the God of the Universe sent enlightened spirits 
among them to live. The tribesmen either had to deny 
what they saw in the way of demonstration and by the 
way of example, or they had to accept the truth that was 
obvious to everyone. In this way the tribes slowly 
prospered in the truth.

As truth began to manifest, the beginnings of true 
prosperity began -  prosperity in growth, prosperity in 
the quality of life, prosperity in terms of creativity. 
These changes took place so that prosperity might 
demonstrate the God-mind in operation. This God- 
mind they began to tap took people into the truth that 
would bring them oneness with God.

The truth that people began to learn informed them 
that there is an open channel by which they may learn 
of the higher consciousness, this God-mind. Teaming 
up with the Brotherhood brought them into the open 
channel, the means by which they could unite with God- 
mind. This way people opened their minds to the truth 
that God had for them. Now the earth-mind began to
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diminish in importance, and earth’s people began to 
turn to God-mind for their wisdom, their truth, their 
beautiful thoughts.

The God-self that had been so terribly distorted 
awakened to the possibilities. The entire earth awak
ened to beauty. The spirit-entities that inhabited the 
bodies enlarged their concepts of themselves, the God 
they worshiped, and their truth. God-mind led them to 
a burning ambition for goodness in life, in beauty, and 
in music. At last they turned themselves toward the 
light. The truth of their beings teamed up with the 
Brotherhood to invade the entire earth.

But not all was as smooth as it sounds. Power 
struggles continued as despots sought influential posi
tions. Some turned toward the darkness of life as they 
turned back to the "God of whatever" (which is, of 
course, a very poor concept of God). Nevertheless, life 
in general progressed. God-mind flourished once it 
found the light, and nothing could ever put it in total 
darkness again.

On this hopeful note, those who brought these words 
turned their attention to the present time, to earth life and 
the ever-demanding need o f  people to solve their problems.

People must understand the past in order to under
stand the present. People must know the beginning of 
the spirits’ troubles in order to understand the way to 
become free of them. This time of existence is the time 
of the CHOICE, a time for turning to the light or 
turning toward the darkness. To become one with God, 
there is only one choice — the light. There is no such 
thing as a little darkness. There is only the CHOICE 
between light and dark, between the purity of God or a 
troubled existence.

A CHOICE exists because the God of the Universe 
opens our eyes to the truth so that we see more clearly 
than we once did. The truth brings us the entire
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spectrum of the brightness that obliterates the evil 
intentions that produce a troubled existence. The truth 
is obvious to many -  that the CHOICE is ours today to 
use or misuse this plan of earth life. Earth life can 
become one with God — a paradise of a kind in material 
form. Or it can become the boiling cauldron of hate 
that solidifies the atmosphere and chokes life away.

Truth begins in the truth that God IS. Truth finds 
roots in the beliefs of man and woman. Truth finds 
growth in the use of the powerful energy that God gives 
on request. Truth takes its sustenance from the practice 
of it by more and more of the God-selves that inhabit 
human bodies. This tremendous truth grows into the 
vastness of everlastingness by turning the planet earth 
into the truth in expression, the good place God intend
ed in the beginning.

I  asked why all people don’t recognize the divinity within 
them, why many people live hopeless lives.

Even today there on earth come the cries of spirit 
entities who are trapped in man/woman bodies. These 
entities cry out to be free, to find the peace of God, to 
express their truth. Because they take themselves to the 
human collective mind instead of the God-mind, they 
turn themselves inside out. They express in the physical 
only and forget the entire truth of the spirit that is 
rooted in the vastness of God. They creep when they 
might fly. They starve when they might feast. They 
become savage when they might become creative 
geniuses.

The greatness of this God of ours cannot be told 
here. This word or that word will not hold the possibili
ties. The God of the greatness of the universe will not 
stay to be painted. God will not place His entity into an 
object nor a person. God has the wonderful strength, 
goodness, purity, the only positive force that generates 
itself by the single touch of the God-mind.

THE GOD-MIND CONNECTION
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But how, I  wondered aloud, do hum an beings keep 
away the multitude o f  negative thoughts that pour into 
them from  the collective human mind? How do we resist 
that which men and women have accepted as truth since 
the beginning o f recorded history — and before? Just how  
do we touch this God-mind that has the answers to all our 
questions and that has the substance to fill all our needs?

To become one with God you must empty your ego 
entirely. This empty ego will hold to the truth that God 
gives the only truth worth having, and the only truth 
that you want. The collective human mind then touches 
you no more than a fly who lights only to be shooed 
away. You must understand this truth concerning your 
ego, for only you can empty it. Your ego empties of its 
own will, not through force. There is never force. 
There is always free will.

There are many who believe that God should step in 
and take over against the free will of the spirit-entities 
that inhabit the bodies. This principle -  that people 
must have free will -  cannot and will not be overridden, 
however. The reason for this principle is that there is 
no positive force, no goodness unless this goodness 
comes from willingness -  the will that determines to do 
something. When a person has the willingness to have 
God express in his life — then a great explosion comes 
within that spirit. The explosion is the energy of God 
expressing. The good that comes explodes into being. 
This tremendous force we speak of is the natural 
consequence of the good expression that comes through 
the free will of individuals.

God is there, but everyone has the CHOICE of 
accepting the great power or rejecting it. We in this 
Brotherhood have made our choices for this God of the 
Universe, this God of Truth. This CHOICE must be 
made by each individual, not by the God of the Uni
verse. The individual has free will to create his own
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being, his own world to live in. This truth abides, and 
the open channel we provide takes the truth of God to 
you to use or not to use. This is our good message. 
Take the truth of God that you may prosper, that you 
may find your life easy, that your good will manifest, 
thus proving to you that God who loves you will be your 
teammate forever.

THOUGHT STIMULATORS

1. Earth-mind is our collective hum an consciousness 
developed from  our history on earth. Now is the time for  
choice, we are told. What is your understanding o f  
CHOICE as it applies to your life?

2. Our God truth begins when we recognize our divinity 
within and accept the truth o f  what God IS. We have a 
choice between earth-mind and God-mind. How can the 
CHOICE o f  God-mind bring us into oneness with God?

3. The only positive substance that fills our needs is 
generated by God-mind. We can become one with God- 
m ind by emptying our ego. What is involved in emptying 
our ego? Who m ust empty the ego?

Inner work: That which God IS  does not take charge o f  
our lives. We have free will. Therefore, when we call fo r  
our God-mind connection, we call fo r  power. Note the 
difference between calling fo r God power and expecting 
God to direct your life. Invite the Brotherhood to assist 
you. Use God energy to accomplish qreatness in your life.
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Crying In the Wilderness

11

The Brotherhood explains the difference between  
"earth-mind" a n d  "G od-m ind ." They present a p ic 
ture o f  peop le  w ho w an t the best in their lives, bu t 
w ho accept the least because they listen to  the wrong  
m ind.

Earth-mind encompasses human thought from the 
beginning of time to the present. God-mind teams up 
with the God of the Universe to bring each person into 
contact with truth that is eternal. Therein lies the 
difference between earth-mind and God-mind. This is 
not to say that earth-mind is all bad, for it holds basic 
truth that you refer to as common sense. And it is this 
common sense which helps you live successfully at the 
practical level of life.

Those in the Brotherhood warn, however, that earth- 
m ind also contains a body o f  so-called truth that brings 
about m ost o f  mankind's troubles. They explain that this 
m ind contains powerful thoughts that people think about, 
write about, and give their attention to. They point out 
that, unfortunately, m uch o f  this thought concerns negativi
ty. Therefore, earth-mind produces fear, greed, suspicion,
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hate and revenge.
Since earth-mind spills its contents on us continuously, 

I  wondered how anyone can escape thoughts that create 
misery. In response to my concern, one Brother gave this 
piece o f  advice:

Announce to your individual mind that you are under 
the protection and guidance of the God of the Universe.

That way erroneous earth-mind thoughts will be thrown 
away, according to this advanced spirit, and only com mon  
sense ideas that are o f  real help will be kept.

A fter my communicator signed in one morning by 
saying "This is the Brotherhood o f  God here," the an
nouncement came that information would now begin 
about our world which cries fo r  the God o f  our hopes, not 
the God o f  our negative thoughts.

People want to know this God of the Universe, the 
God that teams up with them and enters their lives. To 
reach the point of becoming one with God, there must 
be that pretentious hope that God is what He says He 
is -  the pure and tender team that works on your 
behalf. Therefore, trust the truth that enters and 
teaches your being individually, not the truth that 
people give to you.

People who teach the untruth that God brings famine 
or that God wreaks His vengeance upon people erode 
the power that is available to them, the God-power that 
will tone their bodies to health and touch their fields 
with harvest. Those who give their thoughts and words 
to this erroneous concept of God unite to bring about 
devastation. Thoughts, both positive and negative, turn 
into things; this is a principle of God. Therefore, 
famine, war, and conflicts manifest when they become 
powerful thoughts that team up with the substance of 
the universe.

People create the tone o f  life by their use o f  thought, 
according to those in the Brotherhood. Therefore, it is
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quite possible to invert the truth, and in that way empty 
out the power o f  God. A  powerful thought o f  destruction 
may enter earth-mind where it continues to manifest, and 
the world is kept in turmoil.

This is why God, who has this power to use, cannot 
act. The only way to get the power of God to manifest 
is through people who believe in and accept this power 
to do its work. As for the others, they see only the 
deepest despair. They manufacture the results of 
despair, and despair becomes reality.

The truth of God is given here and there to try to 
punch holes in onerous thought made concrete. The 
truth would wipe out this man-made concrete in hours 
if enough people would accept truth into their minds 
and into their hearts. Truth, simply put, means that 
God has provided the wonderful substance that creates 
all things. People have power over this substance but 
do not use the power. They enter into knowledge of 
the substance of the universe, but they do not see the 
connection between the way all material is composed 
and the power they have to create this material. 
Believers want more people to use the power because 
there is no limit; there is no certain amount of powerful 
substance allotted to each person. Take, take again, 
take still again. There is no end to what you can have.

I  cannot help contrasting this unlimited supply o f  G od’s 
substance with the earth-mind concept that there is just so 
m uch money and resources available, so it stands to 
reason some people m ust be poor. Therefore, when we 
accept only the truth o f  earth-mind, we cannot think o f  
plenty. We think o f  lack. But when we accept the truth o f  
God-mind, we think in terms o f  endless supply, a prolifera
tion o f  substance that we use creatively.

People reach into earth-mind, according to those in the 
Brotherhood, to find  collective wisdom and collective 
ignorance. Apparently many o f  us do not know the
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difference between what is wise and what is ignorant. 
However, they give us a way to become selective in what 
we accept as truth in the living o f  our lives.

The thought that collects in the human or earth-mind 
makes its bed in the nothingness of the person who 
provides an empty place for it. Emptiness is the prob
lem, you see. Emptiness sucks into it the thoughts that 
this human earth-mind collects, and it provides no way 
to sort out these thoughts. Emptiness merely needs to 
be filled with something -  anything. If the truth of God 
was there, the thoughts that come from this collective 
mind would be sorted through. Then the ones that had 
value would remain, and the others would be blown 
away like chaff.

The thoughts that filter through the human brain try 
to take root daily. There is only one way to turn the 
procedure into the creative venture it can be. That is, 
put the thoughts to the test of God. The test is simple. 
Tell the individual mind that the soul is under the truth 
of God. The mind will respond to this command. Then 
each must turn to the God he or she knows at whatever 
level the person knows Him.

The God a person acknowledges will try these 
thoughts, accept those that pass the test of truth and 
take the others to be purified. That way the individual 
is protected from the ravages of erroneous thoughts. 
Also, in this way a person contributes to the teaching 
contained in the collective earth-mind. Here is how it 
works. God’s energy turns erroneous thoughts into 
truth, and the person, in turn, teaches this new truth to 
the collective earth-mind.

The energy that God has will turn the erroneous 
thoughts to the LIGHT. Then the collective earth-mind 
improves and grows in truth that gives the earth much 
hope. Each person may contribute to truth and to 
growth in God. Even persons who for some reason feel
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they can do little more than think, perhaps because 
their bodies will not work properly, can contribute to 
the collective earth-mind that will bring the good truth 
to the people.

One o f  the Brothers again discussed that part o f  the 
collective m ind called common sense.

It is the mind that all have in common because it has 
been built up through the years to give mankind the 
intuitive thought that can give protection, physical help, 
and touch lives with practical earthly good.

A n d  again came the explanation that though earth-mind 
has a body o f  good com mon sense, it also has an abun
dance o f  "false truths, the so-called truth that passes for  
the right thing." Apparently earth-mind reports whatever it 
is that people have come to believe.

The message from earth-mind is frequently hopeless. 
The hopelessness sometimes has to do with the teaching 
that men and women will inevitably destroy themselves. 
This truth is not of God-mind. It is of collective earth- 
mind. This so-called truth teaches that people head for 
their destruction because they wish to be destroyed. 
They think they have no choice. They get this untruth 
that we will not work for the cause of peace. To correct 
such an earth-mind truth, there must be inner teaching 
of the difference between God-mind and earth-mind.

The God that people speak of often is only the God 
that they build of their own reflection. They see hate, 
they see punishment, they see distrust. Therefore, it 
makes sense to them to believe that this God they build 
will destroy such people as they. This kind of untruth 
goes into earth-mind where it resides and grows, for 
people give power to that which is in their hearts.

Therefore, earth-mind that contains the bits and 
pieces of both the truth and the untruth touches every
one the same. Untruth brings despair to many because 
it touches individuals with its outrageous message of
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hopelessness. The error-filled thoughts earth-mind 
accumulates give people much to worry about, for they 
produce fears, give inner pictures of the entire universe 
in uproar, and present the idea that their planet is 
doomed.

Earth-mind rejects God-mind and teaches that there 
is no such thing as God-mind. The Brotherhood weighs 
the terrible troubles that people have, and they wonder 
why earth-mind, which gives out the truth and untruth 
indiscriminately, has such power over people.

Teaming up with people, you see, is that LIGHT 
which is the truth of God manifesting. This truth says 
that there is a wider view, a touch of God-mind that is 
superior to either the truth or untruth emptied by earth- 
mind. It is the LIGHT making itself felt. It is the 
teaching of God manifesting through human beings that 
proves they can turn to God-mind only.

One o f  the Brothers then addressed the reader directly.
Take this idea into your mind now. Take this thought 

into the emptiness that cries out to be filled. The truth 
that God will fill each and every person who has needs 
is true. There is no need known to man that God-mind 
cannot take care of. This truth must be accepted to 
bring manifestation about. This truth -  that God’s 
power tries to get through so each person may manifest 
the thing or the condition that will meet the need -  
takes precedence over all others.

The idea that men and women must give themselves 
to suffering, to heartache, to loneliness is false. Take 
this power. Turn toward the truth of God-mind that 
there is this power. Turn it into meeting your need. 
Do this now. No one should give himself to the idea 
that there are situations that even God cannot m eet

Again the message turns directly to the reader.
This false idea of a limited God comes from earth- 

mind, not God-mind. Take the truth to heart here.
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Take the touch that God’s love gives to you. Receive 
the good that this power will give. Don’t think about 
whether you deserve it, or whether God thinks you are 
deserving. Think only of the power. Think of it 
working to meet the need or condition that turns the 
self to the truth.

This idea of the power is so important that we think 
we need to demonstrate it in some tantalizing way. 
Here is the promise. Take the truth into your mind, 
into your heart. Then unite with us to express your 
need or desire. Take this need or desire to the God 
that you understand best. Then enter it into the inner 
temple* of your soul where God will refine it and 
beautify it so it will become even better than what you 
originally wanted. Then let go. Present the thing you 
receive to the world as that which God gives you. Tell 
others how this is done. Take the chance. Take the 
truth to work to your advantage. This great God of the 
Universe wants to give you good gifts. Take!

I  asked fo r  examples from  earth life with which people 
can identify. When people pray to be one with God and 
turn toward God-mind only for their truth, what can 
happen?

There are some on the earth plane who pray that 
their situation be changed. When it is changed, they do 
not perceive this change as good. They say, "Please, 
God. Take my life and make it work to the truth that 
You give me. Take my life over, God. Take my energy, 
my talent, my thoughts." Then the life changes. When 
they put their lives into God’s hands in this way, they 
sincerely want to make the change. But they do not 
really want the new interests or the new place or the 
new thoughts. They long for what was, rejecting this 
new good. They ally themselves with God to do won

* See Glossary
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derful things with their lives, but then they turn back 
because they fear the new situation.

One Brother used m e as an example.
This writer wants to be one who gives her life to God, 

to His work. Then when this offer is made, she often 
wonders if this life will take too much of the past away. 
Are we right?

Unfortunately, they were right. I  asked i f  I  would have 
better use o f  the power o f  God i f  I  were more single 
minded toward this opportunity.

This power is for all regardless of their mind-set. 
However, there is greater response when the individual 
speaks with authority than when he pleads or speaks 
with a hesitant manner. There is no one who speaks to 
this power who is denied. But to those who give their 
truth the empty place in their hearts, there is the 
explosive force that yields immediate response. This is 
the truth.

There will always be those who speak of God with 
their mouths, but their hearts take the opposite view. 
Then their speaking becomes only empty words that 
take no power from the universe. They fall on the 
ground without becoming manifest. They wend their 
way into doubt, into the idea that God has denied the 
request. There must be an entering into the entire 
thought with the entire person -  not just the word that 
gives the ear its touch. The ear will receive the word. 
The heart is referring to the God-self, to that spirit- 
entity that wants oneness with God. There is no 
teaming up with God unless a person takes his entire 
being to this truth.

There will be the hopeless who will receive this power 
into their lives, but they will team up with it only to 
receive inspiration, not to manifest what they need. 
They seem satisfied with only the inspiration. They tell 
of this inspiration. They tell of their truth that gave
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them this wonderful feeling, this great magic touch. But 
they do not manifest.

There will be some who call out, "Help!" They cry 
out to God, "Give me the energy I need to work, to live, 
to enjoy my life." They cry out and they cry out. But 
they never get the entire thought together. What do 
they want? Healing? Teaming up with God? Teaming 
up with the Brotherhood to learn more truth? They 
simply take their cries into the wilderness of their empty 
thoughts, their empty desires, their empty needs. They 
think they need something, but they know not what. 
How can power fill the need or the condition that is 
desired unless that need or desire is expressed? Why 
will people just cry out — wail into the night or the day 
about their unhappiness without thinking through to 
what they need or desire to change their situation? 
They need goals. They need the thought clearly in 
mind. Then their cries can be acted upon.

One o f the group o f  Brothers then spoke directly to the 
reader.

Be true to the temple within you. Think of what you 
have put there. Reveal your heart’s desires during the 
time that you spend with God. Tell God you wish to 
manifest these hallowed goals and dreams. Then the 
power will spring forth to enter this temple, and mani
fest these intentions into your own life experience. 
They will manifest because the powerful energy of God 
wants them to manifest. The attraction between that 
which is true within you and that which makes these 
things come true is irresistible. Take this message into 
the truth center of your being, into your own God-self 
to be acted upon.

Nobody who wants the great power of God will be 
denied. This is the truth that is ignored, ridiculed, 
taught to be the foolishness that turns men into dream
ers. That the reader may not heed earth-mind advice
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on this subject, we recommend that the reader turn to 
the God of the Universe and tell Him that He is in 
charge now. There is no word except His. There is no 
power except His. There the God of the Universe will 
be -  touching you with His power, with His truth. This 
is the truth we speak here.

One advanced spirit admitted that people can prosper in 
earth-life without God-mind, at least fo r  part o f  their lives.

The idea that some people turn themselves into the 
opposite of what God is, is the fact we must face. That 
those persons seem to have power is undeniable. That 
those who cling to the untruths take their growth from 
earth-mind is a fact we understand. They turn them
selves entirely to earth-mind, to the thought that there 
is no God, no divinity, no everlasting life.

Banding together with earth-mind, and away from 
God-mind, puts you into the energy that earth produces. 
This energy will take you far because today it has much 
real truth in it, but inevitably this energy runs out and 
leaves you empty. Those who employ this energy 
cannot figure out where their energy went. They think 
they are finished, and as they try to find this energy 
again, they wonder if they will ever again think creative
ly. The earth-energy runs strong in the beginning, and 
then it goes down the drain without any thought of 
returning.

Those in the Brotherhood explain that earth-mind is 
receptive to change. Therefore, they try to boost the quality 
o f earth-mind energy by giving it their best truth. They say 
that we, too, can contribute to this endeavor as we grow in 
God-mind truth. However, no matter how m uch better 
earth-mind truth gets, it is still only a "temporary respite" 
that you and I  can use fo r  a number o f  years -  well into 
our maturity. However, sooner or later, this particular 
energy will let us down.

The reason for this let-down, according to these ad-
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vanced spirits, is that earth-mind only gives us facts as we 
perceive them. This means that though we may succeed in 
a great way fo r  awhile, earth-mind will eventually let us 
down because it does not have the entire truth. It is 
limited even as we are limited. Earth-mind is not the 
source o f  all truth; it is merely the source o f  the truth 
mankind has discovered up to this point in history.

One Brother projected this thought concerning the 
writing o f  this book.

This writer teams up with us to write what the God of 
the Universe wants written. She had no thought of 
writing in this way, but the entity that entered into her 
body entered to write this book. Therefore, she is now 
teamed up with us to accomplish her mission. This 
writing will enter the earth to accomplish its goal of 
giving people the opportunity to evaluate the entire 
picture so they may choose what mind to enter into -
earth’s or God’s. This is the entire purpose of this 
writing, actually.

The Brotherhood wishes to wrest wrong thinking from 
the minds of mankind. We want to cancel out the 
effects of the thinking that earth-mind teaches. There 
is no thought that exists on the earth plane that opens 
the mind to greater possibilities than the truth taught by 
God, for this truth is individual. The God of the 
Universe opens the way to the greatness within each 
one by the true thoughts that come from God-mind.

Tell the readers that the main point of all this is that 
they be the God-person that they are intended to be. 
That way they will find the best expression, the true gift 
that God has for each. In this way people will prosper 
to become the beings they wish to become. They 
should take this truth to their hearts now in order to 
fulfill their highest potential.

I  pointed out that though those in the Brotherhood 
speak o f  groups o f  people, seldom have they written o f  a
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single individual. I  asked fo r  a few  examples o f  people 
who used only earth-mind to prosper them during their 
lifetimes. Also, I  asked fo r  examples o f  people who 
discovered God-mind.

Thereupon I  received individual examples that can 
enlighten us about earth-mind and God-mind.

There was a person who gave herself to the practice 
of entering completely into earth-mind. She was a 
scholar who taught philosophy, and she was honored for 
her teaching. She prospered in her profession, and she 
became the author of books.

Then the energy ran out. Her expression of her 
growth plan needed the true energy of God in order to 
continue. The plan that she understood was merely the 
earth plan, not the God plan. Therefore, when she 
accomplished all that she set out to accomplish, inspired 
as she was by earth-mind, there simply was no more to 
do, no more to wonder about, no more to inspire her. 
The plan was complete. Therefore, when she lost 
interest in life, she took her own life to team up with 
the nothingness that she believed in beyond earth life.

This ended that life, but when the new life opened to 
her here, when she saw her truth in perspective, she was 
saddened. This new life showed her how she had 
touched earth life with inferior truth, with the truth that 
was not true growth material. Then this entity became 
repentant. She wanted to return to take this new 
insight with her, to become the person who used the 
God-mind truth that would never be depleted.

She went back, this time entering earth life to the 
people with whom she had worked. She loved these 
people, believed they would help her. But they were 
steeped in earth truth, the earth-mind. They who had 
been her own students had learned their lessons too 
well. They taught this child the ways they believed in. 
This person grew up to again believe in the totality of
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earth-mind. This time she made use of earth-mind as 
she had done before. However, the idea came into her 
mind that this path seemed familiar, that it did not seem 
to fulfill her needs. This time she sought for more 
answers, more truth, and this time, she found it. In so 
doing, this entity went against her parents’ beliefs, 
against her own former beliefs. This time she disap
pointed those who had been her students because she 
took herself to the truth of God.

There was another person who entered earth life to 
become one with God by giving himself to the God- 
mind. This entity, gentle to the point of being effemi
nate, took his truth from the mind of God. This 
lifetime brought him energy to enter into the great truth 
of being, the great truth of this universe. He studied 
the heavens and learned much knowledge about the 
tremendous galaxy that earth is part of.

This wonderful person taught others about what he 
found. Though he did not have the manly prowess that 
people admired, though he had too much gentleness to 
suit most people, they accepted his wondrous teachings 
anyway. People went beyond his appearance to the 
central core of the truth he expressed through his work 
and through his own personality. There is nothing that 
cannot be done with this tremendous truth that God 
takes to our minds when we reach out for it.

The word "truth" is used with both earth-mind and with 
God-mind, which some may find  confusing. However, 
these advanced spirits explain that anything we believe in 
is our truth. Earth-mind holds "temporary truth" that 
serves us fo r  the short term; however, "lasting truth" comes 
from  God-mind and will take us the entire distance 
through our lifetimes.

Another explanation from  an advanced spirit says that 
temporary truth can result in fam e and fortune, but not in 
eventual satisfaction within our inner selves. Temporary
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truth will help us to manifest our goals, but when the goal 
is reached, we will believe there is nothing more to be 
attained. "Lasting truth," however, will lead us past our 
first goals to even greater accomplishments and deep 
fulfillment.

Those in the Brotherhood indicate that people on the 
earth plane, who are blind to God-mind truth, will be in 
great distress when they go to the next plane o f  life. "They 
know not who they are," one Brother stated. "They see 
flesh and blood, and they think that is all there is to them." 
This Christ-inspired group o f  spirits has the perspective to 
view the situation m uch more clearly than those o f  us who 
live in this earth plane. They say that those who come to 
this plane without a plan get a lot o f  their attention. These 
helpers see that those who do not understand their spiritual 
natures use earth-mind truth to get their own ways and to 
get out o f  trouble by any means possible no matter whom  
they hurt.

There is no truth they will accept but that which is 
the lowest form of earth-mind. These empty ones 
generate their own truth and thereby destroy themselves 
and others. These private truths, that give them no real 
and lasting good, only temporarily touch them with 
riches or with pleasure in the sensual realm.

When those who give themselves to unworthy truth get 
together, one Brother asserts, their grossness evolves into a 
terrible reality fo r everyone in the earth plane.

Grossness takes the form of hatred of all that is 
unusual, or productive or beautiful. This coarseness 
tends its truth with zealousness and because it generates 
more of the same truth, it gives a pattern of violence 
and hatred in action. Those who give themselves to 
hatred often take their troubles into their minds and 
focus on the people who supposedly cause these trou
bles.

Taking this (so-called) truth of theirs into their
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depravity twists it into ugliness, but it still is their own 
truth. They must live with it. Unfortunately, the others 
in earth life must live with it, too. The unworthy truth 
that some believe in goes into earth-mind. Thus this 
mind is filled with the negativity that thwarts good 
people, that presents distortions, that provides awful 
answers. They twist and inject truth with their own 
energy so that it enters the minds and plays upon 
people’s imaginations. This gives people terrible 
thoughts to ponder and generates the force that de
stroys the true word. That picture is the evil* side of 
things. But there is, of course, the other side.

No one belongs to earth-mind. There is free will. 
The people who enter into this evil truth generate their 
own power, but they try to force their truth upon others. 
The act of forcing takes strength away from them, and 
their evil weakens. Force is not strength or power -  
here is the inviolate principle we must pay attention to. 
Therefore, the power of God is in the willingness, not 
the forcefulness of God-mind entering into the entities 
who open their minds. Therefore, the evil that people 
think into existence loses its strength as it turns itself 
into the forcefulness that enters others to make them 
believe and act in evil patterns.

Touching earth-mind takes no particular effort, for it 
hovers over you constantly. It gives its truth freely 
because it pours out into the emptiness that people 
have. Earth-mind truth empties itself into the vacuum 
that takes whatever is available. Taking from God- 
mind, however, requires a decision to do so. God-mind 
takes its truth from God only, and it gives on demand, 
on request, on the willingness to accept it. Then, and 
then only, it pours into a person’s soul.

The difference between these minds is quite clear.

* See Glossary
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Thoughts from  earth-mind, pour endlessly upon us, whether 
we want them or not. They are like the rain that falls on 
the just and the unjust. When we give God the right o f  
way into our minds, only useful earth-mind truth pene
trates our minds along with the complete truth o f  God.

I  asked fo r  someone from  the Brotherhood to comment 
on prosperity as being o f  God or o f  earth-mind, and here 
is how it is explained.

The truth of prosperity is that God gives the sub
stance, the means by which people prosper. That is the 
easy way, the faith-filled way. But earth-mind teaches 
prosperity too. It says you, too, can "get ahead" of 
others. You can be rich when others are poor. The 
earth-mind teaches that there must be poverty, that 
there is only so much prosperity to go around, and this 
prosperity takes the form of wealth. Then people get 
the earth truth that being the greatest, the most power
ful, the best at anything is the way to prosper. There is 
no other way, according to earth-mind. That is, there 
is no other way unless you get prosperity by taking what 
you want by dishonest means.

That people accept this false truth of earth-mind that 
says there are limitations is the wonder. Earth-mind 
insists that there is only a limited amount of prosperity, 
and if you are going to get yours, you’d better hustle all 
the time. Teaming up with the Brotherhood will help 
people manifest prosperity without all this hustle, 
without getting into false concepts, without giving the lie 
to their lives that their prosperity depends on their own 
cleverness, their own work, their own begging.

Many people reach identity crises in their lives. I  asked 
how they might be affected by earth-mind.

That people may go for years somewhat happily 
immersed in earth-mind truth is the way it is. These 
people depend on material things to satisfy them. They 
teach the untruth to themselves that this is all there is
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to life — the accumulation of fine things, the good life. 
But eventually earth-mind truth no longer satisfies. 
Then people try to find meaning in their lives. But 
without God-mind, there is no meaning.

They are spirit. That is their reality. Therefore, 
material things only satisfy the material in them. The 
greater part of them is the spirit, that which is of God, 
that which is indestructible, that which touches the God 
of the Universe. With this spark of divinity within 
them, they eventually must touch that which is divine. 
Either that or they eat themselves up in their worries, 
their troubles, their promises that their lives will be the 
best. People promise themselves the good life, but 
when they attain it, they then touch the emptiness 
within. Earth-mind truth no longer fills them, no longer 
pleases them, for it is not the reality which they are.

* *
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THOUGHT STIMULATORS

1. God-mind brings each person in contact with eternal 
God truth. Earth-mind holds a basic com mon sense truth 
that encompasses human thought from  the beginning o f  
time. How can you personally contribute truth from  God- 
m ind that will broaden the truth contained in earth-mind?

2. Earth-mind rejects God-mind. Earth-mind teaches that 
there is no such thing as God-mind. Many cry out fo r  
help. Why is their cry empty, and what is needed to 
change their situation?

3. God opens the way o f  greatness fo r  each person to 
become the God-person they want to be. Taking from  
God-mind requires a request and a willingness to accept 
help. In what way does the Brotherhood assist God and 
assist you through the God-mind connection?

Inner Work: God helps you refine and beautify your 
longings. God-mind can take care o f  every need or desire 
known to mankind. Focus on the God-mind principle 
that thoughts are things. Unite with the Brotherhood in 
your secret inner temple and explore your soul’s deepest 
needs, desires and goals.
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Stones About the Brotherhood

12

These lifetim e after lifetim e stories o f  the  
B rotherhood show  their failures, their progression, 
their eventual growth in to  advanced  souls w ho  
counsel us fro m  the next p la n e  o f  life.

People who seriously consider reincarnation as G od’s 
plan fo r  their soul growth inevitably want to know the 
specifics -  names, dates, places o f  past lives. They want 
to know exact accomplishments and titles, i f  any. I  asked 
someone in the Brotherhood to comment.

The specifics, as you call them, tell us nothing of soul 
growth. They only tell of the earth life lived in one tiny 
period. This lifetime becomes insignificant after you see 
the entire spectrum of lives, you see. Growth is what 
matters — not the specific lifetime which may have 
yielded so little in the way of success. The history of 
lifetimes, in fact, becomes boring to recite. The exact
ness you mention gives us no insights, no responsible 
touching of the truth of our being.

One lifetime — what is that? One lifetime that you 
think is so much is so tiny in time that the measure is 
hardly worth taking. That the truth was held onto, that
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is important. That the truth was demonstrated in 
whatever way the plan provided for, that is the impor
tant record. The growth of the soul — that steady 
progress toward the truth, toward the God of the 
Universe -  is the meaty part of the story!

These advanced spirits offer several stories from  their 
own group -  stories that show their failures, their progres
sion, their growth. Each story told gives the reader a 
unique perspective into the purpose o f reincarnation.

The goal is that others may understand that this 
method we give is their method, too. The reader takes 
proof of our overcoming to his heart to enact that same 
kind of overcoming for himself.

Here is the first story about a Brother who became 
truth in expression. He came to the earth life to be the 
pure undaunted entity that the God of the Universe 
wanted to have. He gave himself to the people to be 
their entree to the God of the Universe whom he called 
the Father. This Brother led others because his truth 
was irresistible. His truth gave them hope to the better 
way of the great brotherhood that God wanted. People 
went to him to get their healing, their hopes fulfilled, 
their true selves touched with his spirituality. They gave 
him their honor and their good thought.

Then people pressed him to do even more. They 
wanted him to lead them from the bondage of the 
oppressor. But this Brother would not do this because 
his mission was not to have earthly power but to have 
spiritual power. To understand this truth, people finally 
had to see him crucified and dead and then resurrected. 
Then they knew spiritual power was real, and it gave 
them great joy and happiness. This resurrection, this 
rebirth of the body itself, gave these people hope that 
became real. The hope was vague at first, but the real 
body was the material that convinced them.

They went here and there to spread the truth that this
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Brother brought to them. They taught the truth, the 
light, the Fatherhood of God. Then they created a 
religion that they named after the hope they once had 
of the Christ that would come to deliver them. They 
called this new religion Christianity. This religion was 
the one that incorporated the Jewish religion but went 
on to incorporate the risen entity named Jesus the 
Christ. Growth took place in abundance for a long 
while. People grew to love the one named Jesus even 
if they did not see him. They gave him their loyalty, 
their devotion. Finally they made him God, and they 
lost the entire meaning of his entry into their midst.

This Brother came to this plane determined to widen 
the scope of this Counselor, this Brotherhood, so that 
his truth would not be lost. That people would take this 
Counselor to their hearts and to their minds was his 
hope. He is even now giving us many assignments that 
will change earth life from the pursuance of the half
truth to the complete truth. This Brother has no 
thought except to further the truth of God within 
individuals. For this he works with us here on this 
plane even though he can go on past this plane to other 
planes. His is the perfect alignment with the God of 
the Universe, the true One-with-God.

No one can ever be more than Jesus was on earth. 
He gave the perfect pattern. That he is the only one 
who can have this true alignment is simply not true, 
however. He came that others may take him at his 
word that what he did others can do and even more. 
Jesus teamed up with the Brotherhood to accomplish 
his own destiny as the son of God who taught others 
that they too are sons and daughters of God.

The perfection he attained puts many off because 
they think they can never be perfect. But they do not 
understand what perfection is. They think perfection is 
soft-spoken, that it is a trusting face, brotherly action or
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great belovedness that emanates from the face. They 
believe that everyone is drawn to that perfection, and 
that there is a halo to identify it. Surely, they think, 
perfection is the temple that has no flaw. But this is 
not the truth at all. No. This is NOT the truth.

Perfection is of the inner God-self where the mind of 
God feeds the soul. This person, this entity, this being 
that shows forth perfection takes no thought for pleas
ing men and women. This perfection pleases God only, 
pleases the total goodness that gives itself to this being. 
There is no perfection that pleases men and women the 
whole time. People will question goodness as the selfish 
thought, the thought that may cause strife, the thought 
that is not in the Bible or some such questioning. This 
questioning is the thing to ignore within oneself.

The Brother of whom we speak ignored the thoughts 
that sought to get him away from the God-self that 
knew the truth. He ignored the questions by giving 
them simple answers and going on his way. There is no 
way to avoid the questions, but one can avoid giving 
them thought-focus. The wonderful truth within us will 
be the guide, the most reliable helper and comforter. 
The truth within is the only one to pay attention to, not 
the truths of others. This Brother was perfect within 
himself. He gave himself to the God of his being, the 
God of the Universe, the God whose goodness surpasses 
the best concept of man.

The Brotherhood began with the supreme example -  
Jesus the Christ -  because his is the ultimate example. 
They explain how he attained his oneness with God by 
living his earth-life plan exactly as he and God worked it 
out. Next, they tied Jesus’ attainment into our own 
potential fo r  similar perfection. Jesus is, as they had said 
earlier, "the Brother o f  Brothers." But Jesus is not pictured 
as aloof, vaporous perfection. They present him as reality, 
the advanced spirit each o f  us is trying to be. However,
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m ost o f  us may identify with stories o f  other spirit entities - 
- stories that chronicle failures as well as successes.

The next Brother we speak of began his being in the 
universe as the spark of divinity that had the perfect 
freedom that we spoke of in the last chapter. This 
entity devoted his divine spark to the plan to be one 
who would give himself to our Brotherhood/Counselor 
for help in his earth life. He tried to be a paragon (o f 
perfection), but the open channel he thought to create 
became clogged with his ego. He had no God to 
emulate, no God to worship.

He made a great monument to the God he wor
shiped, but he forgot the truth he came to teach be
cause he worked on the monument. This monument 
became the great pyramid in Egypt. This pyramid 
became his monument to the God he knew, but he 
forgot the truth he came to tell to others.

Then in his death and his new life here, he gave 
himself to the study of his previous lifetime. He saw 
this monument as a thing the earth did not need. He 
had caused misery in the building of it and had taught 
people nothing of the truth he had planned to tell. 
Eventually he returned to earth life again, this time 
even more determined to tell people about the truth of 
God. This time he again became immersed in the 
monument idea, and he built still another memorial, 
another tomb that his body rested in. There it stood, 
the pyramid again. This time the pyramid was not in 
Egypt but in another land across the world.

Then he came to earth life to try again to tell the 
truth to people. This time he opened himself to the 
Counselor/Brotherhood, and the temple of truth within 
him poured forth his truth to people everywhere. The 
monument idea was changed to truth which he poured 
forth into the great ideas that invaded countries as the 
message of God. The message developed as he turned
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his mind to us, to his help, to his teachers. This mes
sage taught that God gives the truth. Truth is not of 
man’s own observation. The truth is growth from God, 
not the approval of people. The message he brought 
gave people a new hope of the spirit that inhabited their 
bodies, the spirit that had given its attention to the truth 
of men instead of the truth of God. This new truth, 
that they were to look for within themselves, gave them 
new control over their lives, new tenants to old bodies.

The third Brother we will tell of planned to be the 
messenger that God wanted to speak to people about 
the truth of their beings. But in his earth life, his mind 
went instead to his selfish desire to be the only person 
who could manifest truth to the people. This egotistic 
expression of God gave people some hope, but not 
much. They looked to this Brother for their help but 
did not look within themselves. Instead of telling them 
the truth, he held the truth for himself only. He kept 
others in darkness and thereby missed the mark he 
came for.

When he came to earth life again, he came to please 
the God-self that proclaimed the truth of God to all 
people. This time he did this teaching, but he wandered 
too far into the wide spaces of the mind so that people 
thought he must be crazy. They gave him little heed, 
gave him little attention except to think him the man 
who tried to be the God of the weird ones. This 
Brother, in contemplating his life when he reached the 
next plane, wanted to try this same plan again.

He returned to earth life yet another time to give his 
message. This time he came without ego, without his 
own selfishness. He came to serve, and serve he did. 
This time he brought the message of God into the quiet 
places of the earth -  the rural places, the small villages. 
He wandered here and there giving out the truth, and 
he had no thought for his own needs except to manifest
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his supply as he needed it. His spirituality grew within 
him, and he even progressed to the point where he 
could make his body come and go from plane to plane 
and thus move his body to distant places. This soul, this 
Brother, was the true guru who wandered in the vast
ness of India.

The fourth Brother came to understand the needs of 
those who cried out in sickness. The sickness that this 
soul wanted to minister to was the kind that kept the 
individual from becoming the true child of society. This 
disease was the one that gave people scars, gave them 
fear of death. The disease left them without strength, 
without the force of good life. The Brother became a 
physician to help these people, to help them with this 
illness, this infirmity. Teaching people how to care for 
themselves, he tried to lead them to the expression of 
their wholeness. This he did and continued to do 
throughout his lifetime without regard to his own gain 
or desire.

When the spirit of this one came to this plane to 
contemplate his life, he thought of his life on earth, 
thought of how he helped those with this disease. Then 
he realized his mission must be to go again to teach 
people not only how to attain healing but to continue in 
health — all without the aid of a physician. He went 
again into the earth plane to express his plan. This time 
he took his concern to the ministry of the truth that the 
body responds to the mind. This mind, of course, is the 
mind that captures the thought of all mankind into what 
is known as collective earth-mind truth. Earth-mind 
truth gives people the truth they observe, but it does not 
give them inner spiritual truth. Earth-mind truth gave 
people the idea that all disease is a great possibility.

The Brother tried to change the earth-mind concept 
of illness. But he could not do this. He tried but he 
could not change it. Then he began to teach the
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spiritual healing that the Brothers gave him to be his 
tool. He used this tool, but he could not get others to 
use it. They looked to him as "The Healer," but they 
would not accept these powers of healing for them
selves. He tried to give the truth, but he could not. 
But he did carry out his purpose, and for that he grew 
spiritually into an advanced soul who could work 
successfully in the Brotherhood.

When we say Brother we mean the feminine person 
also. But the translation we use here usually takes the 
masculine form to be more convenient.

This next Brother was a woman. Her earth life gave 
her the opportunity to become an advanced person who 
now works within the Brotherhood. This spirit-entity 
gave her life to the truth that worked with the growth of 
the God spirit in bodies with undeveloped brains.

She worked to develop teamwork between the mind 
of God and the mind of the human body. People she 
worked with always thought as children; they could not 
bring their brains to express mature thoughts, mature 
truth. But when she worked with these people, she 
taught them that their brains, which would not serve 
them well, gave them enough power to understand that 
they were spirit-entities who had a divine spark. This 
spark, she taught them, could be nourished if they 
would turn within to it.

These thought-expressions, these entities in underde
veloped brains, gave themselves over to the truth within 
themselves, and they grew spiritually in that lifetime. 
The Brother kept on the thought that they were divine 
sparks of God Himself. These thought-entities began to 
grow, to manifest spiritually. Some began to manifest 
on a material level, enlarging their capacity to use their 
brains. She gave herself to her work tirelessly and gave 
the truth without fear of the opinions of others.

She also gave her truth without fear of what others
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preached to her, that what she taught would ruin her. 
She gave her word to these undeveloped brains, and 
those who would receive it made great strides in their 
own growth. Those who live with undeveloped brains 
team up with God easily. They enter into wonderful 
truth without question. Teaming up with this truth 
teaches them how to enter into God’s own teamwork, 
and they grow in the open way that true believers grow.

The next Brother entered earth life by way of the 
body of an adult. She solved the problems and touched 
the lives of those who were affected by the first soul’s 
inability to come to terms with the troubles she found. 
This soul, this second possessor of this body, straight
ened out the affairs of that person before she worked 
on the plan she brought to earth life.

This new soul took her truth to those who had no 
plan within them, the ones who returned to earth too 
hastily without thinking through a new plan. This 
Brother ministered to those who remained empty until 
truth entered their minds to form a plan to carry them 
to their goal of growing spiritually in this lifetime.

The Brother took her truth to those she found within 
prison walls, to those she found in desolate places 
without hope for the next day. Those were the ones she 
taught the truth of their beings -  that they were spirit- 
entities who had the divine spark of God within them. 
Their hopeless condition indicated they had lost their 
awareness of this truth, for those who knew their true 
greatness that brought them into oneness with God 
found success in life and living. Teaming up with the 
Brotherhood, she taught with authority, taught with the 
energy that God gives on request. This teaching of hers 
became the generous premise that those without hope 
can be reached with the truth.

Among these advanced spirits are many who began 
their existence thinking that they were gods themselves.
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These Brothers wandered into the earth to experiment 
with life forms and became those who were trapped 
there. Then when they developed true understanding, 
they became advanced souls. This understanding came 
only after many lifetimes. Those who came into the 
earth and became trapped in materiality gave them
selves the falsehood that they were the only good, that 
what they experienced was the real good, that their 
wandering into the earth to live in the forms there 
amounted to greatness. This ego took them to their 
entrapment, to their misled notions, to their getting of 
new truth -  earth-mind truth -  which made life hard.

But the Brothers who began in this way have learned 
the errors of that way of thinking, and they lived many 
lifetimes to grow and mature into advanced souls. The 
stories we tell here give some notion of how souls 
mature, how they work through their truth to the 
understanding of oneness with God being the only truth 
to give their attention to.

The next Brother we tell of exists in this plane now as 
an individual who gives his energy to develop the 
thought that each person has something special to give 
to earth life. He teams up with God to give the gifts 
which help each spirit express his growth plan.

This spirit entity came to earth many times to make 
his growth what it is today. The Brother came both as 
a man and as a woman and used his talents finally to 
express the energy of God in Beauty. This one has the 
ability now to encourage the expression of talents — all 
talents. He energizes these talents when asked to do so, 
when the soul wishes that help. Then he enters the 
mind of the person to give what earth people call 
"inspiration." This inspiration takes the person to new 
heights of expression. The Brother brings the person to 
the inner knowledge of the God of the Universe who 
withholds nothing that the person may ask for in the

THE GOD-MIND CONNECTION
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name of God’s goodness. What we tell here is true.
Being truth-peddlers who enter earth life to help 

people express their true selves, we believe we need 
more work, more people to call upon us. God gives us 
this special task, this task of helping in all ways to join 
earth lives with the God-life. But we need more to do, 
more spirits to counsel, more truth-hungry persons to 
help.

In a direct appeal to readers, my communicator said:
Be the ones to give yourselves to this help. This help 

is better than riches, better than any singular earthly 
material goal. This help will achieve even more than 
one or two earthly goals. Earthly goals take on insignif
icance compared with the truth that God will provide 
the energy to manifest ALL things that are good.

I  often refer to the Brotherhood as "they." It seems to 
m e -  a feeling mostly -  that I  am working with a group 
o f spirits. I  asked for a comment.

The Brotherhood is made up of many spirits, but 
there is one especially who is working with you. This 
spirit is the one who leads you along to receive these 
messages, who helps you to tune in to this truth.

I  asked i f  this particular spirit has a name. There was 
a hesitation before the response came. It seems the name 
o f this Brother has to do with his character and is not 
translatable. Later, I  decided that a name might p u t us on 
a very personal level, and it’s obvious to m e that these 
teachers ¡counselors want m e to center on God-mind, not 
a particular personality. However, I  asked i f  the Brother 
working with m e had given his own story here.

This story has the same terms that the others have. 
The story began when I was one with God living in total 
freedom. That I entered the earth life is the truth. 
That I became one of those who was trapped is true, 
too. That I lived lifetime after lifetime to express the 
truth is also true. That I grew in spirit is true also.
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That I finally grew to be an advanced soul is true also. 
This is my own truth that I give here, but it is not the 
entire picture. The truth that I give has only the 
elements. This truth is the truth that I brought into 
being. Truth that one brings into being is the kind that 
will become part of oneself.

I  was somewhat disappointed. I  had hoped fo r  more 
insight into the spirit with whom I  work day after day. 
Later in the day a story came through, a story told in third 
person, a story that apparently came with some reluctance.

The Brotherhood wants me to tell you of still another 
Brother. This one has the elements of the three 
greatest souls who ever manifested on earth. This soul 
made the trip to earth life again and again, but he did 
not get the greatness of the plan executed. Then when 
this soul finally took the concept of the great power of 
the truth with him, his lifetime yielded the greatness he 
wanted to express. This soul took the truth he knew, 
applied it to his plan, turned the situation into the 
manifestation of the goodness that is of God. Then this 
soul, satisfied with his plan in execution, took our tests 
here and passed with flying colors.

This soul opens his heart to those who enter life to 
become one of the specialists, the ones who specialize 
in some aspect of truth -  such as this writing. This soul 
wants the specialists who enter this communication to 
become true receivers, not just authorities who can 
contact this plane. The truth aspect is his true vocation 
here. This spirit is myself, the one with whom you 
communicate. This spirit is the entree of the ones in 
earth life who want to enter into correspondence with 
this plane in order to grow.

"This was your own cry, the need for a teacher," my 
messenger said to me. "This teacher is our person, our 
spirit self — the one with whom you communicate here."

Like anyone else, la m  often filled with anxious thoughts
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fo r  people I  care about. During the writing o f  this chapter, 
these words came to encourage me:

The Brother to whom you communicate knows it is 
not always easy to empty your mind to receive this 
material, but he wants you to know that this work is the 
truth that is coming through you. Think on this truth as 
that which gives the best that there is to others. Then 
you will know the true goodness expressing through you. 
Think not for the worries in your life or in the lives of 
others. Bless the situations, empty your mind of worry 
or concern. Think only to give the worry to us, for we 
will carry it to encourage your work here. Take no 
thought for any worry that comes to mind, for there is 
nothing that can overcome our truth, our good that 
expresses within you, within Carl (my husband), within 
that which concerns you.

With this overwhelming assurance, we continued with 
the writing o f  this chapter.

Some souls tell us they grow to be one of us, but 
indeed they do not. Some want to help, want to be part 
of this group of helpers, but they do not have the 
qualifications they need. This understanding is the 
essence of the Brotherhood — that the God of the 
Universe takes the true open personifications of truth to 
be one of us. The others who apply may try, but they 
enter our group only to fall away because their under
standing is an inferior one. Only the illustrious, the 
advanced souls, take the work and get it done here.

There must be advanced understanding of truth, 
advanced understanding of contact, advanced under
standing of the power that truth has to give. The 
Brotherhood opens itself to each person, each entity, 
but only those who can pass the great tests can work 
with the ones in the earth plane. The others turn aside 
in the lack of understanding and the lack of skill. They 
may elect to try again, that is, to go back to earth life to
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work out more growth. Then they may come back to us 
to try again to pass the great truth tests.

The next Brother we will tell about united with the 
God of his disbelief. Then he went into the market
place where he touched others with his beliefs that 
brought others into his unholy activities. He entered 
into the unholiness of taking people’s lives as the judge 
over others. He sought to play the God of life and 
death for others. His greatest regret is that he taught 
others his untruth, and that he led others into the way 
of disbelief in the truth of God. These two betrayals 
came about because he listened to earth-mind instead of 
God-mind.

But when he went to this plane, he saw and under
stood the open channel’s truth that gave him insight 
into his great betrayals. Then he re-entered life on 
earth to become the opposite of what he had been 
before. This Brother gave himself to teaching the truth 
of God to others, enlarging their concepts of the truth 
that they are God’s true spirits, God’s best entities. 
This one awakened the divine spark in many. He 
turned himself into an open channel for truth. He 
undertook nothing that was not for good. He became 
the one to offer himself to be the recompense to others 
who might try to condemn the truth. He went to the 
end of his life as the truth-teller regardless of the 
punishment he received, regardless of the hurt he 
received. He remained loyal. Then when he re-entered 
this plane, he had turned his God-self into the advanced 
soul who could join the Brotherhood to give the help 
that people need. This growth is indeed possible if a 
person remains the truth personified, the truth in action.

The Brotherhood is made up of those souls who 
wound their way back to the God of the Universe. 
These souls sent out again and again to take their truth 
with them. Sometimes they failed, sometimes they half
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won, sometimes they completed their tasks and no 
longer had to return to earth unless they entered life 
again in the adult body to do some special task. No 
wonder truth enters earth life slowly. This lifetime after 
lifetime is the slow way. That we -  the souls who lost 
their way — have returned to God as well as we have is 
the wonder.

THOUGHT STIMULATORS

1. Steady progressive growth o f  our soul is the point o f  our 
many lives. What impressed you about the Brotherhood’s 
life experiences?

2. Jesus teamed up with the Brotherhood to accomplish his 
destiny. By paying attention to our truth within, we can 
attain this same destiny fo r  ourselves. What is your 
understanding o f  this inner God-self perfection?

Inner Work: The Brotherhood is made up o f  souls who 
wound their way back to the God o f  the Universe. Only 
those who can pass the great tests can work with people on 
the earth plane. Contemplate your own return to God. 
Convey your inner thoughts regarding trust, honesty, 
integrity and good that you want to express. Request the 
Brotherhood’s help in defining your own path and growth 
in truth fo r  this lifetime.
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ADDITIONAL THOUGHT STIMULATORS

Our thoughts are the substance we use to build our 
personalities and create our lives. Our thought mind-sets 
manifest our reality.

Focus on the great supply o f  God open to us. There is 
no lack, no limit to this supply. Use this supply freely 
knowing the source cannot be depleted.

The eleventh promise compels our God-self to energize 
our own g ifts .... that bring forth our great good in life.

Our purpose is to advance our life plan and empty our 
personal ego to gain pure freedom in oneness with God. 
This is how we express the wonders from  within.

We can tell our individual minds that we are under the 
guidance o f  truth from  God. This way God-mind filters 
earth-mind thoughts that pour on us continually. Only 
thoughts that pass the test o f  truth will remain.

Our truth comes to us individually. The Brotherhood 
assists us to open our God-self to the God o f  the Universe. 
Our truth is growth from  God, not from  the approval o f  
people.

Perfection o f our inner God-self results from  the m ind  
o f God feeding our soul. This truth within us is the only 
guide to pay attention to.
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Receiving the Truth 
from God-Mind

13

The Brotherhood explains how  correspondence  
takes p lace  between them  an d  the writer. I t  is told  
strictly fro m  their p o in t o f  view along with a step by 
step process tha t others m ay  use.

In the second chapter, "Forming a Partnership, " I  gave 
my own story about my communication with the Brother
hood o f  God. In this chapter, my communicator gives me 
an explanation o f  how this writing or reception works.

This truth we give to you about our communication 
will be our truth, not yours. You will not understand 
how all this can be real, but do not worry, for we give 
the truth as always. We have our view of this communi
cation which must be added to yours, for we give the 
way this thought transference really happens, not the 
way it seems to happen. Now tune us in to the spirit 
entity that you are. Tune out the physical part.

I  focused on the plow into the soft earth. I  was as ready
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to receive as I  had ever been, but nothing came. I  waited, 
but nothing happened. Then came "Nb Nnnn? Nv: 
NgNnnnnn." What was wrong? I  waited some more.

The Brotherhood uses unique but appropriate vocabu
lary to describe situations. There was indeed a "wetness" 
on the communication. A nd  though I  tried to connect to 
that truth, I  could not do this from  my own energy.

That which invigorates this message is God-mind 
itself. Unless a person tunes in to this Mind, there is a 
lack of understanding.

A n d  they proved this fact when they withdrew the open 
channel to God-mind. They explained that they tried to 
further the communication by just our beings touching. 
However, there is no way to receive this great truth except 
through the God-mind connection.

I  asked i f  the Brothers and I  talk person to person just 
as two people in the earth plane talk to one another. "Are 
we," I  asked, "just two entities who share our truth?"

That is the way it is. The truth we have here may be 
for your own good, but the truth that we bring through 
the open channel from God-mind is the absolute truth. 
None of us is able to hold this truth alone or even 
collectively. This truth is held only by God. Use this 
open channel, and you touch a gold mine of truth.

To receive God-mind truth, these advanced spirits say 
that you and I  m ust do three things: First, acknowledge 
the God-mind principle. This means we m ust take this 
concept to our inner self where the God o f  the Universe 
will reach us with truth that we will understand.

Second, we m ust give time to the work o f  this com m uni
cation. It is not a first-time thing. There m ust be practice, 
and there m ust be openness. Also, we m ust use the power 
o f  God to make this work. A n d  third, the thing that 
finalizes this communication is our acceptance o f  the 
reality o f  the next plane o f  life.

You must have a realization that this plane of life,
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which is invisible to those on the earth plane, is real. 
This plane of life belongs to the truth that life continues 
past what you call death. That is the final part.

There are, o f  course, various considerations to take into 
account in becoming a good communicator with the 
Brotherhood o f  God and thereby God-mind. Quoting 
from  the Brotherhood, "There is the matter, too, o f  becom
ing the kind o f  person who can meet life on your own 
terms. I f  you m ust meet life on the terms o f  other people, 
this writing will not prosper." It is necessary, according to 
the explanation, that there be confidence between the 
source o f  truth, God-mind, and your inner being. I f  you 
and I  m ust check out the opinion o f  other people before 
we consider the message real truth, we won’t receive a 
clear message.

There is another matter which those in the Brotherhood 
rate as very important to good communication, and that is 
our understanding o f thought.

Thought is combined with substance. It is real, it is 
vital, and it is open to your suggestion.

Another point they mention is to understand our true 
nature which is spirit, not flesh.

It is natural to the person who accepts this point of 
view to communicate with other entities who are spirit. 
This matter of the spirit being reality and the body 
being the temporary good must bring forth the accep
tance of this communication. Planning to become a 
pontificator takes its resoluteness from our acceptance 
of the truth that we each exist.

This communication must be your thought which is 
adjusted to our thought and then funneled through 
God-mind. We must position our thoughts into the 
proper wave lengths, the proper fields of contact. This 
contact is our work here.

The truth or proof of our touch is this book. This 
thought transference from us to the writer to the paper
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by way of this typewriter gives us much pleasure. We 
have learned much about how this entity (Jean) thinks.

I  winced, fo r  I  still am not used to the complete open
ness o f  communicating with our thoughts.

This entity often tries to bring in her own beliefs, but 
we give her a nudge of sorts. We take our message 
away, and there she is with nothing to say. Then she 
realizes that she is writing on her own. At this point 
she backs up and crosses out the material that she can 
see is her own.

This teacher-student relationship takes the place of 
the possible touching of God-mind that she would do on 
her own if she could. If she were able, she would copy 
this writing that we give her by simply seeing the words 
in her mind. But she does not see them, so we give 
them to her through her God-self. There is no way to 
lead this writer astray by this writing. She is zeroed in 
on the true wave length that gives her access to God- 
mind. There is nothing to fear, for no evil lurks within 
God-mind.

The evil that entities fear when they give themselves 
to this writing are those spirits that they accept as 
sources of truth simply because they are on this second 
plane of life. There is no particular wisdom about being 
in this second plane of life. We all go here.

According to this Brother, i f  we write and listen only to 
those spirit entities on the next plane o f  life, we do not 
grow. The reason we do not learn great truth is that 
"many here may know even less than those in the earth 
plane." Though we may wish to contact someone dear to 
us who has gone to the next plane, that person is not the 
source o f  our absolute truth.

The open channel formed by the Brotherhood is the 
only outer contact on this plane that can help one make 
a God-mind contact. However, there are others here 
who can be of much help to those on the earth plane.
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These will bring truth too, not the truth of God-mind, 
but the truth they have discovered for themselves. 
These entities want to help those in the earth plane 
because of some earth tie, some relationship or touch of 
love. They will come to those who request them.

The spirit entities that you and I  want to hear from  will 
give us good advice, according to this advanced spirit. 
They will urge us to go to God for our truth, and they also 
give their truth when called on. But they m ust not stay 
indefinitely, fo r  they m ust get on with their lives.

You see, they take the place of the truth of God- 
mind, and that will not do for long. They merely take 
the truth they know and help people in the earth plane 
to become the ones to turn to God for answers. They 
try to warn them of wrong thinking, wrong acts and 
wrong decisions. They touch lives for good, but they 
must not stay long. These spirit entities must go on to 
their own truth, to their own living, their own work. 
They must continue to grow, you see, not just be 
nursemaids to those on the earth plane.

This open channel’s work entails bringing the truth 
that comes from God-mind to the entities who call for 
it. The Brotherhood holds the key, so to speak, to the 
truth that will set people free of their being’s untruth. 
These spirits give themselves to the task of this work in 
the earth plane.

The Brotherhood works now in the writer to bring 
this material. She does not have her entity’s truth 
entirely in her being. She teaches what she knows, what 
she experiences, what she sees in the world and feels 
within her. These are the things she has written about 
in articles. But she has not been able to write the truth 
that appears here because she has not known of it. The 
only way this writing comes about is through her entity’s 
open mind that is open to this channel where God-mind 
truth pours through. Then she writes it all down.
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At times she directs the writing by asking questions. 
The writing then gives itself to answers and explana
tions. The Brotherhood wrote the plan for the book, 
the outline, the truth of the book. There is no way for 
this entity to eliminate our help. There is no way as yet 
she can alone contact God-mind. She knows this, for at 
the beginning of this chapter, we closed the channel, 
took ourselves out of the picture. There was nothing 
that made sense — only unrelated letters and unrelated 
words. That’s what this book would be without our 
open channel that gives her the way to tune in on God- 
mind. She may (in the future) enter an advanced state 
where she can make contact on her own. Then she will 
form the open channel herself and be one with God.

There is no way to begin this project that we have 
here unless the individual initiates it from the earth 
plane. Nobody will be open unless the person thinks 
contact is possible. Willingness gives power to the 
project. She who writes this book gave her energy to 
this project even though many times she was embar
rassed to let anyone else know what she was doing. She 
gave this project time each day. She thought that we on 
this side were real, that we had a plan to lay before her, 
that we would be true to our word of helping her in all 
her personal problems as well as in the writing of this 
book.

Many times we came together to work out problems 
that closed the channel between her and us. These 
problems, unless resolved, tend to block the open 
channel because they seem all important in an individu
al’s life. But problems respond to enlightenment from 
God-mind, and people are freed from their earthly 
worries.

Teaching this person to write in this manner was 
similar to teaching anyone to write who has not done so 
before. The touch of her hand on the pencil was the
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beginning. The touch on her typewriter was the second. 
Maybe one day we will speak face to face if she ever 
learns to tune in to us to see us with her earthly eyes. 
This is possible, but she has not done this yet.

There is the matter of communicating from mind to 
mind. First, we get the writer’s attention, and we 
discuss whatever there is on her or our agenda. Then 
we proceed to the truth that comes from God-mind. 
That’s the way it works — a progression. To become 
prolific in this writing, one must take the words that 
come without trying to make sense out of them at the 
moment. Take the mind to a far place to let this open 
channel function. We gave this writer a picture to focus 
on. We told her to visualize the soft earth and then the 
plow that cuts through the earth. "The earth," we told 
her, "is you. The plow is this Brotherhood. This is the 
way you will write when we come together -- by concen
trating on that visualization, that picture in your mind 
that shuts out all other thought." Because this worked 
effectively, we began to communicate.

Later there were other obstacles. The writer objected 
to some of the truths she received. She gave her 
objections to us by thought and by stopping the writing 
in great consternation. She brought her own versions of 
truth with her, you see. The truth that we brought to 
her was new, and it was outrageous when compared to 
that which she was taught in life. Her mind wanted to 
reject it, to correct it, to make it conform. She clung to 
her old truth rather than accept the truth from the 
Brotherhood’s understanding and from God-mind 
because she had not as yet fully teamed up with us.

There was no way for awhile to let her try the real 
truth, so we had to begin by counseling her on the 
personal level. Then she trusted us. She saw that we 
were only interested in helping her, not leading her 
astray. Because the writer stayed with us, she gave her
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permission for us to reach into her mind. Then she 
turned herself over to God-mind to improve. Finally, 
she turned herself over to God-mind entirely to receive 
the wonderful truth that will touch everyone with good.

There is the truth that God brings. There is the truth 
that each person thinks he has for himself. The truth of 
individuals is both the real truth and the half-truth of 
earth-mind. But this being turned to us for God-mind 
because she wanted to give herself to this project, to the 
work of writing this book. When we first told her of the 
book plan, she reacted with shock. She told us she 
could not do it, that she was not qualified, that she had 
no background, but we had to override these thoughts.

Therefore, the touch that we gave her was encourage
ment, hopefulness that this book would come into being. 
But this message was resisted for a long time -  or so it 
seemed. She thinks her resistance was of short dura
tion. But there is no way to explain our joy here when 
she finally capitulated to our requests and let herself be 
used for this important work.

A t this point in our relationship, I  was sure that no one 
knew m e better than those in the Brotherhood. A fter all, 
they heard my thoughts. I  turned more and more to them  
fo r  counsel and guidance.

She began thinking we were the source of truth, but 
we had to teach her otherwise. She believed that we 
entered her mind as the ones with the truth, and she 
responded in that way. But finally we got across to her 
that we are the means, but we are not God-mind.

This Mind takes its truth from the God of the Uni
verse, the God unlimited, the God undeterred from the 
goals of absolute good. The idea that we gave the truth 
to her caused her to write amiss for awhile. Then we 
told her, gently, that the central idea was that God gave 
the truth, not we and not she. There is no ego here. 
Egos turn aside when truth pours through.
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1 remember that day and the words that m ade it clear to  
m e that G od is the source. I  reacted with shock, as I  
remember. Perhaps I  had begun to equate the Brother
hood with God. A t any rate, their gentle nudge pushed  
m e in the right direction, though I  was somewhat cha
grined at m y error.

There is no thought that enters this writer’s mind in 
the state of her truth-getting which does not come from 
God-mind.

O f course in m y day-by-day living I  contend with m any 
thoughts that no doubt come from  earth-mind.

The truth has its entire focus on becoming that which 
will enlighten people who read it. We have this book in 
our mind, and gentle thoughts of her best work guide 
her through it. Gentle thoughts that give her our 
commendation take her out of the understanding of her 
own work to the entity which touches God-mind. This 
thought persists that we and this writer tender our 
mutual thought toward the accomplishment of this task. 
To attain this objective, we give her suggestions on her 
work — when to work, how to enter her own questions, 
and even advice on getting a word processor to make 
the work go more smoothly and quickly.

The thing that helped this writing to become the truth 
in expression is the writer’s temerity — her boldness that 
challenged the words. She encouraged us to give 
further explanation that she might understand perfectly 
and that the reader could understand too. The book is 
richer because of this procedure.

The writer takes her own feelings into this thought 
transference, but she does not empty these feelings into 
the book. There are times when she plans the writing 
so as to wring out the truth that she herself believes. 
But when this does not happen, she questions us for 
more enlightenment or to discover if she has taken 
down the thought correctly.
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There is honesty in her approach, and this way we can 
give our attention to the normal questions which might 
arise when the reader goes through this book. We think 
the book becomes more trustworthy this way. Perhaps 
the reader wants more proof of this writer’s work. Does 
she really write what we are saying? This is the natural 
question, we think. But there is no way we can prove 
our position. No, we cannot prove any theory, for there 
is this invisibility, you see. When the ones in earth life 
learn to line up their good truth with the truth of God, 
they might be able to have our understanding. Proof -
we will work on this, of course, but we do not know 
how as yet.

The next day the message became personal again. The 
Brother who specializes in this correspondence, the one 
who has the power o f transmission, spoke.

The open channel will be our best means of grasping 
the truth that God-mind has to give. God-mind takes 
the truth that is everlasting, that is the truth that 
empties itself with no thought of ego, the truth that 
brings us to the understanding of oneness with God. 
Gentle breezes that flow toward your mind give this 
truth to you. Truth does not come by any hard means. 
There is no agony of mind, nor any thought that truth 
comes through the mind that is emptied so that spiritual 
entities enter you to take over. There is no one taking 
over your mind, is there?

I  agreed. I  am always in calm control, else how could 
I  doubt, how could I  seek further enlightenment?

There is no thought about the truth that comes to you 
as being other than helpful, is there?

Again the answer is "no." The material that comes to  
m e brightens m y life in every respect.

This truth opens your mind to new perspectives, 
doesn’t it?

Yes, I  certainly do have new perspectives that reach fa r
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beyond what I  ever considered before I  received this truth. 
The perspective o f reincarnation is enough to widen m y 
horizon, to give m e new considerations concerning who I  
am, to help m e fin d  meaning and purpose in m y life.

There is the thought entity -  you -  who gives herself 
to this writing in order to keep her life in the pattern 
she came with.

With this fin a l statem ent about me, m y com m unicator 
turned again to the reader.

This is our truth we bring to this book. This commu
nication, though it takes time, takes less time than the 
time-consuming worries and tensions that take the 
energy that steals the body’s reserve strength, that 
depletes the inner forces. This time-consuming manner 
takes far more time than the time spent here on com
munication. This touch will prosper you right away, 
take you to your greatest strength — God. This truth 
center, this Brotherhood, this Counselor, this Christ
promised teacher/counselor, this team of those devoted 
to the giving of this help, take this moment to offer you 
their touch, their help, their teamwork to make your life 
prosper.

There is no way to teach you all to do this communi
cation as in a class. The business of connecting you to 
our true tone is the individual touch we give. This 
touch must be done person to person, not class to 
teacher or teacher to class. Give yourself in person to 
this communication.

Whenever som eone asks m e how this material comes to 
me, I  try, but never succeed, to give a satisfactory explana
tion. I  know  how  it feels to me, and now I  know  the 
explanation the Brotherhood gives. Still .... like this 
Counselor¡Teacher¡Brotherhood says, the only way to fin d  
out is to try it yourself.
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THOUGHT STIMULATORS

1. The truth that is received from  G od-m ind is absolute 
truth held only by God. To receive this gold m ine o f truth 
in operation:

•  Acknowledge the G od-m ind principle
•  Give tim e to this com m unication
•  Accept the reality o f the next plane o f life.

What is the meaning o f each o f the above? H ow can you  
personally apply each in your life?

2. You as an individual initiate the com m unication with 
the Brotherhood. Why is this?

3. Our problems, our emotions, our earth-m ind com m on  
sense knowledge block our com m unication with the 
Brotherhood at times. I f  you run into an obstacle, what 
can you do right away to resolve it?

Inner Work: Com munication with the Brotherhood takes 
your time, practice and honesty. This teamwork is done 
person to person. Open yourself fu lly requesting the 
Brotherhood’s assistance in continuing your team work 
(Have you m ade a request fo r  your personal teacher?)
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Teaming Up With the 
Brotherhood of God

14

The B rotherhood recalls the key p o in ts  o f  th is 
b o o k  a n d  reveals the way in w hich the reader an d  
the B rotherhood m ay un ite  to  enjoy a rich, satisfying  
counseling service.

We greet you, the reader, with a paternal salute. We 
want to enter into your experience, into your central 
core, your reality. But we cannot enter to give our help 
unless you take us at our word.

Trust, the key word implied in all the Brotherhood says, 
holds the key to a successful relationship between us and  
our Counselor. Again and again they state our responsibil
ity in attaining the help we want. We m ust initiate the 
request. N ot ju st once, you understand, but each tim e you  
and I  want help we m ust ask fo r it. N o doubt the request 
activates the trust factor which in turn awakens the energy 
o f the universe on our behalf.

There must be permission for the door to open. 
Nobody can impose himself upon you without your
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permission. To open the door, the thought must be 
sent out that the Brotherhood may enter. Then we 
come in.

To become part o f what m y com m unicator calls "the 
time/space project," we m ust do three things: first, give 
perm ission fo r  the Brotherhood to enter; second, present 
an open m ind to them; third, in your inner temple hold the 
thought that the Brotherhood is present. "Then you will be 
ready to receive, and you will, " is their assurance.

If it seems overly simplified, it is because you must 
not understand the power of thought. Thought is the 
power of the universe. Thought gives the impetus to 
the teamwork between us. Thought transfers its gener
ous gift of power into the work that the writer and we 
do together here in this book. The thought we give out 
will reach the thought reaching toward it to make the 
contact we need to talk to one another. When these 
two thoughts meet, communication takes place.

You must understand that to attain the truth from 
God-mind, we form an open channel through which the 
connection is entered. This channel of truth empties 
itself of all ego, all temporal thought of gain or power, 
and it presents the true, pure truth of God. Truth for 
the sake of truth, that is what is needed here by those 
who want to be receivers. The channel gives the purity 
of truth, the wonderful revelations, the perfection that 
is the truth for that person.

Communication, as m y teacher describes, is remarkable. 
But, unless we take the truth from  G od-m ind and inter
weave it into our inner selves, we have little in the way o f 
perm anent value. People whom I  have told about God- 
m ind truth th ink it fascinating that I  can get this material 
in the way I  do. They are, in fact, carried away by the 
com m unication itself. A s fo r  the message, they th ink it 
very interesting even beautiful. However, until they m ake 
contact with the Brotherhood on their own and develop a
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two-way com m unication that leads them  to connect with 
the open channel, the words remain extraordinary but 
impersonal.

It takes much effort to enter truth into your con
sciousness, for earth-mind is strong, and you probably 
are filled with much that comes from that mind. God- 
mind truth will create wonder and doubt within you; 
therefore, you must work hard to overcome skepticism. 
When you consider what is involved in the total accep
tance of God-mind truth, you may fall away.

God-mind truth gives you much to harvest, but there 
is much to weed out before the harvest. Therefore, take 
warning that God-mind truth will take you to another 
truth, to another understanding. Take the warning 
seriously, for you may not wish to have your truth taken 
to the open channel where it will be changed forever.

Once you accept the truth we speak of, it will become 
personal. Then you will be new truth in expression. 
This touch we give you realigns your truth concepts so 
that your entire understanding is recreated. There is no 
such thing as "a little truth." Therefore, take the matter 
of truth seriously, not lightly.

Those in the Brotherhood insist that it takes no special 
talent to team up with them. I f  you need proof, I  am  that 
proof, fo r  I  haven’t a mystical bone in m y body. I  have 
never been part o f a seance, nor have I  ever entered a 
trance, not that I  condemn either one. "The Brotherhood 
works with all who seek us, " is their assurance.

We want you to come and to put the truth that we 
talk about on your list of most-wanted items. This 
truth, however consuming, will be that which brings you 
the complete freedom we all must have to evolve into 
the wonderful entities we wish to be.

To be the very best receiver possible, these advanced 
spirits list several things we can do. First, tell the truth to 
them. Telling the truth may seem like an obvious thing to
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do considering they can read our thoughts. B ut telling the 
truth involves openness between us and the Brotherhood.

To be honest, you must say up front what it is you 
want to get from this relationship. Be honest in noting 
each desire, each question, each good or bad thought. 
Be open with yourself.

You may feel antagonism if you find this truth hard 
to accept. Then say so. Give us the chance to com
ment. Nothing that you think is important will be 
tossed aside by us. The truth that will come to you in 
response to your statements and questions will be to 
help you work out your life.

In  the beginning o f m y relationship with the Brother
hood, I  wondered ju st how m uch truth I  had a right to 
expect. Som e days I  received pages and pages o f material. 
Was I  being selfish? H ow m uch is enough?

There is no amount of truth that is right for a certain 
person. It just comes indefinitely to you. (Apparently I  
was not asking fo r  more than I  should ask.) Never will 
the truth of God-mind run out. The truth of God is 
entered into the universe, into the vastness of that 
which entities call the powerful terrestrial outreaches. 
In the earth plane people believe that everything is 
limited, but God is unlimited.

This relationship between us will give your life 
stability. It will give your life its anchor. The Brother
hood wants to give this truth to you and even more as 
you can receive it and handle it. There is no limit, 
remember. There is no time limit nor is there a limit 
on the amount of truth there is. Take all you want. 
What questions do you have about your life? Relation
ships? Guidance in decisions? Whom to marry? The 
trust that you will develop in this truth will guide you in 
even more and greater questions.

As for speaking to spirits, do not even consider the 
possibility that our relationship is anything except God-
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inspired. There is spirit and there is body. The spirit, 
the reality of the personality, takes its truth from spirit. 
The body must take its truth from earth-mind. But who 
is in control here? The spirit or the body? The spirit, 
of course. The spirit is the dominant one within this 
body, not the heart, the liver, the bladder. These organs 
merely exist to help the body function. They do not 
take the power of control over the body. Nobody rules 
your own body except you. Then it is spirit that does 
the ruling, is it not? Then the spirit must get truth that 
will prosper it from spirit. Therefore, to talk spirit to 
spirit is to qualify in the realm of the great, not the 
realm of the foolish.

This unseen world, this second plane of life, is real. 
It has permanence. But what in the earth plane is 
permanent? Nothing! Therefore, do not fear what is 
spirit. Fear that which is material, for it has no truth to 
sustain it. The earth plane produces growth that takes 
its truth from the impermanent. Therefore, the imper
manent will fade away, become obsolete, turn itself into 
valueless energy. But that which is spirit will be the 
substance that energizes each thought, each concept, 
each entity with that which is permanent.

On this note the Brotherhood completed the first part o f 
this chapter. The next day they signed in with the usual, 
"This is the Brotherhood o f G od here."

Today we will give the rest of the material for this 
chapter. Take this down. The Brotherhood gives itself 
to the work that is of God-mind. We, who are ener
gized and teamed up with Christ, have our own place in 
taking the truth of the God of the Universe to those of 
you who request it. There is no truth in your experi
ence that will give you what you need as will this truth 
from God-mind. Then why do you hesitate? Take this 
offer now. Take this truth we give you.

Together we can accomplish anything! H ow m any times
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have you and I  heard and said this statem ent o f positive 
hope? The Brotherhood, however, extends this statement.

Men and women with God’s truth within them will 
take on the most horrendous tasks with confidence.

The first statem ent reflects earth-m ind thinking. The 
second, o f course, reflects G od-m ind truth. Apparently 
there is a spiritual law at work here. These advanced 
spirits say there is no way to go against the law that says, 
"When we become a truth-centered entity, we take what we 
need and want and live in perfect freedom ." A n d  this is 
another way o f saying that we can, indeed, accomplish 
anything -  when we unite with G od-m ind truth.

H ow m any o f us believe that we can accomplish 
anything we want? One Brother says that only a few  
believe this.

They enter this truth with misgivings. They work to 
earn money, they say. They work, they take, they band 
together with others to get what they want. But to 
reach out into the universe, believing in this creative 
substance that will take its form from your thought, your 
belief in it -  well, that is rather much to accept. They 
work on in ignorance of what any entity can accomplish 
with his spiritual powers. They work because they see 
only earth results with their eyes. But they could see 
spiritual results with their eyes, too, if they would 
manifest as they are able.

I  told m y com municator that I  m ust be one o f those 
they described -  one who cannot believe with confidence. 
However, I  stated m y deep desire in life, and I  ended by 
asking how  I  can m anifest this desire.

This desire you have expressed here is in your inner 
temple, and you will manifest this desire or whatever 
you think is important. This thought will persist into 
reality, not into indebtedness, but into debt free results. 
Watch it carefully and see what happens!

My desire was fo r a word processor, and the next day I
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had an offer o f a word processor to use temporarily.
Nothing you want may be denied if it is for your 

good. This good thought will grow into reality fast or 
slowly depending on your belief in its importance. 
Results come when a person needs this thing. Nothing 
that enters your God-self will be the truth inverted. 
Nothing that enters your God-self will be bad. This is 
our promise here -  this is our truth. The Brotherhood 
watches over those who commit their lives to the God 
of the Universe, to the ones who seek help even though 
they hold a small concept of God.

We do not measure the degree of your faith. We do 
not give help only to "worthy" people. We give help to 
all who open their minds to this possibility. This God 
of the Universe is not jealous. He does not insist that 
you approach Him in only the one or two methods that 
religion outlines. There need be no trials or suffering. 
God does not cause negative things to happen in life; 
He opens everyone’s eyes to the easy way, to the 
wonderful way of life.

These advanced spirits prom ise to take our tempera
m ents into consideration in the m atter o f giving us truth. 
None o f us, according to this Counselor, can handle the 
entire truth all at one time.

This truth must be portioned out so that you may 
grow in stages, step by step. This truth is powerful, but 
it is not dangerous. The only reason for going to it bit 
by bit is to help you absorb it all and take it to your 
lifetime experience.

I  inquired i f  truth from  G od-m ind goes to entities in the 
next plane o f life.

This is possible and it happens, but there is no way 
entities here can trust this truth except by entering earth 
life with it. The truth cannot be tested here and must 
be taken at face value. The best plan, we think, is to 
learn truth while you are in earth life. Then you can
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practice it in the living of your life.
/ suggested that we examine more closely the truth about 

m anifesting desires and needs from  God's substance. I  
asked i f  som eone in the Brotherhood would tell us o f  
people who, in this earth life, used truth to m anifest what 
they need and desire.

There is this entity here who took this truth into his 
lifetime. He made use of it whenever he had a need or 
a right desire. This Brother manifested his own truth in 
the form of material goods. The thought projected into 
form for him because he entered earth life believing in 
this possibility.

/  inquired i f  there are people in the earth plane now  who 
m anifest whatever they need or desire in the way they 
outlined -  by the substance o f G od used to m anifest 
thoughts. I  received an interesting and graphic reply.

In the earth plane teachers who take this message 
seriously take their thoughts into manifestation. They 
simply enter the thought of this manifestation in the 
temple of their true self, the God-self. Then they 
realize the thought that enters this holy place. "There 
it is," they say to the God of the Universe. "Be teamed 
up with me in this manifestation." Then they turn their 
minds to the thought in its completed form. There it is! 
There it manifests.

These teachers take their own entities to this plane 
now and then to enter our Brotherhood to take the 
wetness out of their thinking. Wetness comes when 
they become too involved in earth-mind. They must 
"dry out," so to speak. Earth-mind wets or dampens the 
greatness that God-mind produces. Wetness gives us an 
image here of taking bright shining ideas and teeming 
them into mush, into non-creative thought form. 
"Teeming," as it is used here, means the humid condi
tion that is unable to project pure thought. The wetness 
takes a bright form that exists in mind, that enters the

THE GOD-MIND CONNECTION
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entity’s consciousness, that unites with the Brotherhood 
to give the great gift of substance, and it wets it down 
into the mush we spoke of.

M y com m unicator told, o f teachers who m anifest their 
thoughts. What o f people like the reader and me?

The ones who manifest things they need and want 
take their own thoughts into manifestation, but they do 
not share this thought with others. They are willing to 
share, but there is no one to heed their thought. 
Manifestation is not easy to accept, but it is easy to do.

Realize that truth is like the tender touch of a plant 
that gently brushes against your leg or your hand. 
Tender young plants must get attention and nourish
ment to become big plants that will give shade or which 
will bloom. This same plant that brushes against you 
will wither and die if you take it to the truth of earth- 
mind that says the plant is a weed. You will reject it, 
you see. The plant will go to the earth again with no 
truth coming forth.

No one will be into this truth more than will those of 
you who read this book. Some may read it to ridicule, 
or to laugh, or to wonder, or even to give derision. But 
those of you who bring your God-selves to this truth will 
benefit greatly. Those who think the book is full of 
nonsense will turn away from God-mind. They will take 
more of this truth to mind, however, than they expect. 
There is always enlightenment when God-mind truth 
touches a person’s mind.

Believers who try to read this book in order to put 
themselves in tune with the God of the Universe will 
connect with the truth of God-mind. Then they will 
prosper beyond belief. They will come forth through 
the half-truths, through earth-mind truth that tries to 
enfold them in its web. They will enter into this truth 
concept to become one with God, and they will advance, 
grow, and become that which they want to be.
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There is wonderful news in this book that can free 
people from their own entrapment in earth life. They 
want greater freedom, and they want wonderful truth. 
God-mind truth tempers the whole business of earth life 
with wisdom that is eternal. A gentle thought enters to 
improve each day for you. Yes, this truth speaks to the 
pure hope within you that you are everlasting. We 
speak to that spark which is your divinity, that spark 
that gets its glow from the God of the Universe, that 
spark that results from the growth of your spirit in 
lifetime after lifetime.

Beautiful and apt metaphors enrich the messages that 
the Brothers bring to this book. One o f these uses two o f  
the seasons, spring and winter, to explain yet again how  
earth-m ind and G od-m ind function in our lives.

Winter closes the soul, but spring offers it hope again. 
Winter is earth-mind that pours its truth, half-truth and 
untruth upon each earth-life person. Spring is the new 
God-mind truth that reawakens you from the long 
winter of unhappiness or dissatisfaction. God-mind 
truth teams up with the Brotherhood to present itself to 
each one who asks. Then spring will come to that 
person with a new hope and a new manifestation. 
There never need be a winter of the soul again. It will 
end permanently once the entity joins with God-mind.

Whether all people hear the truth or not, those in the 
Brotherhood assure us that the truth remains the truth.

The principle, the God of the Universe, the truth that 
seeks its own, will be here for each of you who want it. 
It is your hope for a better world and for better soul 
growth.

Concern exists among the Brotherhood that m any people 
are reluctant to turn away from  earth-mind. They wonder 
why any o f us would hesitate to accept their offer o f help 
in m aking this G od connection. One asks, "Why would 
you even need to think this over?" A nother Brother lists
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possible reasons fo r  our hesitation. For example, m ention 
is m ade o f churches that claim truth m ust come from  their 
pulpits, from  their own religious concepts.

If you, reader, belong to any group which lays claim 
to the entire truth, take warning. There is no limit on 
God. There is no possible way to limit God’s truth by 
passing church laws or setting up doctrines.

The God of the Universe takes His truth to whomev
er He wants wherever He wants whenever He wants. 
He tells His truth through those who speak to this 
writer. He tells His truth to those who tune in to God- 
mind, and He will not be held in check by any priest or 
teacher or minister. He overrides the truth of those 
churches to present His own truth for each person.

There is no way to take you to the mountain top of 
the experience of being one with God. Where would we 
go? The experience that comes to those who become 
one with God is unique. That is the truth. There is no 
experience of one person that can be applied to anoth
er. That is how individual we all are.

Because of our uniqueness truth cannot be spread out 
like grass seed. Truth must be planted in the soft earth 
which is you. The seed must be suited to your soil, to 
your understanding. Truth that is your own must be 
given to you personally. That is what is meant by 
having a personal relationship with God. Oneness with 
God is only in the person, never a group happening.

There is nothing in the Universe that will be denied 
to those who are one with God. They have the freedom 
of space travel, freedom to walk the earth if they wish, 
freedom to be the entities who sing, dance, become 
masters of the arts. They tell others that they have 
never known absolute freedom before. They compare 
it to a wider understanding, to the uniting with universal 
substance that pours through them on command.

They tell us they reach the ultimate in every experi
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ence, in each endeavor. They never resist oneness with 
God. They reach higher and higher in expression to be 
those who excel in the wonderful expressions that this 
oneness can bring.

Finally, m y com m unicator says that there are no  
adequate words to describe oneness with God. H ow can 
words convey to m e or to you what we have not experi
enced? They insist that whether we know  it or not, we 
want to be one with G od because we are, after all, o ff
shoots o f G od who m ust return to Him. A n d  finally:

Nothing we do now will take this concept any further. 
There is the truth, there is the reader, and there is the 
Brotherhood waiting to help unite you with your true 
identity, the one with God.

THE GOD-MIND CONNECTION

THOUGHT STIMULATORS

1. "Trust" holds the key to success in our G od-m ind  
relationship with our Counselor, the Brotherhood. We 
initiate a request each tim e we desire help. Why is our 
trust important? Why do we request help each time?

2. The Brotherhood states, "To attain truth from  God- 
mind, we form  the open channel through which the 
connection is entered." W hat three steps will ready you to  
receive your open channel?

Inner Work: Thought is the G od power o f the Universe. 
It is the Brotherhood o f G od that reaches our thought 
stretching toward their thought that m akes our G od-m ind  
Connection. Be totally honest with yourself. N ote each 
desire, each question, each positive or negative thought you  
have. Entering into total teamwork and becoming one 
with the G od o f the Universe is the plan.
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Postscripts

Ind iv id u a ls tell how  they m a d e  their G od-M ind  
C onnection  a n d  how  it has changed their lives.

"The only way to fin d  out is to try it yourself," is the 
word from  the Brotherhood. Shortly after "The G od-M ind 
Connection" was first published in 1987, TeamUp began 
to receive letters and telephone calls from  readers who 
have follow ed the suggestions o f the Brotherhood and have 
m ade a conscious G od-m ind connection.

Following are random excerpts and summaries o f letters 
and com m ents from  across our nation. They indicate that 
there are many, m any ways to tap into G od-m ind and use 
the knowledge gained to improve life on this earth.

Here is a letter from  David, who lives in Ohio:
"My experience with the Brotherhood began some 

years ago, but I did not realize what was happening 
until just last year. I remember my first experience with 
writing about four years ago. I don’t remember being 
into meditation or anything like that at the time, but at 
some point when I had a pad of paper in front of me, 
I thought it would be interesting to write on a subcon
scious level without having to think through the pro
cess.... Not much was understandable, but then I didn’t
want to be able to read something that I didn’t control. 
I put that incident out of my mind until last year when
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I felt compelled to pick up a pen during a meditation. 
And so it began. The questions I asked were answered.

"I thought to myself that I needed to know more 
about this encounter, so I went to my local bookstore 
the next day. I entered the store with a strange feeling 
that I was not alone. I wasn’t sure what I was looking 
for, but I wasn’t going to ask for help from a clerk 
either. I pulled several books, flipped through them and 
put them back on the shelf. I came upon one shelf of 
books that seemed to draw me. I picked up a book and 
without seeing the title or subject matter, knew by the 
tingling in my body that this WAS the book I needed. 
As I was paying the cashier, I looked at the title of the 
book. It was "The God-Mind Connection."

"When I got home I immediately went to a pad of 
paper. The response I got was, ’This is the reading you 
requested.’

"Until recently, I have conversed with several guides.
....  I am currently working on greater discipline in
meditation and gaining greater clarity through my 
connection."

_

Valerie, from  New York, said that she had been working 
with the principles described in "The God-M ind Connec
tion, " and she decided it was tim e to get her econom ic life 
in order. She told the God o f the Universe that she 
wanted to serve people, she liked to talk, she needed three 
days work a week, no more, and that she wanted "X ' 
num ber o f dollars. Her tone was strong and she em pha
sized that she expected what she asked for. She went to  
church and in the sanctuary expressed all o f the above. 
She returned to her apartment, closed the door, and the 
phone rang. It was a woman who identified herself as 
having a consultant business that does career counseling 
and which works with sm all businesses that need organiz
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ing. She said she had heard o f Valerie and that she would 
like to discuss a job  opening that she had. However, she 
said she could not afford to hire anyone fu ll time. Would 
she accept a Monday, Wednesday, Friday position at a 
certain salary? It was perfect.

Furthermore, Valerie said she worried that she m ight not 
have the expertise fo r  all situations. But, she reasoned, she 
could use her Divine Partnership and tap into that extraor
dinary Wisdom. She said that she sometim es heard herself 
expressing herself on topics that she did not know  about — 
except through her G od-m ind connection.

__

Bob, from Arizona, said, "I entered into the experi
ence of communication with a large measure of doubt. 
I still have some, but that has not changed the nature of
the experience, as far as I can tell.... For several years I
simply experimented (perhaps every two or three 
months). My questions were prompted by ’idle curiosi
ty,’ and answers were short. Some were facetious. I 
could not, however, tell what the pen would form when 
it began to move.

"In 1987 I read The God-M ind Connection and then 
used my pen to inquire about the Brotherhood....At one 
point I mentioned, ’I have never had writing so clear.’ 
The answer: ’You have never been so open.’

"I became intrigued about the significantly different 
kinds of information that you {Jean) received, compared 
with what I received. I commented, ’Mrs. Foster has 
much to say about the glory of God. I seem to hear 
more pragmatic statements.’

"The response: ’She is awed by the power of God 
and the strength of the Brotherhood. She is inspired by 
the wonder of it all. You are not looking for revelation; 
rather you are, as always, a doer who seeks to do. We 
speak to you not of wonder but of means. You hear
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what you need to hear. You are not to extol the glory
of God. She is.....  Remember that you control what
you wish to use. If you refuse to open your mind you 
cannot receive it, and you will never know what you 
have lost. You create your own world. Learn to accept 
the power of God or be sure your limited powers will be 
all that you will ever have. You have known the great 
source by accident. Know it now by will.’

"I speculated quite a bit about the source of the 
communication. Was I writing what another entity was 
thinking, or was I simply tapping my own subconscious? 
On other occasions, I wrote, ’I keep speculating that I 
am furnishing the thoughts I record,’ and ’I suppose I 
find it nearly impossible to believe in communication 
with a spirit plane.’

"The response: ’You are indeed suspicious..... If your
subconscious created the body of truth you have collect
ed, it has indeed been inspired. Whether you receive 
truth through inspiration or communication, it is all one. 
Your doubts may hold back other benefits, but this 
particular doubt will not interfere with your learning.’"

A  young woman, Roberta, who used to live in New York 
City but who now lives in California, reported that her life 
has become incredible since she began using her God- 
m ind connection — deliberately, consciously. A s  an 
example, she m entioned a job  she wanted in Los Angeles. 
She is a producer o f T V  commercials. Her guidance said 
to "pack u p ” However, she reasoned that she d idn ’t even 
know  yet i f  she had the job. Again came the advice to  
"pack" So, she packed a suitcase and p u t it in the com er 
near the fron t door o f her New York apartment. Two and 
a h a lf weeks later, she got a call to come to L os Angeles. 
B ut this isn ’t all. She also asked the Brotherhood fo r  help
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in bringing in her project under budget, and she did so by 
more than $3,000.

John, another New Yorker, wrote the following:
"I read The G od-M ind Connection about 18 months 

ago and was rather intrigued with it. I then attempted 
to make my own personal contact with the Brotherhood.
I was both surprised and quite pleased when I was able 
to do so. Since that time, their help and your instruc
tion have truly given a great new dimension to my life!

"Since this adventure has begun, I have had a truly 
wonderful learning experience. I cannot say that I was 
totally successful immediately, but the Brothers worked 
patiently with me and as time has gone on I continue
to discover new and wonderful things almost daily...... It
was not until I first began working with the Brother
hood that I felt I made any real progress in the deep 
spiritual hunger that I have always felt."

_*  * _

A  young m an with A ID S  shared a very positive story 
about his life. H e and a m an he loved shared their lives 
until his partner’s death. During the last part o f his 
friend’s life, m any drugs had to be given, and there was 
m uch suffering. H e said that as he sat by his friend’s bed, 
centered in his inner temple and awaiting guidance, he was 
enveloped with radiant warmth. Also, he understood that 
he could extend that warmth to his friend, and he did so. 
From that m om ent on, his friend needed no more drugs 
and he had no further suffering. Since his death, this 
person has worked with a volunteer hospice group that 
helps the dying because, as he says, "/ seem to have som e 
kind o f healing power in m y hands."

This same m an said he has a book within him, and that 
he started to write it, but then he had to stop because o f  
his own physical condition. "I’m  at the twilight o f m y life,"
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he said without emotion. "I was told that the book is 
already written in the next plane o f life and that it will be 
given to someone else. A n d  tha t’s all right." Over and  
over again he said his life was very good and that he has 
been fortunate.

A  m an from  Michigan, nam ed Frank, wrote:
"My meditations have been good. For a period of 

three months I must admit to giving in to the earth- 
mind truth of discouragement, but have since resumed 
regular engagements in my inner temple. As I meditate 
I do get information, usually a steady stream of it, but 
when I go to write it down, the information shuts off 
until I finish. Perhaps I need to learn to write and 
listen simultaneously. The stuff I get is good, but it 
doesn’t have the ring of God-truth to it. It seems more 
like the best thoughts I’ve read or heard or thought up 
all put down together -  often quite elegantly. But 
nothing that moves me to KNOW it is God-mind. It 
feels like very good Frank-mind.

"Once when meditating, I told myself to relax and 
heard immediately: ’Do not relax but seek to concen
trate your complete self, abilities. Goals, what are your 
goals? How can we work with you if you have no 
goals? We need a focused mind. We do not need the 
ONE goal -  any will do, but begin.’"

From Washington, D.C. came a letter from  Deborah:
"While visiting my father’s family in Washington, D.C. 

at Thanksgiving, I parked my truck outside their home. 
It contained everything I own because I had left Penn
sylvania and was waiting for my room in D.C. to be 
ready.

"Thanksgiving morning I walked outside and found 
that my truck and belongings were gone. After momen
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tary disbelief and shock, I realized an inner calm and 
centeredness. Even the policeman and my insurance 
woman commented on how friendly I was. People are 
never nice about such things, they told me.

"I asked the household not to feel bad about the 
theft. And, I requested (through my God-mind connec
tion) that all things be returned to me undamaged and 
in perfect order. I remembered not to limit God. Also, 
I looked within to see how I felt without these material 
things, and I felt absolutely perfect. That was odd! I 
had no feeling of lack or need.

"Within forty-eight hours my truck was back in my 
possession with only a few things missing. No windows 
had been broken, no wires damaged, no ignition busted. 
Everything was in perfect order. The police could not 
understand it. I do."

Kathleen, from  New Jersey, wrote this:
"My daughter got off the school bus the other day 

and said, ’Mom, I buckled my (God) Partner in the seat 
belt (with me). I really believe in my Partner. She’s 
there for me!’ Then later we were driving in the car 
and she said, ’Excuse me for a minute. I’m going to 
team up with God now.’ Oh, if we all had the assur
ance of a five year old!

"While seeking my own dialogue with the Brother
hood of God, I became aware of messages floating into 
my mind. Where did they come from? Were they 
really the Brotherhood? Or, were they just from my 
own ego?

"Closing my eyes, I meditated briefly and asked for a 
sign. If the thoughts were really from the Brotherhood, 
I wanted a five petal flower to cross my path that very 
day. Just then I saw my daughter emerging from 
school, and I went to meet her. There she was, carrying
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a five petal flower, and she said, ’Here, Mommy -  this 
flower is a gift for you.’"

According to Timbur, from  New York City, "It’s the best, 
getting a dialog going with m y inner voice, with the 
Brotherhood (and I  m ean talking). I f  ¡question whatever 
is being said or fe lt intuitively, m y personality or negative 
ego backs down, or it simply does not ring clear as Truth.

"I can see that sometim es what comes into m y m ind is 
m e feeling sorry fo r  myself. Or, sometim es I  am having m y 
martyr trip or m y victim trip «  the they’re-out-to-get-me 
feelings. B u t by questioning by asking the Brotherhood,
'W hat’s going on, here? W hat’s this s tu ff (negative 
thoughts) all about?’ I  open to G od-m ind and I  receive m y 
own truth. I  fin d  m uch to talk about with m y guides, the 
Brotherhood. I  have found  more o f the confidence that 
the Brotherhood talks about, and so I  continue to realize 
what it means to know  G od as m y Partner."

_**_

Carol and Dan are a husband and wife team from 
Ohio. These two individuals are examples of the many 
who have had that all-important breakthrough into 
conscious use of their God-mind connection. They both 
communicate with the Brotherhood and receive their 
own truth.

In a one-on-one discussion, Dan requested answers to 
his many questions to the Brotherhood through Jean. 
He asked her to use his computer that had software like 
her own. "This way we can go faster and get more 
material," he said. However, the answers did not give 
him the clarity he wanted. With a big sigh and grimace, 
he folded his arms across his chest and asked why the 
answers weren’t clear. "I want clarity," he insisted. 
Whereupon, Jean received this message: "If the writer 
will stand up and let the questioner sit down, he will
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receive his clarity." Amid his protests that he wasn’t 
ready, the two of them exchanged places.

Jean insisted that Dan could get his own messages, 
that he can communicate as well as she can — even 
better because he wasn’t depending on an intermediary. 
He typed out his question, and both asked for answers. 
Slowly, hunt and peck style, Dan began to type out his 
answers. Yes, they were clear; yes, he was launched 
into his own dialoging.

Carol, too, wanted to become a communicator with 
the Brotherhood, for she had many personal mountains 
to move and many situations in her life which required 
real Wisdom, real teamwork with that which God IS. 
Like Dan, she asked Jean to give her answers, and like 
Dan, she found the answers hard to interpret.

Why do Jean’s answers for others need interpreting? 
Why are they full of symbolism and why do they lack 
clarity? Because no one can be privy to the heart/mind 
of another. Jean can help to bring insight, but she 
cannot give what the person is truly seeking. What we 
all seek is the God Partner’s help in the way of personal 
truth. And we find this by addressing God, or Good, or 
by asking the Brotherhood of God to help us.

When Carol, at Jean’s insistence, focused on the 
thought of hearing the inner voice, the voice became 
clear to her. What tenderness, what teamwork, what 
pure truth then ensued!

_**_

One person who owns a boutique turned to inner 
guidance — to the Brotherhood — and sought an answer 
concerning her father who has Altzheim ers disease. 
Though his condition is arrested, he does have certain loss 
o f memory. This person’s m other said that the father 
looks down when he walks, and she repeatedly tells him  to  
look up. The daughter’s guidance said that her fa ther is
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afraid o f death, and he watches the ground in order to  
keep in touch with the earth. With this bit o f insight, her 
m other can now be o f m uch more value to him, and she 
will have greater understanding o f that part o f him  that he 
cannot express.

_**_

Bonnie, from New York, said her God-mind connec
tion helped her confirm an important career decision. 
She was enrolled in a law school where she specialized 
in corporate law. She found the work easy but grew 
restless because an inner nudge propelled her away 
from law. She had spent time and money on this 
degree, and quitting seemed a poor choice.

At a community fair, Bonnie asked the Brotherhood, 
"Let me win this ring toss if I am to follow my 
heart/mind." She won twice. Startled, she asked to win 
something else. Immediately her name was called. 
She’d won a plant. Was she satisfied? Not yet.

On the day of the deadline, she drove to the school 
still undecided. She stopped at her favorite bookstore, 
browsed about and "happened upon" a slender volume 
called A  Nation o f Lawyers. It was a prose poem that 
brought forth the very reasons that Bonnie held in her 
heart for not continuing in law school. At that point 
indecision fled, and she confidently withdrew.

"Meditation is at the base o f spiritual growth," says 
Roger, from  New York. Through meditation he unites with 
God to direct his business and to live his life. H is com 
munication, often through projected imagery, is vivid and 
productive.

All her life, Evie, who lives in Missouri, had experi
ences what she and others called "miracles." Now she 
realizes these experiences need not be rare occasions,
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that they can happen whenever she consciously opens 
her mind to her God-mind connection and asks for 
help. Here is her summary of what her God-mind con
nection does for her:

•  Provides companionship
•  Smooths the rough edges of life
•  Heals and brings wholeness
•  Communicates — both audio dialogue or on paper
•  Is non-judgmental
•  Counsels and gives guidance
•  Inspires and helps augment talents
•  Gives purpose and meaning to life
•  Helps her realize that there is a solution for any 

situation
•  Gives strength and energy to help her carry out 

her growth plan
_**_

Betty, from  California, knows in her heart/m ind that the 
Brotherhood o f God is the outreach o f the Holy Spirit. 
She knows that they are true to their prom ise o f holding 
her within the embrace, the protection, the power o f the 
G od o f the Universe. Therefore, she has placed a chair fo r  
her G od Partner in her office next to her own. She 
discusses her business, her life, and her personal plans with 
her God Partner. Though she hears no inner voice, she 
leaves all these matters with this teamwork o f divine 
energy. "I do all I  can," she explains to her Partner. "Now 
it is up to you."

The results Betty and others see in their lives convince 
them  o f the necessity o f working within the teamwork i f  life 
is to become joyfu l and successful. She believes in the 
bottom  line -  manifestation. I f  nothing changes fo r  the 
better in your life, i f  situations do not become resolved, i f  
prosperity is not forthcom ing then, Betty believes, a person
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is not working within the team work "It works?' she says. 
"It really works."

Ruby, from Michigan, said, "Whenever I am faced 
with a challenge -  no matter how great -  I know that 
when I ask for help I activate that force (what God IS) 
on my behalf."

_* *_

Sharrel, from Kansas, said she had been trying to 
write down the thoughts from God-mind for over a year 
when she read The God-M ind Connection. Still, she 
didn’t have much success, though she followed the 
directions in the book. But, she kept trying, and soon 
the words came freely. Since that beginning, Sharrel 
has worked with many people to start them receiving 
information from the Brotherhood. She says that a 
person must really want this connection and have a 
sincere desire to live life at a spiritual level.

Nettie, from  Ohio, announced her G od-m ind connection 
with great enthusiasm. She wrote: "The greatest news fo r  
m e is that I  have connected with the Brotherhood o f God. 
A t first it was m y earth anxieties that would awaken m e in 
the wee hours o f the morning and drive m e out o f bed. 
Instead o f pacing the floor and wringing m y hands, I  went 
to m y computer and began typing. In  a few  days the 
anxieties went away. I  still am waking in those wee 
wonderful quiet hours and writing the messages that are 
com ing through .... "

Not everyone dialogues on paper. Betty, from 
Missouri, said that she had sought a breakthrough into 
expanded awareness for some time before it actually 
happened. She sensed and then saw a tall "presence" in 
her home. It was there to help her, to advise her, to
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counsel, to do the things the Brotherhood does for and 
with us. Mostly she receives images, rather than words, 
for she says that words slow her down. Images, accord
ing to her, can have a dozen nuances at once — much 
less cumbersome than words.

_

Laura, from  Colorado, wrote to say, "The connection I  
have m ade has enhanced an earlier contact, helping to  
bring further understanding to the astounding com m unica
tion given me. Now things are always clearer, helpful 
direction is given, and great and tender love and support 
are at hand."

Annie Kirkwood, who wrote the fast-selling book, 
M ary’s Message to the World, communicated with the 
Brotherhood of God almost immediately after reading 
The God-M ind Connection. She believes that God is her 
Partner and that the Brotherhood is the outreach of the 
Holy Spirit who help her and her family with their lives. 
She began writing down messages for her’s and her 
husband Byron’s family. The family gathered on Sunday 
afternoons to read the messages and to discuss them. 
Their lives changed; relationships improved. Before 
long Annie was asked, through her God-mind connec
tion, to write Mary’s message, even though, as Annie 
told Mary, "I’m not Catholic." Mary’s response: "I’m 
not Catholic either."

_

Gary, from  New Jersey, "heard" message thoughts, but 
he doubted that these thoughts could come from  his G od 
Partner or from  the helping Brotherhood. One day as he 
rode the train into New York City, he asked fo r  some 
significant sign that would tell him  if  these thoughts were 
really from  God. A t his stop, a m an got o ff the train 
ahead o f him  and carelessly threw his newspaper on the
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floor. Gary quickly scooped it up and headed fo r  a trash 
container. Just before he let go o f the paper, he recognized 
that his thum b was on the horoscope feature, and further
more, it was on Pisces, his sign. Here is his reconstructed 
memory o f what he read: "You will be having significant 
conversations, and you will not be able to resist the voice, 
fo r  it comes from  within."

„  * * _ _

Judy, from Ohio, wrote of her prayer request to find 
a good man for their young labrador retriever. The dog 
was too high spirited for three of her children. She ran 
an ad and put up a sign in a farm market and waited. 
After two weeks one call came. Soon the ideal man for 
the retriever came to the house, and the dog jumped 
confidently into his pickup truck. She added, "In my 
heart a voice said, ’If God can find the best situation for 
a dog, believe God can find it for you, too.’ In that way 
I was assured that my husband and I will find what we 
are seeking in our lives -  our roles, our true place 
where we will serve others and find soul satisfaction."

Joan, from  New Jersey, wrote that she found  their three- 
year-old daughter sitting on the stairs looking intently out 
the window. She asked the child what she was doing. Her 
answer, quickly given, was, "I’m  ju st believing." Her 
heartfelt statem ent marks the beginning o f her conscious 
awareness o f her G od-m ind connection. A n d  so it is with 
us all.
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advanced souls: All souls (spirit entities) come to planet
earth with growth plans. Those who enact these plans in 
their earth lives are referred to as "advanced."

agape love: There are many kinds of love. Agape refers to 
love that helps one another, not a love that encompasses 
a person with affection.

automatic writing: Although channelled writing is sometimes 
called "automatic writing," it is far from automatic. This 
kind of writing is a process the writer uses to record 
mind-to-mind communication between her and the 
Brotherhood of God. It ties into the writer’s inner 
perception of thoughts that pour into her open mind 
through the open channel, her God-mind connection.

Bible: A collection of stories, history and remembrances that 
gives the progression of thought about God. It is a 
guide for living, divinely inspired, but it is not the only 
word of God. The word of God comes to each 
individual as a flow of wisdom, and the Bible — at best 
-  is but one source of wisdom. God -  a living, 
pulsating, vibrant energy -  is the Source of Pure Truth, 
not a Bible -  any Bible.

Brotherhood of God: Advanced spirits stay nearby in the 
next plane of life to enact the work of the Holy Spirit. 
They are the counselor, the comforter, the teacher who 
work with those in the earth plane who open their minds 
to them. These spirits are helpers who want to help 
people team up with the God of the Universe to receive 
eternal and personal truth.

channel: Anyone can be a channel through which the Mind 
of God pours individual and eternal truth. Also, an
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individual who is called a channel is only proving that 
communication is possible between those in the earth 
plane and those in the next plane of life.

channelled writing: When mind-to-mind communication is 
written, it is often called channelled writing. However, 
all inspired writing — be it poetry, stories, essays, even 
music or artistic expression is considered channelled.

Christ: A concept of oneness with God. Each person can 
consider himself or herself the Christ in the sense of that 
oneness. When we acknowledge the Christ, we 
acknowledge our oneness with God.

demonstration: The process of producing your thought into 
the physical world. The success of the process is 
predicated upon a person’s understanding and 
application of spiritual principles.

devil: The mover of evil within man, a concept that says man 
is caught between two powers, God and the evil one, or 
devil. No power can exist outside of God except as man 
gives that power. Therefore, "devil" is only a way of 
shifting responsibility.

earth-bound spirits: When souls — or spirits — separate from 
their bodies and live in the next plane of life, some 
cannot let go of their earth life identities. These spirits 
are called "earth-bound."

earth-mind: Earth-mind goes no further than man has gone. 
It proves its beliefs in material substance, historical data, 
scientific observations. Earth-mind also embraces 
religion as a worthy effort to reach God. But God is 
often demoted to that which holds society together in 
values, not a personal Entity Whose vastness is yet to be 
proved in individual lives.

energy: Innate power that rises from your truth -  either 
God-mind or earth-mind.

entity: When an individual is called an "entity," the reference 
is to the inner being or spirit self.

emptying (yourself): This is a process of clearing the mind 
of temperamental thoughts and personal ego in order to 
receive God’s truth. Meditation, willingness to let go of 
personal beliefs, and trusting your highest concept of
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God are examples o f emptying, 
etemalization: This term refers to the goal or object you 

visualize along with helpers from the Brotherhood. 
They and you work with your God Truth to visualize 
what is needed, what is wanted. Then, the three in one 
-  the Holy Spirit, the spirit o f  the individual and the 
power o f the God o f the Universe — produce any 
generous and worthy thought into earth substance, 

evil: A  concept many people hold in mind to explain what 
they call "evil." This concept o f  an evil presence within 
a person diminishes the concept o f God by keeping the 
individual focused on the absence o f what God IS. 

gentle or tender presences: These spirits work within the 
Brotherhood/Holy Spirit to reunite your being with God 
Spirit. With the help o f these presences, those in the 
earth plane can m eet every need or concern with 
positive, perfect understanding. With their help, each 
person can be useful in society and can help m eet the 
needs o f  others as well as himself.

God-force: The power o f God that acts according to truth 
principles. This power manifests thoughts into things. 

G od the Father, God the Judgment, etc.: Terms which
indicate the extent o f the concept people have about 
God. Words that follow "God" indicate what it is that 
people believe.

G od o f  the Universe: This designation is meant to open your 
concept o f  God to the furthest reaches o f your mind. 
The God concept must be expanded if it is to m eet your 
best expectations. The smaller the God concept, the 
smaller the expectations. Therefore, the Brotherhood 
tries to help each individual to open his/her mind to all 
that God IS.

God-Mind: The unrestricted and unlimited Mind that
produces a flow o f  wisdom that anyone can tap into is 
called "God-Mind." This truth that flows with a steady 
impulse wants to connect with individual mind/spirits 
who reach out to become one with the God o f the 
Universe. In this text God-mind Truth is called 
"peterstet" -  that which satisfies perfectly, that which
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never runs out o f energy.
God-mind Truth: See "God-Mind."
God-self: The entity or person who is teamed up with God. 
God’s emissary: A  person who lives the Truth o f God. 
growth: When a person accepts truth and lives it, spiritual 

growth occurs. This growth is that which becomes a 
permanent part o f the spirit self, 

growth plan: Before a soul or spirit enters an infant body 
within the womb, that entity made a plan to achieve 
oneness with God. This plan, if it was true to the nature 
o f  what God IS, was a cooperative venture between the 
God o f the Universe and the individual.

Holy Spirit: The Counselor, Comforter, Teacher which is the 
activity o f the Holy Spirit is centered in those advanced 
spirits called the Brotherhood o f God. 

inner self: The reality o f  each person is the inner self or 
spirit/soul. This inner self has lived many lifetimes and 
will never die.

inner temple: To help us in our spiritual growth, it is recom
mended by the Brotherhood that we create within us an 
inner temple. This temple is a meeting place for us and 
the Brotherhood. It is here that we study, meditate, 
learn.

Jesus: The Brother o f Brothers (Jesus) became the outward 
manifestation o f the inner being who lived his life 
according to his growth plan. Jesus the man reflected 
his inner self who enacted his oneness with God. 

love: This cannot be understood in human terms, for experi
ence gives us erroneous ideas about love. Tenderness is 
the ultimate spiritual expression o f total support and 
caring. Love is a servant o f tenderness and bows before 
the ultimate expression because "love" gives and receives. 
Tenderness only gives, 

manifestation: See "demonstration." 
mind/spirit: The mind is separate from the brain. The brain 

is physical -  material; the mind is spiritual. When the 
term "mind/spirit" is used, it refers to the reality within 
us -  the soul or spirit which is capable, under any and 
all conditions, o f connecting to all that God IS.
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New Age: The time now appears on the horizon when the 
earth must reinstate purity into its being. When this 
time comes, nothing will be as it was. Those who heed  
the Truth o f  God, however, will help both planet and 
mankind to survive, to flourish and to live in total 
teamwork.

next plane o f  life: The earth plane is where our spirit selves 
-  our souls — express in human form. The next plane o f  
life interpenetrates the earth plane, and it is here that 
the Brotherhood o f  God work as the outreach o f the 
Holy Spirit. It is also a place o f coming and going -
spirits leaving the earth plane and spirits preparing to 
re-enter life on planet earth.

open channel: The means by which the Brotherhood o f God 
works with each individual to help bring about a 
God-mind connection.

partnership: When we accept truth from God and decide to 
live only that truth, we are in partnership with the God 
o f the Universe. When we accept the Brotherhood o f  
God as our Counselor, Comforter and Teacher, we are 
in partnership with the Holy Spirit.

prayer: Religionists practice prayer to bring mankind into 
mental attunement to their God concepts. Prayer offers 
hope, consideration and an opportunity for reverence. 
Prayer is seldom thought o f as communication between 
God and man. It is usually a ritual connecting man to 
a God he cannot hope to understand.

reincarnation: Living one lifetime after another as men and 
women, as various nationalities, as members o f  all races, 
we have an opportunity to enact our growth plan and 
enact our oneness with God. Reincarnation is God’s 
plan which gives people many opportunities for spiritual 
growth.

religion: An organization which brings people together in 
churches for the purpose o f worship and to turn them 
into good workers. Generally, religion keeps people 
from their individual discovery o f  God.

replenishment: When people draw upon the gifts o f  God, 
when they respond to God Truth, they replenish the
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earth and their lives with what is the nature o f God. 
Satan: The Old Testament personality who gives the

personification o f evil in many fictional stories. But 
Satan did not tempt people. H e was the questioner who 
asked questions that people needed to answer in order 
to understand their relationship with God. Satan and 
the devil are not the same.

spiritual law: Any God Truth that operates within the uni
verse as law — as that which must come about, 

soul: See inner self.
teamwork: This term is the basic strength o f the work of  

sp irit, for w ith ou t the team w ork  o f  the  
Brotherhood/Holy Spirit and the God o f the Universe, 
there can be no accomplishment o f permanent value. 
Teamwork takes each one who understands its strength 
into the realm o f  the masters who can bring earth 
materiality from the seed o f God Truth.

Team up: This is the directive to join with the God o f  the 
Universe and the Brotherhood o f God. 

templing: By bringing God Truth together with the inner 
spirit, the two are templed, or perfectly joined, 

thought-form: The human body is a thought-form, for it is 
the manifestation o f that creative goodness which 
emanates through God. Other thought-forms are the 
manifested thoughts that we, with the help o f  the God 
o f the Universe, bring into being, 

tome: One book o f a series o f books which contain the 
Truth that God has to impart, 

truth: Anything you believe in is your own truth. Truth, as 
you take it within and work with it, develops the fabric 
o f your lifetime experience. Your truth consists o f  
powerful thoughts that become the center or focus o f  
your mind/spirit.

turnabout: One who sees himself clearly as one with God. 
wetness: Denotes discouragement in its various forms. "Wet 

truth" is earth-mind truth, that quality o f  inferior truth
that never comes from the Mind o f God.

* *
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THE GOD-MIND CONNECTION
The first of two metaphysical trilogies, this book 

invites the reader to tap into that which God IS, 
into Wisdom, into Creative Intelligence. First 
published six years ago, this 1993 revised edition 
has added P ostscrip ts  -  stories from people who 
have made their own God-mind connections that 
help them live life successfully -  and a G lossary. 
Also, introduced is the Brotherhood of God, 
helpers who are the outreach of the Holy Spirit, 
those who counsel and comfort.

/  love The God-M ind Connection. I t  helped m e "hear" 
a n d  write dow n w hat I  was receiving. N o t only was I  
helped  b u t m y fa m ily  too. A  few  m on th s later, M ary, 
M other o f  Jesus, a sked  m e to  transcribe H er m essage a n d  
send  it o u t to  the world. N ow  i t ’s a book, titled  M ary’s 
M essage to  the W orld. -  A n n ie  K irkw ood.

Eight years ago Jean Foster - 
because o f  her intense desire fo 
greater spiritual growth — begai 
to receive counseling and teachin; 
from the Brotherhood o f God, th< 
outreach o f the Holy Spirit.

Her mission today is to explain 
inform and demonstrate how ou 
personal truth from God-min< 
enriches our lives on earth an< 
enables each o f us to attain indi 
vidual goals.

A  graduate o f Indiana Uni 
versity with majors in journalisn 
and English, she is a writer, teach 
er, wife and grandmother.

$10.95


